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This thesis is divided into two parts: an English part in one volume and an

Arabic part in two volumes. The first part consists of seven chapters. The first

chapter deals with the political life and social context of al-Andalus in the 8th

/14th century. The second concentrates on the intellectual life of al-Andalus; in

this chapter the most important intellectual and cultural activities that flourished

during the 8th/14lh century are discussed in some detail and examples from each

of these cultural activities are given.

Chapter 3 draws on primary sources to review the development of poetry

and prose in the 8th/14th century. The fourth chapter discusses the four main

source materials used in this thesis and goes on to cover the life of Ibn Layun in

some detail, including his education. The eastern influences on his education are

also discussed. His important students such as Ibn al-Khatlb, Ibn Khatima and

al-Hadrami are also mentioned in this chapter, which again relies on important

primary sources written by Ibn Layun, his students and his contemporaries.

In Chapter 5 Ibn Layun's works (those which are extant as well as those

which have not survived) are discussed in greater detail, along with his

unrivalled ability to summarise other important works. After looking at some



factors which influenced his writings, this chapter examines his rajaz and, in

particular, existing manuscripts of two of Ibn Layun's urjuza: al-Iksir and Ibda'

al-Malaha wa-Inha' al-RajahaflUsui Sina 'at al-Filaha. Comments are made

especially on the edition of the second of these urjuza.

The penultimate chapter in this part is a critical study of the Bughya and

discusses in more detail its contents, sources and the methods used by the author.

The work is compared to other works such as al- 'Iqd al-Farld, 'Uyun al-Akhbar

and al-Tamthll wa-al-Muhadara. The Bughya draws heavily from an earlier

work, the Bahja of Ibn ' Abd al-Barr. This chapter examines the extent to which

Ibn Layun depended on this and other earlier works, and describes how he

turned the traditional anthology into a work of didactic and scholastic

importance. An index and tables to this chapter are found at the end of the

thesis.

The final chapter in part one describes in detail the extant manuscripts, and

how the current edition was made from the extant manuscripts.
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The second part of this thesis is a scholarly edition of Ibn Layun's important

anthology Bughyat al-Mua'nis relying on four important manuscripts, one of

which goes back to the time of the author, together with a footnoted commentary

on the Bughya and other relevant material on variant readings. Included also in

the second part are indices, an appendix and bibliography for the edited text.

The indices cover Quranic verses, hadiths, proverbs and sayings of

wisdom, poetic verses in accordance to their rhymes, poetic hemistiches, names

of persons, names of tribes and clans, names of towns, cities and other places.

They also cover titles of works mentioned by Ibn LayOn and titles of sources and

references used in editing Ibn Layun's work.

This thesis is the first detailed analysis of Ibn Layun and his work.
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Part one



Introduction



Among the questions which might be asked are the following. Why choose the topic

of Ibn Layun; His Life and Work? Why is the 14th century to be studied in

particular? What is the status and significance of any previous studies relative to the

present thesis?

My interest in this topic began to develop in 1991, when A. al-Harrama made

the suggestion that the life and work of Ibn Layun had not received much attention,

and from that time 1 started researching his work and collecting to collect

information and copies of his existing work from the libraries of several countries,

including Morocco, Tunis and Libya. Another reason for choosing to write about

Ibn Layun and his work, is that he can be taken as an example of the pattern of

intellectual life which predominated in al-Andalus in the 8th/14th century, when

scholars would be engaged in several different fields. As well as Ibn Layun, this is

evident from other writers such as Ibn al-Khatib Ibn Khatima, al-Sharif al-Sabtl and

Ibn al-Jayyab.

During my research, copies of previously uncatalogued texts were

discovered, including, al-Nukhba which was found in the Centre of Historical

Studies in Tripoli, and a copy of Bughya which is in private hands in Libya. There

also exist copies of his urjuza Ibda' al-Malaha and other commentaries on this work

which were not used by J. Eguaras in her 1975 edition. {Ibn Luyun Tratado de

Agricultura, Granada, 1975).1 The same applies to other Spanish scholars including

The commentary was published in 1975 in Granada and includes a full translation
into Spanish as well as comments.
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Emilio Garcia Gomez in his two articles Sober agricultura arabogo-andaluza, in Al-

Andalus, x (1945), p. 127 and Los proverbios rimados de Ben Luyun de Almeria

(1283-1349), Al-Andalus, XXXVI (1972). After studying his remaining work,

including his rajaz, his poetry and summaries, I was encouraged that a single in-

depth study of the life and work of Ibn LayOn should be undertaken, especially in the

absence of any other detailed work, except for a short entry in the Encyclopaedia of

Islam, and a very few articles written in Spanish. In connection with modern Arab

studies, a recent general work on Andalusian literature, by ShawqT Dayf, was

published in Cairo in 1997, which includes an extremely brief chapter on the 14th

century. However, in his writing, he does not refer to original sources, and does not

mention Ibn Layun at all, so this work can not be taken as a major contribution to our

knowledge of the 8th/14th century in particular.

Moreover, looking at the broader area of Andalusian literature, one can say

that most of the academic research has concentrated on the period oftheTa'ifi

Kingdoms. After the collapse of al-Muwahhidun, one could get the impression that

quantity and quality of literature in al-Andalus had diminished. In fact, with

important men of letters such as Ibn al-Khatlb, Ibn Layun, Ibn al-Jayyab, al-Sharlf

al-Sabtl, Ibn Zamrak and Ibn Khatima al-Ansari, it can be seen that Andalusian

literature continued to flourish under the Banu al-Ahmar dynasty. Indeed, the

existing poetry and muwashshahat, for example, give further evidence that the

literary production during this time was as vigorous as in previous periods. Again,

there are very few studies of Andalusian literature of the 8th/14th century, with more

emphasis hitherto given to the 5th/11th and 6th/12th centuries. Those few studies made
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of the 8th/14th century have tended to rely on the same secondary sources, whereas

this thesis, by contrast, has made efforts to refer back to all primary sources which

discuss the 8th/l 4th century.

The initial research task of this thesis concerned itself exclusively with Ibn

LayOn's life and work, but it then grew in scope to include wider elements of

intellectual, social and literary life in 8lh/14th century al-Andalus. Of the large

amount of Ibn Layun's work which has come down to us, only his urjuza Ibda' al-

Malaha wa-Inha' al-Rajaha has been edited, in 1975, and therefore this thesis will

undertake the additional task of editing and commenting on one of his important

works, Bughya. It is this writer's hope that the extent and breadth of this study will

encourage others to research a field that has until now occasioned only relatively

brief investigations. To give a clear structure to such an extensive study, the thesis is

divided into two main parts.

The first part is divided into seven chapters. The first chapter will deal with

the political life and social context of al-Andalus in the 8lh/14th century; the second

will concentrate on the intellectual life of al-Andalus. In this chapter the most

important intellectual and cultural activities that flourished during the 8th/14th century

will be expanded upon and examples from each of these activities will be discussed.

They include Fiqh, Exegesis and HadTth, linguistic studies, history and travel

literature, Medicine, Mathematics and Agronomy, education and the dissemination

of manuscripts.
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Chapter 3 will draw on primary sources to review the development of poetry

and prose in the 8th/l4th century. Chapter 4 will cover Ibn Layun's life in

considerable detail including his education, the large number of his teachers from

both Al-Andalus and Morocco. The Eastern influences on Ibn Layun's education

will also be discussed. Likewise his important students such as Ibn al-Khatlb, Ibn

Khatima and al-Hadraml are also mentioned in this chapter, and again it will rely on

important primary sources written by Ibn Layun, his students and his

contemporaries. Some errors in secondary sources, including the Efi, will be noted

in this chapter.

In Chapter 5, both Ibn Layun's existing works and those which have not

survived will be discussed in greater detail. His ability to summarise other important

works, and in some cases to render them as a form of poetry. After considering at

some factors which influenced his writings, this chapter will examine existing

manuscripts of Ibn Layun's urjuza: Ibda' al-Malaha wa-Inha' al-RajahafiUsul

Sina 'at al-Filaha and the commentary on it by Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez.

The penultimate chapter covers the relationship of the Bughya to earlier

works. Ibn Layun drew on a number of these, most importantly on the Bahja of Ibn

'Abd al-Barr. The contrast between these two works will be highlighted showing

how by careful selection and editing Ibn Layun transformed a work of popular

entertainment into a text of literary and pedagogical merit. This transformation was

one of the goals of the author, and so this chapter considers its general theme, and

why and how the Bughya was written. Its sources and their relative importance will
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also be dealt with. The work will be compared to other works such as al- 'Iqd al-

Farld, 'Uyun al-Akhbar and al-Tamthil wa-al-Muhadara. An indexes and tables to

this chapter are found at the end of the thesis.

The final chapter in this part is a critical study of the available manuscripts,

and describes how these are integrated in the new edition of the Bughya presented in

part two. The method of editing the text will be explained. A detailed critical

description of the manuscripts will be provided in this chapter.

The second part of this thesis is equally important. It comprises an edited

version of the Bughya relying on four important Mss, one of which goes back to the

time of the author. The edited text will also have a footnoted commentary on the

Bughya and other relevant material on variant readings. Finally, the second part

contained the indices and appendix for the Ms which include the Quranic verses, the

hadlths, proverbs and sayings of wisdom, poetic verses in accordance to their

rhymes, poetic hemistichs, names of persons, names of tribes and clans, names of

towns, cities and other places, titles of works mentioned by Ibn Layun, titles of

sources and references used in verifying Ibn Layun's work.
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Chapter one:

The political and social context of al-Andalus

during the 14th century



This chapter deals in outline with the main political events and figures in al-Andalus

during the 8th/14th century, relying on the most important sources which deal with

this period, some of them written by contemporary scholars, who played significant

roles in the Banu al-Ahmar regime, such as Ibn al-Khatlb, ibn al-Jayyab al-

Gharnati, al-Sharlf al-Sabtl, Ibn Khatima al-Ansari, Ibn Zamrak al-Gharnati, Ibn al-

Ahmar, al-Bunahi, al-Sharlf al-Sibtl and Ibn Khaldun.

AI-Andalus before BanQ al-Ahmar.

After the collapse of the state of the Almohads (al-Muwahhidun)x in al-

1 The Almohads were driven out of the peninsula, although they continued to rule
Morocco for about forty years after this date. For more details about the Almohad
state and its history in al-Andalus and North Africa see Ibn Khaldun, al-Muqaddima,

(Cairo, al-Maktaba al-Tijariyya al-Kubra, n.d.), vol. 2, p. 753; Ibn 'Idhari, al-

Bayan al-Mughrib fi Ikhtisar Akhbar Muluk al-Andalus wa-al-Maghrib, Tutwan
I960, vol. 3, ed. A. Huici Miranda; Watt, W. Montgomery, A History ofIslamic

Spain, Edinburgh, 1965, pp. 103-109; EI?: al- Muwahhidun (M. Shatzmilier);

Spuler, Bertold, The Muslim World: a Historical Survey, Leiden, 1960, vol. 1, pp.

110-111; Lane-Poole Stanley, The Mohammadan Dynasties, p. 46; 'Inan,
Muhammad 'Abd Allah, 'Asr al-Murabitln wa-al-Muwahhidin, Cairo, Matba'at

Lajnat al-Ta'ITf wa-al-Tarjama wa-al-Nashr, 1964; M. Majld al-Sa'id, al-Shi'rfl
Ahd al-Murabitin wa-al-Muwahhidin bi-al-Andalus, al-Dar al-'Arabiyya li-al-
Mawsu'at, Beirut, 1985, p. 24.
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Andalus following the battle of Las Navas de Tolosa on 15 Safar 609/16 July 1212,2

Muhammad Ibn Hud,3 the ruler of Batalyaws (Badajoz),4 was able in 626/1217 to

extend his sovereignty over some cities in al-Andalus such as Seville, Cordoba,

Murcia and Jaen. Looking for a new protector, many people supported Ibn Hud but,

because he was weak, his reign did not last long, as the most important of his

cities fell into Christian hands.5 Batalyaws fell in 628/12316, Cordoba, which

was the capital of al-Andalus and had been under Muslim control for 520 years,

on 23 Shawwal 633/29 June 12367 after a long siege which lasted

2 'Abd al-Wahid al-Marrakushl, al-Mu'jibfITalkhis Akhbar al-Maghrib, ed. M. al-
'

Aryan, Cairo, 1332, p. 181; Ibn 'Idharl, al-Bayan al-Mughrib, vol. 3, p. 236; Hitti,

Philip K, History ofthe Arabs, London, 1940, p. 549; Nicholson, R. A., A Literary

History of the Arabs, Cambridge, 1969, p. 432; EI^: al-Muwahhidun (M.

Shatzmiller); 'Inan, Muhammad 'Abd Allah, Nihayat al-Andalus wa-Tarlkh al-
'Arab al-Mutanassirm, Cairo, Maktabat al-Khanjl, 1987, p. 19. This battle is called
in Arabic sources "al-'Iqab". See al-Marrakushi, al-Mu'jib, p. 181; Al-Maqqarl,
Ahmad, b. Muhammad, Nafh al-TIb min Ghusn al-Andalus al-Ratlb, ed.Ihsan

'Abbas, (Beirut, 1968), vol. 1, 446; Hitti, History of the Arabs, p. 549; EI^: al- 'Iqab

(Hussain Mones).
3 Al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 1, p. 447. For further details regarding the reign of Ibn
Hud see al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 1, p. 416; 'Inan, 'Asr al-Murabitm wa-al-
Muwahhidin, pp. 31-55. See also 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, pp. 33- 35, pp. 389-93.
4 Al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 1, p. 447.
0 See 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, pp. 32-34.
6 See Tnan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 20; Livermore, Harold, A History ofSpain,

London, 1958, p. 128.
7 Ibn KhaldOn states wrongly that Cordoba fell in 636/1239. See Ibn Khaldun, 'Abd
al-Rahman b. Muhammad, al-'Ibar wa-dhvan al-Mubtada' wa-al-Khabar, (Beirut,

1956, 1961), vol. 4, p. 169.
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for six months,8 and Valencia on 27 Safar 636/9 October 1238.9 Seville was fell on

3 Ramadan 646/23 December 1248 also after a siege which lasted for 18 months.10

The emergence of Ibn al-Ahmar.

During this period, a new rival appeared on the political scene in al-Andalus.

This was the family of Ibn al-Ahmar led by Muhammad Ibn al-Ahmar11 who was

known as al-Ghalib billah (Conqueror by the Grace of God).12 After a strong

struggle between Ibn Hud and Ibn al-Ahmar, a peace agreement was concluded

8 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. ftp. 448; Ibn al-Abbar, Takmila, ed. Al-Sayyad 'Izzat
al-'Attar, Cairo, 1955, p. 202; 'Atlq, al-Adab al- 'ArabIJI al-AndalusI, Dar al-
Nahda al-'Arabyya, 1972, p. 115; Salama, 'All, al-Adab al-'ArabIflal-Andalus,
(Beirut, 1989), pp. 30- 1; ' Atlq, al-Adab al-'ArabIflal-Andalus I, p. 115; Tnan,
'Asr al-Murabitin wa-al-Muwahhidh, pp. 418-25; 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, pp.

20-34; Tnan, al-Athar al-Andalusiyya al-Baqiya fi Isbaniya wa-al-Burtughal,
Mu'assasat al-Khanjl, Cairo, 1961, pp. 20-33; Ibn Khaldun, 'lbar, vol. 4, pp. 169-
183.

9 Ibn Khaldun, dbar, vol. 4, p. 167; Ibn al-Abbar, al-Hulla al-Siyara', ed. Husayn
Mones, Cairo, 1963, p. 190. See also'Inan, 'Asr al-Murabitinwa-al-Muwahhidln,
pp. 437- 9.
10 Ibn Sa'Id, al-Bayan al-Mughrib, vol. 3, p. 381; Ibn Khaldun, dbar, vol. 4, p.

190; Salama, 'Abd al-'AzIz, FI Tarikh wa-Hadarat al-Andalus, Beirut, 1985, p.

116; Tnan, 'Asr al-Murabitin wa-al-Muwahhidm, pp. 466-88. See also the enclosed

map on page. 19.
11 Livermore, Harold, A History ofSpain, p. 128.
12 Al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. ftpp. 241-75; Ibn al-Khatib, Lisan al-DIn, al-Lamha al-

Badriyya fi Tarikh al-Dawla al-Nasriyya, Beirut, Dar al-Afaq al-Jadlda, 1978, pp.

33- 42; EIA Nasrids (A. Fernandez-Puertas); Nicholson, p. 435. For more

information about Ibn al-Ahmar, see Ibn Khaldun, 7bar, vol. 4, p. 170; al-Maqqarl,
Azhar, vol. ftp. 167; Ibn al-Khatib, Lisan al-DIn, al-Ihata flAkhbar Gharnata, ed.
Muhammad 'Abd Allah Tnan, (Cairo, 1973-77), vol. 2, pp. 59-60; El^\ Nasrids
(A. Fernandez-Puertas).
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between them whereby Ibn al-Ahmar submitted to Ibn Hud.13 In 635/1238 Ibn Hud
*

proceeded to Almeria to force its rebellious governor to submit to him, but the
*

governor of Almeria Muhammad al-Ramlml offered Ibn Hud a great reception

which soothe his anger.14 On the same night, in ambiguous circumstances, as Ibn
✓

Khaldun says, Ibn HQd was murdered following a plot by the governor of Almeria.15

The Conquest of Granada

In 634/1237 lbn al-Ahmar conquered Granada and made it his capital.16

After the death of Ibn Hud,17 Ibn al-Ahmar brought Almeria under his rule, which

became, from that time, part of the kingdom of Banu al-Ahmar.18

13 Ibn Khaldun, 'Ibar, vol. 4, p. 18; al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 1, p. 422.
14 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 34; Efi\ Al-Mariyya (J. Bosch Vila). See also
Sayyid, Salim 'Abd al-'Aziz, Tarlkh Madlnat al-Mariyya al-Islamiyya, (Beirut,
1969).
15 Ibn Khaldun, 'Ibar, vol. 4, p. 169. See also Ibn Sa'Id, al-Bayan al-Mughrib, vol.
3, pp. 235- 6; al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 2, pp. 582-3; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 2, p.

90; 'Inan, Nihayat, pp. 34-5; Livermore, Harold, A History ofSpain, p. 12.
16 Ibn al-Khatlb, Lamha, pp. 33, 47; Efi\ Nasrids (A. Fernandez-Puertas); 'Inan,
Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 40; Livermore, Harold, A History ofSpain, p. 158. See also
al-Dhakhira al-Saniyya, by an anonymous author, Algiers, 1920, p. 60. In this
latter source Ibn al-Ahmar conquered Granada in Ramadan 636.
17 He died in Almeria in 635/1238. For more details see Ibn Khaldun, 'Ibar, vol. 4,

p. 169; Ibn Sa'Id, al-Bayan al-Mughrib, vol. 3, p. 235; al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 2, p.

583; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 2, p. 90; 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, pp. 34-5.
18 'Atlq, al-Adab al-'Arab!ft al-Andalus, p. 120; Yusuf, Farhat, GharnatafiZill
Ban! al-Ahmar, (Beirut, 1993), p. 20; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 2, p. 92;'Inan,

Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 40.
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In 636/1239 the city of Malaga announced that it too was joining the state of Banu

al-Ahmar.19

In the 8th/14th century, the Banu al-Ahmar kingdom of Granada comprised
✓

many cities and villages,20 such as Almeria, al-Munecar, Loja, Priego, Baza,

Malaga, Ronda and Guadix.21 During his reign, which lasted from 635-672/238-

1272, Muhammad Ibn al-Ahmar, founder of the state of Banu al-Ahmar, organised

his kingdom's affairs and established a state which lasted for more than two and half

centuries. One of his most important legacies was further to develop the Alhambra

palace and provide it with water.22 In addition, he established schools, a big

hospital, a home for the elderly and a shelter for the blind.23 He also dug irrigation

canals, some of which are still used today.24 Moreover, he paid attention to the

economy and in this regard he built stores for grain and provisions.25

19 Ibn al-Khatlb, lhata, vol. 2, p. 92.
20 For further details regarding Andalusian territories and cities which belonged to

the kingdom of BanO al-Ahmar see; Ibn al-Khatlb, Lamha, pp. 28-30; idem, lhata,
vol. 1, pp. 133-55; al-Qalqashandl, Abu al-'Abbas Ahmad, Subhal-A 'sha, (Cairo,

1915), vol. 5, pp. 217-21; al-Maqqari,Nafh, vol. l,pp. 148-9, 165; al-'Umarl,
Masalik al-Absar flMamalik , ed. Abu Diyaf Ahmad, Matba'at al-Najah al-Jadlda ,

Casablanca, 1988, p. 156; Efi, Nasrids (A. Fernandez-Puertas).
21 Ibn Khaldun, 7bar, vol. 4, p. 366; al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 1, p. 447. See also the
enclosed map on page. 20.
22 Ibn al-Khatlb, Lamha, p. 43. See also, 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 52.
23 Watt, A History ofIslamic Spain, p. 148; Farhat, Gharnata, p. 25.
24 Farhat, Gharnata, p. 26.
25 Ibn al-Khatlb, Lamha, p. 43; Farhat, Gharnata, p. 26.
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According to Ibn al-Khatib, Muhammad Ibn al-Ahmar held twice weekly general

meetings in which he responded to peoples problems, and poets would recite their

poetry to him.26

Ibn al-Ahmar's policy was pragmatic and shrewd. He always pretended to

show loyalty to the kings of Morocco, enabling him to obtain military support and

much financial aid which helped him to build and strengthen his kingdom.27 One of

the important events of his reign was a peace agreement between him and the King

of Castilie in 643/1246. This agreement stated that a cease-fire between both parties

should hold for twenty years on condition that Ibn al-Ahmar gave up some territories

to the Christians, such as Jaen, Arjona, Priego, Porcuna, and some nearby

castles.28

The reign of Muhammad II

After the death of Ibn al-Ahmar on 29 Jumada II 671/11 December 1272, his

son Muhammad Ibn al-Ahmar, who was known as al-Faqlh29 (the Jurisprudent),

succeeded him at the age of thirty-eight. Muhammad Ibn al-Ahmar was born in

26 Ibn al-Khatlb, lhata, vol. 2, p. 95.
27 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 52; Livermore, Harold, A History ofSpain, p. 158.
28 Enrique, Sordo, al-Andalus Puerto del Paraiso, (Madrid, 1964), p. 121; Ibn

Sa'Id, al-Bayan al-Mughrib, vol. 3, p. 367; Ibn Khaldun, 'Ibar,vo\. 7, p. 190; Ibn
al-Khatlb, Lamha, p. 36; idem, lhata, vol. 2, p. 65; 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p.

43.

29 Ibn Khaldun, 'Ibar, vol. 4, p. 172; Baydun, Ibrahim, al-Dawla al- 'Arabiyyafl

Isbaniya min al-Fath Hatta Suqiital-Khilafa, (Cairo, 1984), p. 396.
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633/1235 and ruled Granada from 672-701/1273-13 03.30 During that period, there

were many plots and rebellions against him.31 The most important of these took

place in Malaga in 664/1266, but by shrewdness and thanks to help from the then

governor of Malaga, 'Umar al-Majall he suppressed the uprising and regained the

city in 677/1279.32

Immediately before his death, he signed a peace and friendship treaty with

the King of Aragon on 26lh Rabl' II 701/31st December 1301.33 Ibn al-Ahmar II

"had received help and support from Marlnid garrisons, and from his time, Berber

volunteers (ghuzat) regularly patrolled the western frontier".34

During his reign, al-Faqlh tried to consolidate his kingdom by developing

and organising its offices of state. Moreover, like his father, he was a patron

of literature and architecture, and appointed many poets and men of letters

to positions in his kingdom,35 thereby enhancing the cultural and intellectual life

30 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 4, p. 566; idem, Lamha, p. 95. Tnan stated wrongly
that al-Faqlh was born in 533ah. See Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 94.
31 Ibn Khaldun, 'Ibar, vol. 4, p. 172.
32 Cristobal, Toress, El-Antiguo Reino de Granada (J232-1340), (Granada, 1974), p.

119; Ibn al-Khatlb, Lamha, p. 50; Ibn KhaldOn, 'Ibar, vol. 7, p. 201.
33 See a copy of this agreement on p. 21.
34 £7-: Nasrids (A. Fernandez-Puertas). See also Tnan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 95.
35 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 557.
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in al-Andalus.36

The reign of Muhammad III

After the death of Muhammad II, al-Faqih, on 2nd Sha'ban 701/1302, he was

succeeded by his son Muhammad III, known as al-Makhlu' 37 (the Deposed), (701 -

708/1302-1309). During his reign, al-Makhlu' had good relations with the Merinid

Sultans in Morocco.38 He captured a number of castles near Jaen.39 He concluded a

truce with the Kings of Castille which lasted for three years.40 But the Banu Marin

did not like this truce which led to a deterioration of relations between the Kings of

Granada and those of the Banu Marin. In 705/1306, due to provocation from the

governor of Malaga, Abu Sa'Id Faraj al-Nasri, cousin of Abu 'Abd Allah al-

Makhlu',41 the city of Ceuta joined the kingdom of Banu al-Ahmar.

36 During the whole period of Islamic rule in Spain, but especially during the Taifi

Kingdoms, the rulers encouraged the development of literature, and invited the most

prominent poets and scholars to enhance the stature of their court. For example, al-
Mu'tamid Ibn 'Abbad of Seville brought Ibn Zaydun, Ibn al-Labbana, Ibn Wahbun
and Ibn 'Ammar. See Salama, al-Adab al-'ArabIflal-Andalus, pp. 24-5; Shawqi

Dayf, Tarikh al-Adab al-'Arabl :'Asr al-Duwal wa-al-Imarat al-Andalus, (Cairo,

n.d). p. 36; 'Atlq, al-Adab al-'Arabiffal-Andalus, p. 97.
37 He was given the nickname of al-Makhl0' because he was removed from power in
706/1309. See Ibn al-Khatlb, Lamha, p. 69; idem, Ihata, vol. 1, pp. 555-6.
38 Farhat, Gharnata, p. 30.
39 Ibid.

40 Dufourcq, Ch. E, L ' Espagne Catalane et le Maghreb, (Paris, 1966), p. 360.
41 Farhat, Gharnata, p. 31.
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Because al-Makhlu' was weak in governing, his minister Abu 'Abd Allah

Ibn 'Abd al-Hakim, was able to take over all the important decisions of government,

and as a consequence, according to Ibn al-Khatib, revolutionary forces developed

against al-Makhlu' and he was forced to step down as the King of Granada in

708/13 09 42 (hence the title "al-Makhlu"', the Overthrown) and his minister, Abu

'Abd Allah Ibn 'Abd al-Hakim, was killed.43 Thereafter al-Makhlu'was exiled to

Almunecar where he spent five years. After that he was brought back to Granada

where he died in 713/1314.44 Some historians say that he was drowned in the palace

pool on orders of his brother, Nasr Abu al-Juyush. An important achievement of al-

Makhlu' was the building the Great Mosque in the Alhambra.45

In connection with the literary life during his reign, again according to Ibn al-

Khatlb, he used to write his own poetry,46 as well as listening to other poets and

awarding prizes to them.47

42 Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 1, pp. 552-3. See also 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, pp.

12-13.

43 Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, pp. 60-8; Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 1, pp. 552.
44 Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 1, pp. 554-5; Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, pp. 67-8.
45 Ibid.

46 Ibn al-Khatib quoted some of his poetry, see Ihata, vol. 1, pp. 543-6. See also

idem, Lamha, p. 60.
47 Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 1, pp. 545.
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The reign of Nasr Abu al-Juyush

After al-Makhlu' stepped down, his brother, Nasr Abu al-Juyush, assumed

power. His reign was not much different from that of his brother. When the

Castillians noticed the chaos and confusion in Granada, they launched a war on

Algeciras on 21 Safar 709/13 0948 under the leadership of Fernando IV, which

enabled the Castillians to occupy Algeciras easily. The matter did not end there, for

Fernando IV, encouraged by the weakness of the Kings of Granada, marched with

his army to Gibraltar. He besieged it for several months until he forced the Muslims

to surrender at the end of 709/March 1310.49 Then AbO al-Juyush resorted to truce

negotiations with the King of Castille whereby the former promised to pay tribute to

the latter. At that crucial time, a rebellion led by the governor of Malaga, Abu Sa'Id

Faraj Ibn Isma'Il b. Nasr, uncle of Abu al-Juyush, took place against Abu al-Juyush

Nasr b. Muhammad.50

As with other rulers, he also encouraged poets and scholars, and he brought

them to work in different posts in the court, among them the famous poet, Ibn al-

Jayyab.51

48 Ibn al-Khatlb, Lamha, p. 62; idem, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 546. It should be mentioned
that most of the Arabic sources only give the hijra dates, whilst the Western sources

just give the Christian dates.
4'j Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 3, p. 339; idem, Lamha, p. 75.
5,1 Ibn al-Khatlb, Lamha, p. 75; idem, Ihata, vol. 3, p. 340.
51 Ibn al-Khatlb, Lamha, p. 71; idem, Ihata, vol. 3, p. 336.
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The reign of Isma'Il Abu al-Walld

Forced to step down in 1314/713, Abu al-Juyush was succeeded by Isma'H

Abu al-Walid. His reign was characterised as having stability. He defeated the

armies of Castille near the town of Elbira in Rabf II 718/May 1318, 52 and after

that he captured the town of Baeza.53 Moreover in 725/1324, he attacked the town

of Martos54 which soon fell to him; and that was the last battle he fought because,

three days after returning to Granada, he was assassinated by his cousin, Muhammad

ibn Isma'il, at the gate of his palace on 26 Rajab 725/June 1325.55 In Ibn al-

Jayyab's poetry, there is a long poem describing the battle, and it is possible in the

absence of other historical sources, that this poem can shed some light on events

of the time.56

52 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 3, p. 340.
53 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 389; Ibn al-Jayyab, Abu al-Hasan, Diwan Ibn al-

Jayyab al-Gharnatl, (Cairo, Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, Ms. no. 2424 Adab), p. 238;

'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, pp. 117-8.
54 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 390; idem, Lamha, p. 85; 'Inan, Nihayat al-

Andalus, p. 120; Arslan, Shakib, al-Hulal al-Sundusiyya flal-Akhbar v/a-al-Athar

al-Andalusiyya, (Beirut, Maktabat al-Haya, n.d.), vol. 2, p. 330; al-'Abbadl,
Ahmad Mukhtar, Dirasat fi Tarlkh al-Maghrib via-al-Andalus, (Beirut, Mu'assasat
Shabab al-Jami'a, n. d. ), p. 413.
55 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, \o 1. l,p. 392; idem, Lamha, p. 87; idem, A 'mal al-A 'lam,
ed. E. Levi- Provenfal, (Beirut, Dar al-Makshuf, 1956), vol. 2, p. 295; 'Inan,

Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 121; Farhat, Gharnata, p. 120.
56 The full poem is in Ibn al-Jayyab's dtwan, see p. 238.
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During his reign he asked for military assistance from the Ban! Marin against

the Spanish, which was offered under the condition that the Banu al-Ahmar hand

over the Shaykh al-Ghuzat (the chief of the army), 'Uthrnan b Abi al-'Ala'. This

condition was not acceptable, so no help was received from the Ban! Marin.

However, in 721/1321 he signed a peace treaty for five years between Granada and

Aragon,57 and overall, Isma'Il Abu al-Walld's reign was considered one of the best

and most stable in al-Andalus during the 8th/14th century.58

The reign of Muhammad IV

Abu al-Walld was succeeded by his son, Muhammad IV AbO 'Abd Allah.59

During his reign, he recaptured Algeciras which later became a landing base for

Moroccan armies that crossed the sea after Granada's Kings sought help from the

Marinid Sultan Abu al-Hasan'All al-Marlnl.60 Moroccan military supplies had an

important effect on recapturing Gibraltar which was recaptured in 733/1333, after it

had been under the control of the Christians for 24 years.61

37 The original of this treaty is kept in Archive de la Granada. Number 15 1. See a

copy of this on p. 22.
°8 Among his important Kuttab, was Ibn al-Jayyab, who wrote an elegy for IsmaTl.
See the full poem in diwan Ibn al-Jayyab, p. 121; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihapd., vol. 1, p.

395.

59 Ibn al-Khatib, lhata, vol. 1, p. 532; idem, Lamha, p. 90; Arslan, al-Hnlal al-

Sundusiyya, vol. 2, p. 334.
60 Salama, Fi Tarikh wa-Hadarat al-Andalus, p. 25; Farhat, Gharnata, p. 34;

Arslan, Shaklb, al-Hulal al-Sundusiyya , vol. 2, p. 334.
61 Ibn al-Khatlb, Lamha, pp. 92- 3; Tnan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 124.
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In Jumada II 725/May 1326 he agreed to renew the treaty between Granada

and Aragon which was originally signed during his father's reign.62 When

Muhammad IV was about to leave the battlefield to return to Granada, he was

assassinated by a group of conspirators at the instigation of Banu al-'Ala' in

733/1333.63 According to Ibn al-Khatib, his reign was important in intellectual and

literary life, and he inclined towards literature and poetry in particular.64

The reign of Muhammad V

Muhammad IV was succeeded by his brother, Abu al-Hajjaj Yusuf I, during

whose reign the famous battle of Tarlf 741/1346, which is known in Spanish sources

as Rio Salado,63 took place. In that battle, the Muslims were badly defeated.66

His reign witnessed great cultural, artistic and architectural activities including the

building of a major part of the Alhambra palace.67 The famous school known as al-

62 Tnan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 121.
63 Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 1, pp. 540-1; idem, Lamha, pp. 96-7; Tnan, Nihayat
al-Andalus, p. 416; al-'Abbadl, Dirasat fl Tarlkh al-Maghrib wa-al-Andalus, p.

418.

64 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 532.
65 Al-'Abbadl, Dirasatfl Tarlkh al-Maghrib wa-al-Andalus, p. 418.
66 Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, p. 109; idem, Ihata, vol. 4, p. 322; Farhat, Gharnata, p.

36; al-'Abbadl, DirasatflTarlkh al-Maghrib wa-al-Andalus, p. 417.
67 Tnan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 125; Livermore, Harold, A History ofSpain, p.

159.
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Madrasa al-Nasriyya68 was established in Granada in his time.69 In addition, his

reign was marked by prosperity. According to 'Inan, he was a scholar, a poet,70 and

he was keen to encourage poetry, gathering in his court the leading poets and men of

letters of his time.71 Two important figures were Ibn al-Jayyab al-Gharnatl,72 who

occupied the position of wazlr for about 30 years, and Lisan al-DIn Ibn al-Khatlb,

who later became wazlr, succeeding his teacher, Ibn al-Jayyab. Other notable men

of letters who also occupied positions in the court included Ibn Zamrak, al-Qadl al-

Bunahi, al-Sharlf al-Sabtl, Ibn al-Hajj al-Numayrl, Abu al-Barakat al-Ballafiql, Ibn

68 Shabana, M. Kamal, Yusuf al-Awwal Sultan Gharnata, (Cairo, Matba'at al-
Risala, 1960), p. 98; Ibn al-Khatlb, Kunasat al-Dukkan ba'dIntiqal al-Sukkan, ed.
Muhammad 'Abd Allah 'Inan, (Cairo, Dar al-Kitab al-'Arabl, n. d.), pp. 155-6;
Livermore, Harold, A History of Spain, p. 128. Al-Madrasa al-Nasriyya is
sometimes known as al-Madrasa al-Yusufiyya, but in fact the school was founded
and supported by the vizier AbO al-Na'Im Ridwan. For more details concerning this
madrasa see Ibn al-Khatlb, lhata, vol. 1, pp. 508, 509; idem, Kunasat al-Dukkan,
pp. 155-6; idem, Lamha, p. 109; Shabana, Yusufal-Awwal Sultan Gharnata, p. 98;
Farhat, Gharnata, p. 159; al-Humsi, Ibn Zamrak al-Gharnati, p. 54; 'Isa,
Muhammad 'Abd al-Hamid, Tarlkh al-Ta 'lim ft al-Andalus, (Dar al-Fikr al-'Arabi,
Beirut 1982), pp. 389- 408; al-Qalsadl, Rihlat al-Qalsadt, p. 167; 'Inan, Nihayat
al-Andalus, pp. 26, 484.
69 Ibn al-Khatlb, lhata, vol. 1, p. 532.
7(1 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 125; idem, al-Alhar al-Andalusiyya al-Baqiya, p.

190.

71 Arie L'Espagne Musulmane au Temps des Nasrides (1232-1492), p. 451;
Salama, Tarlkh wa-Ha darat al-Islamftal-Andalus, p. 25.
72 Ibn al-Jayyab wrote 34 poems, comprising 1,385 lines eulogising Ibn al-Ahmar,
and this represents 50 per cent of all Ibn al-Jayyab's eulogies. See Ibn al-Jayyab,
p. 172.
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Hudhayl, Ibn Hayyan, Abu Sa'id Faraj b. Lubb, Abu 'Abd Allah Ibn al-Fakhkhar

and Isma'Il Ibn al-Ahmar.73

Yusuf I did not live long. He was killed on the day of'Id al-Fitr in 755/1354,

following an attack by a "madman" (jjy?) who stabbed him with a dagger while he

was praying in the Great Mosque.74 With the death of Yusuf I,

Granada lost a king who always loved literature and learning and had consistently

encouraged scholars and poets.

After the death of Yusuf I, Granada remained under the control of Banu al-

Ahmar until it was eventually surrendered by Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad73 to

Ferdinand II and Isabella on 2 RabT' I 897/3 January 1492.76

73 More details will be given about these poets and men of letters later in this thesis.
74 Ibn al-Khatlb, Lamha, p. 110. See also Livermore, Harold, A History ofSpain,

p. 159; Kennedy, Hugh, Muslim Spain and Portugal, New York, 1996, p. 289; Efl:
Nap-ids (EfiA. Fernandez-Puertas). In Ibn al-Khatlb's words:
aAII 4 ^J 4j J 4-jIp j jJft JJ>rj))

73 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 257; Farhat, Gharnata, p. 65. In Spanish sources

he is known as Boabdil, see Brockelmann, History ofthe Islamic Peoples, p. 220;
£7~: Nasrids (A. Fernandez-Puertas); Kennedy, Hugh, Muslim Spain and Portugal,

p. 289. . . .7 -x /
76 Brockelmann, History ofthe Islamic Peoples, p. 220. See also 'Inan, Nihayat al-

Andalus, p. 257; Farhat, Gharnata, p. 65.
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Ojl v4^- ■» ,i? P1 P Ojll^ (J~LMJ ^Ls^-^yij ^J>-L<illj <*-3^ ^Jjufl
a a fll"->rll li^L^ (3 J.1*^- Aj^ivJJ Jj>- (J5"J O^Lst^x JlS" d-~«-V3 4^Jw\ji

,77(( J 4j <UpLoJC>rlj <LpL/23l
" With the fall of Granada ... the Islamic presence came to an end, and history in al-

Andalus turned a glorious page and drew a curtain over the greatest civilisation in al-

Andalus which offered every happiness and good to all humanity in its diverse

aspects, economical, social, intellectual and literary".

The 8lh/l4th century was characterised by intense rivalry between the

members of Banu al-Ahmar. As we have seen, some of the kings were deposed,

others assassinated and others forced to abdicate in favour of more powerful family

members. These internal struggles affected the economy of al-Andalus and diverted

attention from the confrontation with Castille. As a result, al-Andalus consistently

sought to conclude peace treaties with its Christian neighbour, but because of

internal conflict the Banu al-Ahmar was always the weaker party, and ultimately this

77 A'rab, Ahmad al-TurraysT, al-Nakba wa-al-Buka' fl al-Adab al-'Arabf,

Unpublished M. A. thesis (Faculty of Letters, Fez, Morocco, 1973-1974), p. 64. See
also Isidro de la Cagicas: Los Madejares, (Madrid 1948), pp. 425-6; Livermore,

Harold, A History ofSpain, p. 159; Kennedy, Hugh, Muslim Spain and Portugal, p.

304.
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contributed to the success of the Spanish reconquest. This weakness caused the

Banu al-Ahmar many times to seek assistance from Morocco, but for internal and

external reasons, and also because of the unacceptable conditions that would often

accompany such help, assistance was rarely forthcoming.
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Chapter two

The intellectual and cultural life during

the 8th/14th century in al-Andalus



Introduction

Despite the turbulent political circumstances and events which characterised the rule of

Banu al-Ahmar, al-Andalus witnessed during the 8th/14th century a remarkable

intellectual and cultural renaissance which lasted for more than two and a half

centuries.1 Most historians and writers describe the 8th/14th century as one of artistic,

intellectual and cultural prosperity.2 Others describe it as the golden era of the Banu al-

Ahmar.3

From their exalted position, the Banu al-Ahmar encouraged and supported

intellectual life in general. Scholars, men of letters and poets were attracted to the court

in large numbers where they received great respect and were appointed to different

positions of note, men such as Ibn al-Khatlb, Ibn al-Jayyab, al-Sharlf al-Sabti, Ibn

Zamrak and Abu al-Baqa' al-Rundl. In a period of dazzling brilliance in the 8u7l4th

century different types of excellent writing appeared concerning the various arts and

1 Watt, A History ofIslamic Spain, p. Ill; EI~: al-Andalus (E. Levi-Provengal);
Nicholson, A Literary History ofthe Arabs, p. 435. See also 'Inan, Nihayat al-
Andalus, p. 461; al-Rikabl, Flal-Adab al-AndalusI, p. 58.
2 Al-Maqqari, Azhar al-RiyadflAkhbar al-Qadi Lyadyd. Mustafa al-Saqqa, Ibrahim
al-Abyarl and others, (Nashr al-Lajna al-Mushtaraka li-Nashr al-Turath al-Islaml bayn
al-Maghrib wa-Dawlat al-Imarat al-'Arabiyya, 1978), vol. 1, p. 57; Salama, Al-Adab
al- 'Arab!flal-Andalus, p. 58; Nicholson, A Literary History ofthe Arabs, pp. 435- 8;
Rice, David Talbot, Islamic Art, London, 1965, p. 153; 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p.

462; al-Rikabl, Flal-Adab al-Andalusl, p. 58.
3 Al-Harrama, 'Abd al-Hamid, Bina' al-Qasida al-Andalusiyya, Ph. D. thesis
(University of Muhammad V, Rabat, 1994), p. 32. See also Farhat, Gharnata, p. 142;
'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 462; al-Rikabl, Flal-Adab al-Andalus I, p. 30.
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sciences, some of which had not previously received much attention, for example, the

works of Ibn Layun. On the other hand, several works became very famous, including

al-Ihata, A 'mal al-A 'lam and al-Katlba al-Kamina of Ibn al-KJhatlb. Among the

famous historians, who described this era was Ibn 'Asim, who in a classical text

containing rhymed prose, praised and expressed his admiration for the scholars and the

intellectual output of the period. Indeed, considering the renaissance of activity in all

fields in the 8th/14lh century, Ibn 'Asim almost certainly does not exaggerate.4

Some scholars consider that with the fall of al-Muwahhidun following the battle

of al-'Iqab (Las Navas de Tolosa on 15 Safar 609/16 July 1212),5 and the reconquest of

some important cities, such as Cordoba and Seville, the sun set on Andalusian

civilization. However, following the recapture of these cities the scholars immigrated

4 The following is a well- known passage in Arabic by Ibn 'Asim in which he describes
the cultural efflorescence of al-Andalus in that century.

ijJpUiS/l j (jx <_£CuVl tV/sai j (Jjj-9 j*-il j-a iy* t"iWl j (_s^l3l Clma ))
J i'JjjW c&j J aIAjjll pilj ^ 'tfA pTjij

^_3 jAll V j Ac-iCIl Ly?-0 AJJJ t jjjuuLa-ttJI
((...i i"' r't j (jjjall

(See al-Maqqari, Azhar, vol. l,p. 57).
This quotation, as mentioned by AbO 'Abd Allah Muhammad al-Wadi AshI, appears on

the end papers of al-Ihata, which was endowed on al-Madrasa al-Yusufiyya, in Ibn
'Asim's hand. (See al-Maqqari, Azhar, vol. 1, p. 55).
5 'Abd al-Wahid al-Marrakushl, al-Mu'jib, (Cairo, 1332), p. 181; Ibn 'Idharl, al¬
iiayan al-Mughrib, vol. 3, p. 236; Hitti, Philip K, History of The Arabs,p. 549;
Nicholson, R. A, A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 432; Efi'- al-Muwahhidun (M.
Shatzmiller); 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 19. See also Efi- al- 'Iqab (Husain. Mones).
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to Granada, Almeria and the surrounding area and far from this being the end of

Andalusian civilization, the concentration of scholars within Granada and Almeria

contributed towards a further flourishing of intellectual activity,6 as will be seen later.

Furthermore, comparing the intellectual life in al-Andalus with that in the

eastern Islamic lands, the former was much richer and more active in most fields.

According to Husayn Rahmun, "Andalusian literary life was notably more developed in

comparison with that of the east."7 In fact, evaluating the intellectual contribution from

both regions, towering figures of such stature as Ibn Khaldun, Ibn Khatima al-Ansarl,

Ibn Layun, Ibn al-Khatlb, Ibn al-Jayyab, al-Sharlf al-Sabtl and Ibn Zamrak cannot be

found in the east.8

It is surprising to note that some modern researchers describe Andalusian

intellectual activity as merely a reflection of eastern productions.9 Whilst there was

undoubtedly influence in both directions, the concept that al-Andalus simply followed

the east is far from the truth, particularly when no figures of equal achievement

6 Al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 4, p. 510; Al-Rikabi, Flal-Adab al-Andalus I, p. 58.
7 Rahmun, Zahirat al-Tawriya flal-Shi'r al-Maghriblwa- al-Andalus I, Unpublished
M. A. thesis (Faculty of Letters, Rabat, 1988-1989), p. 190.
8 Ibn al-Ahmar, Nathlr Fara'idal-Juman, p. 57. See also Rahmun, Zahirat al-Tawriya,
p. 190.
9 See for example Dayf, al-Fann wa-Madhahibuh, p. 121; al-Rikabi, Flal-Adab al-
Andalus I, p. 59; Ahmad Haykal, al-Adab al-AndalusImin al-Fath hatta Suqiit al-
Khilafa; Hazim Khadr, al-Nathr al-AndalusIfl 'Asr al- Tawa'ifwa-al-Murabitln.
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appeared during the 8th/14lh century in the east. Most of the researchers who discussed

this period did not make use of original sources to a great extent, therefore their

conclusions about the contribution of the 8th/14th century to intellectual development

cannot be relied upon. In addition, many of the original sources are still in manuscript

as can be seen in the work of Ibn Layun and Ibn Khatlb.

In truth it is not difficult to substantiate the intellectual achievement in al-

Andalus; its obvious splendour is there for all to see. However, the important question

which must be asked is, what were the true reasons behind these developments in the

cultural and intellectual life in a period of such grave political change; is it possible that

there is a link between literature and art and the political climate? Although political

life was frequently uncertain, nevertheless, according to the sources of this period,

intellectual life prospered and many scholars wanted to leave their mark in those

uncertain times.10

In addition, the patronage of the Nasrids in many ways, in establishing schools,

bringing men of letters to court and encouraging them to write histories and literature,

should not be underestimated. It should be emphasized here that the phenomenon of

many scholars taking shelter in and around Granada made a significant contribution to

10 See al-Maqqan, Nafh, vol. 1, p. 57. See also Soledad Gibert, "Abu al-Barakat al-
Balafiqi: QadI Historiador y Poeta", al-Andalus, 1963, vol. 28, p. 381.
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the advancement of the Banu al-Ahmar kingdom.11 Without question, the 8th/14lh

century was extremely important, because among these scholars were Ibn Khaldun, Ibn

al-Khatlb, Ibn Khatima al-Ansarl, al-Sharlf al-Sabtl, Ibn Juzayy, Ibn Lubb, Ibn Marzuq

al-Tilimsanl, Ibn al-Fakhkhar, and Ibn Layun, whose work exerted such a powerful

influence on the western Islamic world including Egypt.

During this period, lived many men of letters, poets, muwashshahat writers,

philologists, historians, scientists, physicians and teachers. Depending on the various

sources which describe that period, it is revealed that it was full of cultural and

scientific activities.12 All types of literature, including poetry, prose, maqamat and

travel literature; medicine; agriculture; engineering; pedagogical works; architecture;

ornamentation and sculpture.^

Following the tripartite schema set down by Ibn Khaldun, during the reign of the

Banu al-Ahmar, al-Andalus went through three stages: a stage of consolidation, a stage

11 This process continued even after the fall of al-Andalus in 897/1492 when
intellectuals emigrated to Morocco, Algeria, Libya, Egypt and Turkey and played a

major role in those countries, where even to this day Andalusian surnames appear

frequently amongst the population.
12 Such as al-IhataflAkhbar Gharnata and cil-Katlba al-KaminafiShu 'ara'al-Ma' al-
Thamina of Ibn al-Khatlb; Nathlr Fara id al-Juman and Nathlr al-Juman of Ibn al-

Ahmar; Nafh al- Tib fl Ghusn al-Andalus al-Ratlb and Azhar al-Riyadfl Akhbar al-
Qadi 'Iyadof al-Maqqarl.
13 Salama, al-Adab al- 'Arablflal-Andalus, pp. 58-60; 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p.

460; al-Bustanl, Udaba' al- 'Arab, (Beirut, Dar al-JIl, n.d.), p. 34. See also al-Maqqarl,
Azhar, vol. 1, p. 55.
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of maturity and prosperity and a stage of decline.14 The 8th/14th century represents the

second stage, namely that of maturity and prosperity. Many libraries in the world such

as the Royal Library in Morocco, the General Library in Morocco, the National Library

in Cairo, the Escorial Library in Spain, the British Museum in London, the National

Library in Paris and the National Library in Tunis still keep a number of great works

from this period representing the various types of knowledge and the arts, among them

the works of Ibn al-Jayyab, Ibn Khatima, al-Sharlf al-Sabtl, Ibn al-Khatlb, Ibn

Khaldun, Ibn Zamrak, al-Bunahl, al-Sharif al-Sabtl and Ibn Layun.

In this chapter the most important intellectual and cultural activities that

flourished during the 8th/14th century will be discussed and examples from each of these

activities will be given.

1 - Fiqh, Exegesis and Hadrth.

These three fields received a great deal of attention, and many prominent scholars

appeared during the 8th/14th century. Among the scholars in fiqh and exegesis (tafsir),

we can mention Abu al-Qasim Muhammad b. Juzayy al-Kalbl al-Gharnatl (693-

741/1293-1340), who was born and spent most of his life in Granada.15 He was a

khatlb in the Great Mosque in Granada as well as working as a teacher in al-Madrasa

14 Al-Nagrat, 'All, Ibn al-Jayyab al-Gharnati\ p. 79.
15 His full biography can be found in al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 514-15; Ibn al-
Khatlb, al-Katlba, pp. 46-8.
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al-Nasriyyad6 Among his many books are the following: al-TashE li- 'Ulum al-Tanzil

fl al-Tafsir, al-Qawanln al-Fiqhiyya fITalkhls al-Madhhab al-Malikland WasRat al-

Muslim flTahdhlb Sahlh Muslim.17

Another scholar in fiqh, exegesis and hadlth who lived in this period is Abu Ishaq

Ibrahim b. Musa b. Muhammad al-Lakhml al-Gharnatl, known as al-Shatibi, who died

in 790/1388.18 He was a great scholar who left many works including Kitab al-

Muwafaqat and Kitab al-Ishadat.19

A third scholar is Abu Ja'far Ahmad b. Muhammad, known as Ibn Burtal (689-

7 5 0/12 90-13 49),20 who was a famous and prominent figure mfiqh and tafsir. He held

many religious posts such as Qadlot Granada, Imam of the Great Mosque and Khatlb

of the Granada Mosque.21

Among the famous qadis was Abu al-Hasan 'All b. Muhammad al-Bunahl22 al-

Malaql, who was born in Malaga in 713/1313.23 He moved to Granada and became its

16 Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katiba, p. 46; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 514.
17 Ibn Farhun, al-DIbaj al-Mudhhabfl Ma'rifat A 'yan al-Madhhab, ed. M. al-Ahmadl
Abu al-Nur, (Cairo, Dar al-Turath, n.d.), vol. 2, p. 276.
18 See his biography in: al-Tunbukti, Ahmad Baba, NayI al-Ibtihaj bi-Tatrlz al-DIbaj,
ed. 'Abd al-Hamld al-Harrama, (Tripoli, 1989), p. 48.
19 Ibid.

20 See Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katiba, pp. 125-6; idem, lhata, vol. 1, pp. 171-3.
21 Al-Nubahl, Abu al-Hasan, al-Marqaba al-'Ulya flmanyastahiqq al-Qada'wa-al-
Futya, (Beirut, Dar al-Thaqafa al-Jadlda, 1980), p. 148.
22 Referred to as Abu al-Hasan al-Nubahi in many sources including Efi. The
Moroccan scholar Muhammad Ibn Sharlfa has determined that his laqab is al-Bunahl
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judge for many years a long period of time. He was one of the most important and

active personalities in the Banu al-Ahmar's royal court and a close friend of Ibn al-

Khatlb who became one of his toughest enemies.24 One of his famous books on

jurisprudence is al-Marqaba al-'Ulyaflmanyastahiqq al-Qada' wa-al-Futya, which

surveys the history of Andalusian qadis. It contains biographies of many judges as

well as information about them and their deeds.25 Abu al-Hasan al-Bunahl died in

7 92/1391.26 A further scholar in fiqh and qira'at is Abu Sa'Id Faraj b. Lubb (701-

7 82/1301-13 8 0).27 He was one of the most famous teachers of the Nasriyyci School.28

He also worked as Mufti. Ibn al-Khatib mentions that Ibn Lubb was appreciated both

by the ordinary people and the educated elite.29 Ibn al-Khatlb added that there was no

as stated above and Ibn Sharlfa considers al-Nubahl as a mis-reading for al-Bunahl.
This is a common problem with Arabic classical texts.
23 Al-Maqqarl, Azhar, vol. 2, p. 5. See also, Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 6, pp. 119-23;

idem, al-Katlba, pp. 146-52.
24 Farhat, Gharnata, p. 139.
25 This book was edited by the orientalist Levi- Provenqal.
26 Al-Maqqari, Azhar, vol. 2, p. 5; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 6, pp. 123; idem, al-
Katlba, pp. 146.
27 See his biography in: Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 4, p. 253; idem, al-Katlba, p. 67; al-

Tunbukti, Nay\, p. 357; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 509; Ibn al-Hajj, Mudhakkrat Ibn

al-Hajj, p. 74. Some of his poetry can be found in Nafh. (See ibed., vol. 4, pp. 510-

12).
28 See al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 511, al-Harrama, Bina' al-QasIda, vol. 1, p. 29;
Farhat, Gharnata, p. 130. This 'Madrasa' is also known as al-Madrasa al-Yusufiyya.
See E. Levi-Provenqal, Inscriptions Arabes d'Espagne, (Leiden and Paris, 193 1), pp.

158-9.

~; Al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 511.
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one in his time who did not study under him.30 His most prominent students were:

Ibrahim b. Musa b. Muhammad ai-Gharnatl 790/1389, author of Usui al-Fiqh,31 Ibn

'Asim, al-Manthurl and Ibn al-Khatlb. Ibn Lubb wrote extensively on fiqh, qira'at and

shari'a. Among his important works is Mas 'alat al-Imama wa-al-Ajr, Mas 'alat al-

Qira'a bi-al-Shaddflal-Salat, and al-Du 'aithr al-Salawat,32

During that period, Abu al-Qasim b. Salmun al-Kinani al-Gharnatl held a high

post in jurisdiction in fiqh and Sharl'a. Among his books is al- 'Iqd al-Munazzam li-al-

Hukkam flmayajrl bayna Aydihim min al-Watha'iq wa-al-Ahkam",33

Among those who were famous in many fields, one of which was hadlth, was

Abu Ja'far Ahmad b. Ibrahim b. al-Zubayr al-Thaqafi 627-745/1229-1344.34 His

works included Malak al-Ta 'wilflal-Mutashabih al-Lafzfi al-TanzIl and al-Burhanfi

Tartlb Suwar al-Qur 'an A3

2- Linguistic Studies

Linguistic studies received their share of attention and the 8sth/14th century

witnessed a great boom in this field. Many great scholars in the various fields of

30 Al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 513.
31 Farhat, Gharnata, p. 130.
32 For more information about his works, see al-ManthOrl, Fihris al-Manthurl, pp. 24-
5; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 513-14.
33 Farhat, Gharnata, p. 130.
34 Ibn Farhun, al-Dibaj, vol. 1, pp. 188-89; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, pp. 188-93.
35 Ibn Farhun, al-Dibaj, vol. 1, p. 189; Ibn al-Khatlb, lhata, vol. 1, p. 190.
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linguistic studies such as syntax, morphology and rhetoric lived during that period. The

Andalusians were pre-eminent in the field of Arabic, especially grammar and

morphology.

In his Muqaddima, Ibn Khaldun clearly stated during his travels, he never met

any scholars who were more skilled in teaching the Arabic language than those of al-

Andalus.36 This can be seen again in the curricula of the 8lh / 14th century teachers who

concentrated in their teaching on al-Kitab of SIbawayh as a principal text and other

highly respected texts. It is clear that this period produced a great number of works on

language, especially grammar. The following are the most important scholars in this

field:

Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. 'All al-Khullani, who was known as Ibn al-

Fakhkhar al-Ibirl, and who died in 754/1353,37 was a great grammarian and one of the

famous teachers who taught Ibn al-Khatlb al-Shatibl and Ibn Zamrak.38 He was

mentioned in the works of his pupil Ibn al-Khatlb and was described as 'the Sibawayh

36 Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddimat Ibn Khaldrn, pp. 435-37.
37 See his full biography in: Ibn al-Khatlb, Nufadat al-Jirab, ed . Ahmad Mukhtar al-
'Abbadl, (Cairo, n.d.), p. 66; Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlb, pp. 70-71.
38 Al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 355; Farhat, Gharnafa, p. 141; Tnan, Nihayat al-
Andalus, p. 466.
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of his time' because of his deep knowledge of linguistic studies.39 He was also

described by al-Maqqarl as an important scholar of Arabic.

Another famous grammarian was Abu Ja'far b. al-Zubayr al-Thaqafi. He was one

of the great scholars in Arabic grammar and was regarded as the master of Arabic in al-

Andalus.40 In addition to the books mentioned earlier, he also wrote Silat al-SRa.41

Another famous linguist was Ibn Hayyan Muhammad b. Yusuf b. 'All al-Gharnatl,

sometimes known as Athlr al-DIn (654-745/1253-1344),42 a great grammarian and

morphologist. He wrote many books, most on grammar and language. Of these we can

mention al-Bahr al-Muhlt, al-Tadhyil wa-al-Takmil fl Sharh al-TashR, Irtishafal-

Dharab fl 'Ilm Lisan al- 'Arab, al-Lamha al-Badriyyafl 'Ilm al- 'Arabiyya and

Nuhat al-Andalus,43

39 Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katiba, p. 70. See also al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 3, pp. 182-96;
idem, Azhar, vol. 2, p. 14.
40 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 189.
41 Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 190; Ibn Farhun, al-DIbaj, vol. 1, p. 189.
42 Al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 2, pp. 535-48; Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, pp. 81-6; Ibn
Shakir, Fawat al-Wafayat, vol. 3, pp. 282-5. See also 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, pp.

464-5.

43 Ibid.
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Al-Sharif al-Sabtl44 is also considered one of the most intellectual teachers of

Arabic.45 In addition to teaching his own work such as Raf al-Hujub al-Mastura 'An

Mahasin al-Maqsura and Sharh al-QasIda al-Khazrajrya, he also used to teach al-

Kitab of SIbawayh, al-Idah and al-Tashil.46 Finally, Ibn Lubb was an equally

influential figure in the field of language 47 He taught the same material and wrote a

well known commentary on the work al-Jumal by al-Zajjaj 48

3- History and Travel Literature

The 8th/14lh century was extraordinarily rich in the genre of historical and travel

writing. Several historians and travellers were extremely influential and left their mark

on the literature of al-Andalus. The important question which must be considered is

why there was a widespread interest in history and travel literature during this period;

was the political agitation in al-Andalus and North Africa a factor in this huge

production of both history and travel literature.?

There is no doubt that the ebb and flow of political change in al-Andalus

starting from the 7th/13th century contributed to the flourishing of literature, as can be

44 His full biography can be found in the following sources: Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol.
2, p. 183; Ibn Farhun, al-DIbaj, vol. 2, p. 267.
45 al-Nubahl, al-Mcirqaba al- 'Ulya, p. 172.
46 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 2, p. 181.
47 See Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 4, p. 253; al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 357; al-Maqqarl,
Nafh, vol. 5, p. 509; Ibn al-Hajj, Mudhakkarat Ibn al-Hajj, p. 74.
48 See al-Manthurl, Fihris al-Manthurlpp. 24-5; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 4, p. 254.
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seen in the works of Ibn Khaldun and Ibn al-Khatib. Moreover, several historians were

occupied in the Banu al-Ahmar court, which gave them opportunity to observe

decision-making at close range. This can be seen clearly in the work of Ibn al-Khatlb,

especially in his work al-Lamha al-Badriyya fl Tarikh al-Dawla al-Nasriyya.

Equally, other historians had a strong desire to express the identity of Andalusian

civilisation and culture, such as Ibn al-Khatib who specialised in writing about al-

Andalus in general and Granada in particular, as we shall see later. In the following

pages, some of the greatest exponents in these fields will be mentioned.

Ibn al-Khatib (713-726/1313-1374) a pre-eminent historian. Among his many

books on history,49 the most celebrated of which were al-Ihata flAkhbar Gharnata,50

al-Lamha al-Badriyyaft Tarikh al-Dawla al-Nasriyya, Nufadat al-Jirab wa- 'Ulalat al-

Ightirab, and A'mal al-Aiam fi man BTcyi'a qabla al-Ihtilam min Mulitk al-lslam.5X

49 Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 567; Eft: Ibn al-Khatib (J. Bosch-
Vila).
50 Imamuddln, S. M, Some Aspects ofthe Socio-Economic and Cultural History of
Muslim Spain 711-1492 AD, (Leiden, 1965), p. 147. See also El2: Ibn al-Khatib (J.
Bosch-Vila). Al-Ihata flAkhbar Gharnata consists of four big volumes and is edited
by 'Inan, but care should be taken in using this edition which contains many errors,

especially in the poetry extracts. The reader is advised to consult the original text,

copies of which exist in Morocco, (The Royal Library, Rabat, Ms, no. 1840); (The
General Library, Rabat, Mss, no. I708D and 1578D); Tunisia and Spain. This text is

currently being edited by a group of students in Morocco.
51 See al-TTbl, Amln Tawtiq, Dirasatft al-Tarikh al-lslamt, (Tripoli, 1992), pp. 223-
57.
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This last work is of great interest because it describes all the kings of Islam who

ascended the throne before their majority, among them, many from al-Andalus. A 'mal

is "one of the last works written by Ibn al-Khatlb, in 774/1372 and 776/1374. This is

an unfinished history of Islam, the first part of which is devoted to the east, the second

to Muslim Spain, and the third to North Africa and Sicily" 52

Another historian was Ibn Khatima al-Ansarl (724-770/1323-1368), who wrote

a book about his home town Almeria entitled Maziyyat al-Mariyya 'a/a Ghayriha min

al-Bilad al-Andalusiyya,53 which is important because it gives an accurate account of

contemporary life in Almeria, in comparison with the other cities of al-Andalus.

A further famous figure in the field of history was Abu al-Hasan al-Bunahl. In

addition to his book on Andalusian qadis, he wrote another book about the history of

the Kingdom of the Banu al-Ahmar entitled Nuzhat al-Basa'ir wa-al-Absar,54

Another prominent historian was Abu al-Barakat Muhammad b. al-Hajj al-

Ballafiql (680-771/1281-1369).55 Among his works on history is TarIkh al-Mariyya

52 Efi: Ibn al-Khatlb (J. Bosch-Vila).
33 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, pp. 247-50; Farhat, Gharnata, p. 139.
54 Ibid.

55 See his biography in: al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam, vol. 7, p. 269. See also Farhat,
Gharnata, p. 140.



wa-Bijana,56 in which he describes the history of both places in detail. His method is

similar to works of other writers of the period, such as Ibn al-Ahmar. However, this

book is considered as a principal source, particularly for information about Bijana.

Another important figure was Isma'il b.Yusuf b. Muhammad b. Isma'il, known

as Ibn al-Ahmar, who died in 807/140 8.57 He was born in Granada and lived in Fez

where he died. He wrote extensively on the history of Morocco and al-Andalus, and

among his works are a history of the dynasty of Banu Marin entitled Rawdat al-Nisrin

flTarlkh Dawlat BanIMarin and Mustawda' al- Alama wa-Mustabda' al-Salama,58

Ibn al-Ahmar is a major source because, as his name indicates, he had close

family connections with the ruling dynasty of Banu al-Ahmar in al-Andalus and good

relations with the Banu Marin dynasty in Morocco, which gave him the opportunity to

write with detailed knowledge about the history of both al-Andalus and Morocco. His

writing about both dynasties can be considered as one of the most important and

original primary sources covering this era, and this work can be relied upon for

discussion of social and political life for both the Banu Marin and the Banu al-Ahmar.

During that period lived one of the most important figures, the historian and

social philosopher 'Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad Ibn Khaldun (732-808/1332-

56 Soledad, Gibert, "Abu al-Barakat al-Balafiql QadI, Historiador y Poeta", al-
Andalus, 1963, vol. 28, p. 381.
57 See al-Zirikll, al-A lam, vol. 1, p. 329; 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 461.
58 Ibid.
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1406).59 He was from Seville but he was born and brought up in Tunis. He moved

from Morocco to al-Andalus where he spent some time in Granada.60 There he

contacted Ibn al-Khatlb with whom he had initially a strong friendship and who

introduced him to the royal court of the Banu al-Ahmar, who paid him much

attention.61

Ibn Khaldun did not stay long in al-Andalus since he left first for Bougie in

Algeria and then to Morocco where he settled in Fez, then the intellectual and political

capital of Morocco and the Muslim west. He taught at the Qarawiyyin Mosque for

some time and his library still exists. After leaving Fez, Ibn Khaldun moved first to

Tunis and eventually settled in Cairo, where he was appointed the QadI of the

Malikiyya.62

Ibn Khaldun concentrated on history and sociology. He wrote a voluminous

history entitled Kitab al-'Ibar wa-Diwan al-Mubtada' wa-al-Khabar jl Tarlkhal-

59 Flis full biography can be found in the following sources: Efi: Ibn Khaldun (M.
Talbi); M. A. 'Inan, Ibn Khaldun Hayatuh wa-Turathuh al-Fikrl, (Cairo, 1965); C.
Issawi, An Arab Philosophy ofHistory, (London, 1950); S. al-Hudan, Dirasat 'An
Muqaddimat Ibn Khaldun, (Cairo, 1953); Ibn Khaldun, al-Tdrlfbi-lbn Khaldun.
60 Hitti, Philip K, History ofthe Arabs, (London, 1948), p. 138. See also, Efi: Ibn
Khaldun (M. Talbi vol. 3, pp. 826); Imamuddln, Some Aspects Ofthe Socio-Economic
And Cultural History OfMuslim Spain 711-1492 AD, p. 147; Hitti, History of the
Arabs, pp. 567-8.
61 Efi: Ibn Khaldun (M. Talbi).
62 Hitti, History ofthe Arabs, p. 567; Efi: Ibn Khaldfm (M. Talbi).
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'Arab wa-al- 'Ajam wa-al-Barbar,63 He wrote a long introduction to that book known

as Muqaddimat Ibn Khaldun (Prolegomenon), which became so famous that it was

considered a separate book. Ibn Khaldun concluded his history with an autobiography

which he called al-Ta 'rfbi-Ibn Khaldun wa-Rihlatuhu Gharban wa-Sharqan,64

Ibn Khaldun was different from other historians in studying and analysing

historical events and social incidents. His theories in sociology still receive much

attention from researchers in east and west.65 What distinguished Ibn Khaldun most

was that he was a personality of independent thought. Like his contemporaries, such as

Ibn al-Khatib, Ibn Zamrak and al-Qadl AbO al-Hasan al-Bunahl, Ibn Khaldun had

strong political aspirations. Perhaps this is the reason that some historians have

suggested that Ibn Khaldun's emigration from al-Andalus at a critical time was the

result of the jealousy of Ibn al-Khatib, although both scholars respected each other and

acknowledged the importance of their respective intellectual contributions. It seems

that Ibn Khaldun preferred to leave al-Andalus for Morocco and then the east in order

to maintain good relations with Ibn al-Khatib and avoid embarrassing him. In addition,

Ibn Khaldun was continually searching for a political and intellectual position.

63 See Imamuddin, Some Aspects ofthe Socio-Economic and Cultural History of
Muslim Spain 711-1492 AD, p. 147; El2: Ibn Khaldun (M. Talbi).
64 This work has been edited by Muhammad b. Tawlt al-Tanjl, (Cairo, 195 1).
65 Hitti, History of The Arabs, p. 138; Imamuddin, Some Aspects ofthe Socio-
Economic and Cultural History ofMuslim Spain 711-1492 AD, p. 147.
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In addition to interest in the historical field, travel literature received much

attention. It seems that among the important causes of this were the extensive travels

of several scholars and historians, either for purposes of learning, or on assignments

from the court, as was the case of Ibn al-Khatlb, or to escape from al-Andalus for

different reasons including political differences with the ruling dynasty, or financial

reasons.

As regards travel literature, we can mention the following figures. First, Abu al-

Baqa' Khalid b. 'Isa al-Balawi,66 who was one of the contemporaries of the poet Ibn

al-Jayyab al-Gharnatl. He travelled to North Africa, Alexandria, Cairo and Jerusalem,

and then to Mecca where he met scholars and men of letters.67 During that journey he

wrote his book Taj al-Mafriq fi Tahliyat 'Ulama' al-Mashriq68 which is important

because it presents a picture of the scholarly life in those places from the point of view

of an Andalusian traveller, whereas most of the other descriptions of eastern life were

written by scholars based in the east. This work also contains important material about

scholars in the places he travelled, which according to Ibn al-Khatlb, came mainly

from the works of al-'lmad, Ibn Safwan and Ibn Idrls.69 Ibn al-Khatlb also wrote a

66 See his biography in; Ibn al-Khatlb, lhata, vol. 1, pp. 500-502; idem, al-Katlba, pp.

134-8; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 3, p. 285; al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 173.
67 Farhat, Gharnata, p. 141.
68 Al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 3, p. 285; al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 137. See also Farhat,
Gharnata, pp. 140-1. There is a copy of this manuscript in Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya in
Cairo. His journey began in 18 Safar 730.
69 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 502.



book entitled Nufadat al-Jirab ft 'Ulalat al-Ightirab in which he recorded the events

and incidents which happened in Morocco during his trips into exile there.70

Ibn al-Khatlb wrote another interesting work which comes under the heading of

travel literature, in which he compares the two cities of Malaga and Sale.71 This

manuscript is still kept in the General Library in Rabat.72 Unusually this work is

written in rhymed prose, whereas most works in this period were written in unrhymed

prose. Sale is one of the most ancient cities of Morocco in which many Andalusian

scholars settled. Ibn al-Khatib spent several years there, where he wrote some of his

works.73

In comparing the cities of Malaga and Sale, Ibn al-Khatlb concluded that

Malaga was the better of the two. In contrast a Moroccan scholar wrote a book in reply

to Ibn al-Khatlb, also using rhymed prose, in which he argued that in his opinion, Sale

was the superior city. In comparing the two writers, Ibn al-Khatib's work provides

more valuable information on the intellectual and social life in both Malaga and Sale.

70 Farhat, Gharnata, p. 141; Efi: Ibn al-Khatlb (J. Bosch-Vila).
71 The city of Sale described in this book situated to the west of Rabat; and the two

cities are separated by a river known as AbO Raqraq.
72 See Fihris Makhtutat Kulliyyat al-Adab, Rabat.
73 See A. M. al-'Abbadl, Mu 'allafat Lis an al-DIn Ibn al-Khatlb ftal-Maghrib,
(Hesp&ris, XI VI, 1959), pp. 247-53.
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Ibn Khaldun, in addition to his remarkable contribution to the writing of history,

also wrote an interesting work known as al-Ta 'rif bi-Ibn Khaldun wa-Rihlatuh

Gharban wa-Sharqan in which he includes a great deal of travel writing; this includes

his visit to Jerusalem in 802/1400.74

The last travel writer to consider is Ibrahim b 'Abd Allah al-Numayri, known as

Ibn al-Hajj (7 1 3-76 5 /13 1 2-13 64).75 He was a writer, poet and ambassador. He

worked in the Royal court of the Banu al-Ahmar and wrote many books. The book we

are interested in here is the one which he wrote during his trip to the East, and which he

called Faydal- 'Ubab.76

4. Medicine, Mathematics and Agronomy

These branches of learning received special attention in al-Andalus. They were

taught as core courses at al-Madrasa al-Yusufiyya77 during the 8lh/l4th century. In spite

of the fact that some historians say that there was not much attention paid to these

74 See al-Ta'rifbi-Ibn Khaldun, p. 349.
75 His full biography in: Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 260; idem, lhata, vol. , p. 342 Al-
Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 7, p. 108; al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 14.
76 See the study of Ibn Shaqrun about this book, (Beirut, Dar al-Gharb al-Islaml, 1990),

p. 25.
77 For more information about al-Madrasa al-Yusufiyya, see E. Levi-Provengal ,

Inscriptions Arabes d'Espagne, Leiden and Paris, 193 1, pp. 158-9; Farhat, Gharnata,
pp. 134-5.
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fields,78 this is far from the truth. Several scholars who wrote on these subjects were

close to the ruling family and they received a great deal of financial support and

encouragement. Although the number of scholars working in science compared with

those in literature and other fields was relatively low, their work had an important and

lasting value.

In medicine, there was a famous figure, namely Abu Zakariyya al-Tujlbt,

known as Ibn Hudhayl (d. 749/13 48),79 who taught at al-Madrasa al-Yusufiyya and was

also interested in mathematics. Another well-known physician was Muhammad b.

Ibrahim al-Ansarl, known as Ibn al-Sarraj, who was the private doctor of Muhammad

II al-Faqlh (671-701/1273-1302).80

One more well-known figure in medicine was Ibn Khatima al-Ansari (d. 770 /

1369), who "spent the greater part of his life in Almeria".81 In addition to being a man

of letters, he was a famous physician. Among his medical works is Tahsil al-Qasidfl

78 See for example al-Rikabl, Flal-Adab al-Andalusi, p. 58; Dayf, al-Fann wa-

Madhahibuh, p. 121 ; Ahmad Haykal, al-Adab al-AndalusImi al-Fath hatta Suqutal-

Khilafa; Hazim Khadr, al-Nathr al-Andalusi fi 'Asr al-Tawa'ifwa-al-Murabitin.;
' Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 461.
79 Farhat, Gharnata, p. 147.
80 Ibid.

81 Efi: Ibn al-Khatima (S. Gibert).
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Tafsll al-Marad al-Wafid,82 in which he wrote about the plague which afflicted some

areas in al-Andalus, including Granada, Malaga and Almeria in 749- 750/1348- 1349

and which resulted in the death of many people, including the author himself and many

of his teachers including Ibn al-Jayyab and Ibn Layun.83

A further famous figure in medicine was AbO 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. 'All

al-Lakhml al-ShaqqOrl.84 He was from Segura de la Sierra. He wrote a medical work

entitled Mujarrabat al-Shaqquri, which is still in manuscript and kept in the General

Library of Rabat, Morocco.85 As the title implies, Mujarrabat means tested treatment.

This book was based on al-Shaqquri's own experiments, in addition to existing

available sources.

In addition to these physicians, there was Ibn al-Khatlb, Granada's wazlr, a man

of letters who was also learned in the field of medicine on which he wrote many books,

including Risalat Takwln al-Janln, Muqni'at al-Sa'il 'an al-Marad al-Ha'il and

82£/2: Ibn Khatima (S. Gibert). The original manuscript is in Escorial, Madrid under
the number: 1785, and I am informed by Dr. Arnln al-Ti'bl that this manuscript was

edited by M. J. Mullen and published in Munich in 1863.
83 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 130; al-HumsI, Ibn Zamrak al-Gharnati, p. 256;
Imamuddln, p. 164. See also Farhat, Gharnafa, p. 137; Shabana, Yusufal-Awwal Ibn
al-Ahmar, p. 112; Efl: Ibn Luyun (F. De la Granja).
84 Al-Zirikli, al-A 'lam, vol. 6, p. 285.
85 The General Library, Rabat, Morocco, (al-Khizana al-'Ammd) with the number
1035D.
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'Amal man Tabba li-man Habb.86 In Muqni 'at al-Sa'il 'an al-Maradal-Hail, Ibn al-

Khatlb discussed the plague which seriously affected al-Andalus, specifically Almeria

and Granada, and the work contained important advice on the methods essential to

prevent the further spread of the disease.

It should be mentioned here that many people would visit Ibn Layun to seek his

help on medical matters and benefit from his experiments in this field. Among his

work on medicine was his urjuza, which will be mentioned later in the chapter dealing

with his work.

In general, scholarship in mathematics and the natural sciences was not as

highly developed as religious studies, literature and the humanities, but there were

several scholars working in al-Andalus in the scientific arena, including Muhammad b.

al-Raqqa' al-MursI (d. 715/1315),87 who also contributed to medicine in addition to

mathematics and science.88

In engineering, we should mention Abu Yahya Muhammad b. Ridwan al-

Numayrl al-Wadi Ash! (d. 757/1356).89 Among his works on astronomy were al-

86 Al-Jarr, Khalil, Tarikh al- 'Ulum "rnd al- 'Arab, (Beirut, al-Matba'a al-Bulisiyya,
1973), p. 83.
87 Farhat, Gharnata, p. 136.
88 Ibid.

89 See his biography in: Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 2, p. 141.
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Manzumfi 'Ilm al-Nujum and Risalafi al-Istirlab wa-al-'Amal bihi.<)(>

Under the Arab influence, agricultural science in al-Andalus advanced

considerably, and there was extensive writing on agricultural practice.91 Ibn Layun in

the 8th/ 14th was a prominent figure in this field. One of his most famous works is his

urjiiza, the Kitab Ibda' al-Mcilaha wa-Inha'al-Rajaha flUsui Sina'at al-Filaha, which

was edited and translated into Spanish by the Spanish researcher Joaquina Enguaras

Ibanez.92

In Kitab Ibda' al-Malaha Ibn Layun did not only rely on written sources, but

also on oral sources and his own agricultural experience, and it is still a useful source of

information to both scholars and agriculturalists today.93 Due to his skill in

summarising and choosing the right terminology, Ibn Layun can be considered as one

of the most distinguished authors in the 8th/14th century.

Education

The establishment of the new university in Granada (al-Madrasa al-Nasriyya)

in the middle of the 8th/14lh century, during the reign of Yusuf I, by his chamberlain

Abu al-Na'im Ridwan al-Nasri opened the door to writing and helped to develop

90 al-Andalus, xxx, 1965, pp. 15-45.
91 See Ep- Filaha (Irfan Habib).
92 See al-TTbi, Dirasat, p. 186. See also EP- Filaha (Irfan Habib).
93 This urjiiza will be discussed in more detail later.
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intellectual life. Ibn al-Jayyab wrote a poem praising the ruler for the establishment of

the school and congratulating the students on entering the Madrasa.94 During this time

Granada became a focal point for students, scholars and poets.95 Ibn al-Khatlb said of

the school connection with the establishment: "He (Abu al-Na'Im Ridwan al-NasrT)

established the Madrasa in Granada, which did not exist before this.96 He also endowed

the Madrasa with benefits and with the produce of farms and he gained distinction from

this commendable work".97

< u_juoj i Jl_xJ 1_£J j A-lujAaS! ftHl " Ale. (Jlii
1 gjlc.

94 Two important figures, Ibn al-Khatib and Ibn al-Jayyab, each wrote a poem

describing the school, but Ibn al-Jayyab died before the inauguration of the madrasa
and his poem was inscribed on the main door out of respect for his contribution to

teaching. The poem is as follows:

iLCwJ ~L&L4J 1 4jb jtJbtil i JLL? IJ

L>-JJ G diG^ a y A ^ jjj J*J df

Gt-vbj jJ 1 4 o

G"cJ>rj Lg ll 'jyA G C.->jj L? Si 4 11 -OJ Ll^yA "Jj (jLkpl
(Ibn al-Jayyab, Diwan Ibn al-Jayyab, p. 36; al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 457-8).
95 See al-Sarraj, Fihris al-Sarraj, Ms, (The General Library, no. 1242k), p. 21; al-
Manthurl, Fihris al-Manthurl, Ms, (The Royal Library, no. 12867); al-Qalsadl, Rihlat
al-Qalsadl, p. 167; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 508; idem, Kunasat al-Dukkan, p.

155; Mnan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 484.
96 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 508. See also idem, Kunasat al-Dukkan, p. 155; al-

Qalsadl, Rihlat al-Qalsadl, p. 167.
97Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. l,p. 508. See also idem, Kunasat al-Dukkan, p. 155; al-
Qalsadl, Rihlat al-Qalsadl, p. 167.
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In addition, the education system used during this time covered a variety of

subjects and this can be seen clearly from the curriculum and material which were

taught at Granada University. The teachers were selected specifically to develop a high

standard of intellectual and literary life and were therefore highly respected by their

peers. Among them were al-Shatibl, al-Sharlf al-Sabtl, Ibn Juzayy Ibn Lubb, Ibn

Marzuq al-Tilimsanl, Ibn al-Fakhkhar, Yahya b. Hudhayl, and Mansur al-ZawawI.98

Some of the key factors which contributed to the scholarly richness in the

8th/l 4th century were the availability of public and private libraries," for example the

extensive library of Ibn Layun in Almeria, and in this connection we can mention the

endowment of Ibn al-Khatib's most important book al-Ihata flAkhbar Gharnapa to the

library of Granada University.100 It seems likely that other scholars made a similar

donation of their works.

Furthermore some teachers maintained their personal libraries within the

University, which could then be used by other scholars and students. As evidence of

this, the following passage by al-Shatibi is relevant: "I was walking with some friends

when we met with our sheikh the master AbO Sa'Id b. Lubb near the madrasa. We

98 For more information about the teachers of Granada and the curriculum of teaching
see al-Sarraj, Fihris al-Sarraj, Ms. no. 1242k, (The General Library of Rabat); al-
Manturl, Fihrisat al-Mantiirj Ms. no. 12867, (The Royal Library, Rabat).
99 Al-Shatibl, al-Ifadat wa-al-Inshadat, p. 152.
100 Al-Maqqari, Azhar, vol. 1, pp. 55-8.
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walked with him up to the door of the madrasa. Afterwards, as we were intending to

leave, he invited us to come into the madrasa with him and he said: 1 want to show you

some of my documents on legal opinions."101

il 4 1 1 obLio^lj oGli'VI 3 s-Gr -Lis

^1 4 i. *>jAJ —4j4 ^\ — i, -J l_J 1 LoUli
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In Almeria similar libraries were to be found, among them was Ibn Layun's

personal library which according to sources was the biggest in Almeria in his time102

and some of his students and contemporaries benefited from using it, as can be seen

clearly from their own writings.103

The Dissemination of Manuscripts

As a result of all the intellectual activity, and the establishment of the new

madrasa in 749/1348 and the huge amount of material taught in the school, the activity

of the copyists increased to meet the demand. At the same time, there was a strong

commercial incentive behind the huge number of manuscripts which have come down

101 Al-Shatbi, al-Ifadat wa-al-Inshadat, p. 152.
102 NayI, p. 187. See also EI^ Ibn Luyiln (F. De La Granja).
103 For instance, al-Hadraml in his work Mashyakha refers to the library of Ibn Layun

2and its importance. See Nayl, p. 187. See also EI Ibn Luyun (F. De la Granja); Ibn al-
Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 87.
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to us from the period. According to historical sources, copyists were well rewarded for

their work and this encouraged many to the profession.104 Consequently, copies of Ibn

al-Khatlb, Ibn Khatima, Ibn al-Jayyab, Ibn Zamrak, Ibn Khaldun and Ibn Layun's

works can be found in libraries all over the world. The fact that the copyists received

good remuneration is evidence that there was a buoyant market of readers and scholars

who were keen to study these works.105 This volume of work strongly suggests that

scholarly life in the 8th/14th was dynamic, in contrast with some modern views

mentioned above.

Conclusion

From the above survey the following conclusions may be drawn:

First, the extent of intellectual activity in the 8th/14th century was very wide, though

history, literature and language studies were in the forefront and always received more

attention than other branches of learning. As a result of the emphasis on language there

was a huge production of work in the field of grammar, and as Ibn Khaldun stated, al-

Andalus was the centre of grammatical studies in the Islamic world.

A second point is that there was a vast output of historical writing, but special

attention was paid to the history of the Banu al-Ahmar and Marinid dynasties, as can

104 Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. p. 3, p. 27.
105 Farhat, Gharnata, p. 124.
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be seen in the writing of Ibn Khaldun, Abu al-Walid Ibn al-Ahmar and Ibn al-

Khatib.106

In addition, special attention was paid to correspondence (al-Murasalat al-

Ikhwaniyya) between scholars, among them Ibn al-Jayyab al-Sharlf al-Sabtl and Ibn

al-Khatib. Further, there was a similarity in the titles of some of the works and a

certain repetition in discussing the subject matter.

Then again several works concentrated on the comparison between Andalusian

cities and those of Morocco, in order to prove their own important role and

superiority over all other regions of the Islamic world, and to establish their unique

identity. During the 8th/14th century there was intense rivalry between al-Andalus

and Morocco and scholars from both sides wished to assert their higher status over

the other. Moreover, rajaz received much attention as we can see from the work of

Ibn LayOn and Ibn al-Khatib, and moreover the education system used this type of

literature in the teaching of grammar and other fields.

A further point which has been made is that other scientific fields such as

agriculture and medicine were studied in addition to the humanities; this contradicts

106 In particular the two works of Ibn al-K.hatib {al-Ihata flAkhbar Ghcirnata and al-
Lamha al-Badriyyafl Akhbar al-Dawla al-Nasriyya).
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the conclusions of some modern researchers who stated that the 8th/14th century was

weak in these fields.107

It has also been shown that during the 8th/14th century, scholars would write on a

variety of subjects, not specialising in any one field, as already seen in the work of

Ibn al-Khatib, al-Bunahl and Ibn Layun. This type of writing could be characterised

as encyclopaedic writing, and following my own research into intellectual life during

this period I have found that this generalism was a prominent phenomenon of the

time. Perhaps specialising in only one field was not considered satisfactory by the

writers themselves and was viewed as inadequate as a form of scholarship. In this

context, if anyone at that time was not well-versed in grammar, he was not

considered a faqlh (scholar).

There is a final point. It is clear from al-Ihata and al-Katiba of Ibn al-Khatib

that the production of poetry was at its zenith in the 8th/14th century; this can be seen

by the fact that the number of diwans produced was at least 16, in addition to the

huge volume of poetry which was included in other sources, among them the works

of al-Maqqarl, Ibn al-Khatib, al-Sharlf al-Sabti, Ibn Khaldun and Abu al-Walid Ibn

107 See al-Rikabl, Flal-Adab al-AndalusI, p. 58. See also Dayf, al-Fann wa-

Madhahibuh, p. 121; Ahmad Haykal, al-Adab al-Andalusi min al-Fath hatta Suqiital-
Khilafa, p. ; Hazim Khadr, al-Nathr al-Andalusi fl 'Asr al- Tawa'ifwa-al-MurabitIn\
' Inan Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 461.
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al-Ahmar.108 This is a further indication of the intense activity in the 8lh/l4th

century.

Another positive factor was the political circumstances which encouraged

intellectual activity, including the establishment of the university of Granada, and the

concentration of scholarly activity in a small geographical area of Granada and its

surroundings.

It should not be forgotten that intense rivalry between scholars and poets led

them to attract the attention of the rulers, in order that they be brought into the

Alhambra palace as ministers or to occupy other significant positions. Intellectual

ability in poetry, language and literature were the keys to entering into service at the

court. It is possible that most of the incumbents in ministerial positions fulfilled these

conditions.

After the brief discussion above which has been a quick glimpse, the reason of

which has been to present the importance of the 8th/14th century, it is certain that most

of the figures mentioned above require an in-depth study, and the information in this

108 Al-Harrama, Bina' al-Qasida, vol. 1, p. 32. See also Soledad Gibert, Abu al-
Barakat al-BalafTql QadI: Historiador y Poeta, Al-Andalus, vol. 28, 1963, p. 381.
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study could provide useful guide for this further research by giving references to

necessary original sources.
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Chapter Three:

The development of poetry and prose during

the 8th/14th century in al-Andalus



Introduction

Poetry and prose in al-Andalus flourished in the 8th/14th century, with many figures

leaving their traces on the map of Andalusian literature. According to sources, it is

clear from the works they left behind literature especially poetry and in particular

muwashshahat that such figures had a strong influence on the literature of al-

Andalus in general.1

As evidence of this, it is worth mentioning that at least 16 complete

collections of poetry were written. Some which are still in existence are, for

example, the diwan of Ibn al-Khatlb, the diwan of Ibn Khatima al-Ansarl, the diwan

of Ibn al-Jayyab2, the diwan Ibn Hayyan al-Gharnatl and the drwan Ibn al-Hajj al-

Numayri. In addition to these, there are many quotations of poetry to be found in

other sources,3 such as the poetry of Ibn Layun, the poetry of Ibrahim al-Sahill, the

1 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, idem, Azhar, Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, idem, al-KatIba\ Ibn al-
Ahmar, Nathir al-Juman, idem, Nathir Fara'id al-Juman; al-Harrama. Bina' al-

Qasida,\o\. 1, p. 32.
2 See al-Harrama, Bina' al-Qasida, vol. 1, p. 32.
3 For example the works of Ibn al-Khatlb such as al-Ihata, al-Katiba, A 'mal and al-

Lamha\ the works of al-Maqqarl including Nafh and Azhar, the works of Abu al-
Walld Ibn al-Ahmar such as Nathir al-Juman and Nathir Fara'id al-Juman; the
works of Ibn Khaldun such as al-'Ibar and the work of al-Sabtl, Raf'al-Hujb al-
Mastura; the works of al-Maqqarl such as Nafh and Azhar al-Riyad.
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poetry of Ibn Zamrak, 4 the poetry of Ibn Shaltabtur and the poetry oflbnal-

Jayyab.5

Ibn al-Khatib

The most notable of the men of letters in this period under investigation is

Lisan al-DTn Ibn al-Khatib (713-776/1313-1374), known as Dhual-Wizarataynf

He was a poet, man of letters, historian, composer of muwashshahat, physician and

statesman. Indeed, Ibn al-Khatib is considered as one of the pioneers of Andalusian

literature during the reign of the Banu al-Ahmar if not of all time in al-Andalus.7

He studied in Almeria and Granada. Among the most famous of his teachers were

Ibn al-Jayyab8 and Ibn Layun.9 Ibn al-Khatib was prominent in many fields,

especially history and literature.

4 Several collections of his poetry have been made, but a very good edition was

published recently relying on a unique manuscript known as al-Baqiyya wa-al-
Mudrak min Shi'r Ibn Zamrak. (JDiwan Ibn Zamrak, ed. M. T. al-Nayfar, Dar al-
Gharb al-Islaml, 1st edition, 1997).
3 See for example Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, idem, al-KatIba\ al-Maqqarl, Nafh, idem,
Azhar; Ibn al-Ahmar, Nathlr al-Juman, idem, Nathlr Fara'id al-Juman.
6 EI~\ Ibn al-Khaflb (J. Bosch-Vila).
7 Nicholson, A Literary History ofthe Arabs, p. 436. See also Watt, A History of

2Islamic Spain, pp. 136 and 155; EI : Ibn al-Khatib (J. Bosch-Vila).
8 Ibn 'Ajlba, Azhar al-Bustanfi Tabaqat al-A 'yan, Ms. p. 95; Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata,

o

vol. 4, p. 458; al-Maqqan, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 605; EI : Ibn al-Khatib (J. Bosch-
Vila).
9 Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katiba, p. 86; idem, Awsaf, p. 48.
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One of his important books is al-lhata fiAkhbar Gharnata which, as is clear

from the title, talks about everything related to Granada including its literary and

social life. It also contains biographies of many men of letters, poets and scholars

from al-Andalus among them Ibn al-Jayyab, Ibn Khatima al-Ansari, al-Sharif al-

Sabti and Ibn Juzayy.10 Al-lhata contains a lot of poetry, including 520 lines by Ibn

al-Jayyab,11 some of which cannot be found in his own collection.12

The biography of Ibn al-Jayyab in this book is very detailed, and it was used

extensively by later biographers, including al-Maqqarl in his book Nafh al-TIb.

Although Ibn Layun wrote four collections, it is surprising that al-lhata does not

contain any of his or biographical details, despite the fact that he was one of Ibn al-

Khatlb's teachers. There are two possible reasons behind this omission. Firstly, Ibn

Layun wrote his works in Almeria and Ibn al-Khatlb wrote al-lhata in Granada, and

secondly, maybe Ibn al-Khatlb wanted to postpone including Ibn Layun's biography

and poetry to a future work, but unfortunately when Ibn al-Khatlb wrote al-Katlba

he had been exiled to Morocco, far from his sources, and he could only include a

brief biography and a few lines of poetry. Bearing in mind that, Ibn al-Khatlb, as

can be understood from the full title of the book, al-Katiba al-Kamina fishu 'ara' al-

10 Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 436.
11 Al-Nagrat, Ibn al-Jayyab, p. 50.
12 Al-Nagrat, Ibn al-Jayyab, pp. 23- 31; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 4, pp. 140-42,
vol. 2, p. 183 and vol. 1, p. 395.
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Mi'a al-Thamina singles out just a few notable poets, therefore Ibn Layun must be

considered one of the most distinguished figures in the 8th/14th century.13

Importantly and unusually, the book contains an autobiography of Ibn al-

Khatlb himself in which he includes the names of his teachers and his important

works as well as other valuable information related to his political and scientific life

as well as that of his family.14 The significance of this autobiography stems from

the information it contains about him, on the one hand, and from the fact that

autobiographies were rare in classical Arabic literature, on the other.

Ibn al-Khatlb also wrote a book called al-Lamha al-BadriyyajlTarlkh al-

Dawla al-Nasriyya in which he gives an account of the dynasty of the Banu al-

Ahmar. Although small in size, the book is an important and essential source on

Granada's political, social, religious and intellectual history.15 It also contains some

of Ibn al-Jayyab's poetry, which cannot be found anywhere else, even in his own

collection.16 He traces the political events, style of government of the kings,

ministers, writers and Judges. This book contains interesting and accurate

13 See Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 86.
14 See Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata,\ol. 4, p. 112; Brockelmann, History ofthe Arabs, p.

216. See also Ep". Ibn al-Khatlb (J. Bosch-Vila).
915 See al-Nagrat, Ibn al-Jayyab al-Gharnati, pp. 38-9; EI : Ibn al-Khatlb (J.

Bosch-Vila).
16 This is obvious from the supplement of Ibn al-Jayyab's poetry. See ibid.
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information which cannot be found in any other source. This is especially so because

it was written by well-known figure who had an important cultural and political role

during the reign of the Banu al-Ahmar.17

In addition, Ibn al-Khatlb was a well known poet who wrote many types of

poetry, such as eulogy, love poetry, elegy, descriptive poetry, nature poetry, Suli

poetry, odes 18 and al-murasalat al-Ikhwaniyyah.19 Moreover, Ibn al-Khatib was

also famous for his poems engraved on the walls of the Alhambra Palace, as was his

teacher Ibn al-Jayyab, and his student, Ibn Zamrak. He also wrote a number of

mnwashshahat. His muwashshahat were widely known and many of them were

sung.

In addition, he showed interest in maqamat, the most well-known of which is

one on the art of politics, and which is included by al-Maqqarl in Nafh al- Tib.20 Ibn

al-Khatlb also showed interest in al-Murasalat al-Ikhwaniyyah. He exchanged

17 See Ibn al-Khatlb, Lamha, p. 19; Ibn Khaldun, 7bar, vol. 7, p. 689; Nicolson, pp.

435- 436; Ep: Ibn al-Khatlb (J. Bosch-Vila).
18 See Nicolson, p. 436; al-Nagrat, Ibn al-Jayyab al-Gharnatt, p. 231.
19 See al-Nagrat, Ibn al-Jayyab al-GharnatT, p. 231. Although this genre was well
known and used frequently between scholars and men of letters, including Ibn al-
Khatlb Ibn Khatima al-Ansarl and Ibn al-Jayyab, but surprisingly, it is not

2mentioned in the article on Ibn al-Khatlb. See EI : Ibn al-Khatlb (J. Bosch-Vila).
20 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh (1949), vol. 9, p. 134. See also Salama, al-Adab al-
'Arablflal-Andalus, p. 123.
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many letters with the poets and men of letters of his time.21 He was also

distinguished in the beauty of his style and the clarity of expression of his formal

letters and most of his maqamat and murasalat are in the form of rhymed prose.22

Ibn al-Khatlb wrote works in various fields including history, literature,

Sufism, travel literature and medicine. As sources mention, he wrote more than sixty

works.23 In addition to the books mentioned above, should be mentioned the

following:

A 'mal al-A 'lam ft man bOyi 'a min Muluk al-Islam Qabla al-Ihtilam?4

Al-Sihr wa-al-Shi 'r.25

21 This type of correspondence was known as al-Murasalat al-Ikhwaniyya and can

be described according to ShalabI, as poetry which is written by one brother poet to
another to exchange news and jokes but which is written in a straightforward style
devoid of exaggeration, flattery and thought for material profit. For further analysis
and some examples of this poetry, see Shalabi, Sa'd Isma'Il, al-BT'a al-Andalusiyya,
(Dar al-Nahda Li-al-TIba'a wa-al-Nashr, Cairo, n.d,) p. 484; al-Nagrat, Ibn al-
Jayyab al-Gharnatl, pp. 219-249. Some samples of this poetry can be also found
in: Dlwan Ibn al-Khatib, Divan Ibn al-Jayyab, Nafh, and Nathlr al-Juman.
22 See for instance Nafh, (1949), vol. 9, p. 134; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata., vol. 4, p. 138;
134. See also Salama, al-Adab al- 'Arablflal-Andalus, p. 123.
23 See Imamuddm, p. 147; EI : Ibn al-Khatlb (J. Bosch-Vila). For more

information regarding the life and works of Ibn al-Khatib see Muhammad 'Abd
Allah, Tnan, Lisan al-DIn Ibn al-Khatlb Hayatuh wa-Turathuh, (Cairo, Maktabat al-

Khanji, 1968); Muhammad b. Abl Bakr al-Titwanl, Ibn al-Khatlb min Khilal
Kutubih, (Tutwan, Morocco, n.d). See also al-Waraqll, Hasan, Lisan al-DIn Ibn al-
Khatibfi Athar al-DarisIn, (Manshurat 'Ukad, Rabat, 1408 AH).
24 This work was edited by Ahmad Mukhtar al-'Abbad! and Muhammad Ibrahim al-
Katanl, (Dar al-Kitab, Casablanca, 1964).
25 The General Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 2295D.
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Mukhtasar min Istinzal al-LutfflAsrar al-Wujud.26

Nufadat al-Jirabfi 'Ulalat al-lghtirab21

Al-Ihata flAkhbar Gharnata {Nnsus ,JadIda) ,28

Awsafal-Nas flal-Tawarikh wa-al-Silat.29

Rayhanat al-Kuttab wa-Nuj 'at al-Muntab.30

Rawdat al-Ta'rif bi-al-Hubb al-Sharlf21

Jaysh al-TaWshihA2

Al-Taj al-MuhallaflMusajalat ul-Qadah al-Mu 'alia.

Al-Sayb wa-al-Jiham wa-al-Madlal-KahamA2

Risala fITakwIn al-Janln,34

Mi 'yar al-IkhtiyarfiDhikr al-Ma 'ahid wa-al-Diyar35

Mufradat Ibn al-Khatib.36

26 Khizanat Tutwan, Ms, collection, no. 353.
27 The General Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 256.
28 This work was edited by 'Abd al-Salam Shaqqur and printed in Tutwan,
1988.

29 Ed. by Muhammad Kamal Shabana, (Manshurat al-Lajna al-Mushtaraka,
Morocco and UAE, Matba'at Fudala, Rabat, n.d). See also Ms. Escorial no. 1755.
30 Ed. by Muhammad 'Abd Allah 'Inan, (Cairo, 1980). See also EIIbn al-Khatib
(J. Bosch-Vila).
31 Ed. by Muhammad al-Kattanl, (Dar al-Thaqafa, Beirut, 1975).
32 Ed. by H. Najl and published in Tunis, 1967. See also Ep*\ Ibn al-Khatib (J.

Bosch-Vila).
33 Ed. by Muhammad al-Sharlf Qahar, (Algiers, 1973).
34 EI2-. Ibn al-Khatib (J. Bosch-Vila).
35 Ed. by Muhammad Kamal Shabana, (Morocco and UAE, n.d).
36 Ed. by 'Abd al-'AlI al-Widghirl, (Manshurat 'Ukaz, Rabat, 1988).
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From these examples, the important of Ibn al-Khatlb and his role in the

intellectual life of al-Andalus can clearly be seen. There are still many of Ibn al-

Khatlb's works which require further study. Until now, research has mostly

concentrated on his poetry,37 but many of his other works have not received

attention. This broad approach to writing was not restricted to Ibn al-Khatlb; in fact,

one of the distinguishing characteristics of this period was that scholars would write

on many different subjects. This can be seen in the works of Ibn Khatima al-Ansarl,

Ibn Layun and Ibn al-Khatlb, but ahead of these, in terms of his output, was without

question Ibn al-Khatlb.

Ibn al-Jayyab al-Gharnatl.

One of the most important scholars of this period is Abu al-Hasan Ibn al-

Jayyab al-Gharnatl (673-740/1274-13 49),38 the teacher of Ibn al-Khatlb, who was

well-known as a poet and men of letters.39 Ibn al-Jayyab was born in Granada in

673/1274 and died in the middle of Shawwal 749/mid-Januaryl349 40 of the plague

37 For example, Muhammad al-Sharif Qahir, al-Sayb wa-al-Jiham, (Ph.D. thesis,
University of Algiers, 1973), Muhammad Miltah: Diwan Ibn al-Khatlb, (Ph.D.
thesis, University of Muhammad V, Rabat, 1974).
38 See his biography in: Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 183; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p.

434.

39 See Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 183, idem Ihata, vol. 4, p. 128; al-Maqqarl,
Nafh, vol. 5, p. 434; Salam, al-Adab al-'ArabIf!al-Andalus, p. 59.
40 See Ibn al-Khatlb, Lamha, p. 104; idem, Ihata, vol. 4, p. 147; Hamdan, Ibn
Zamrak, (Ph. D 1984 Algiers), p. 6; al-Naqrat, Ibn al-Jayyab, p. 113; £Y : Ibn al-
Khatlb (J. Bosch-Vila).
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which swept through Granada and some areas of al-Andalus in the middle of the

8th/14th century.41

Ibn al-Jayyab wrote a large collection of poems (diwan) which is still in

manuscript form in the National Library of Egypt (Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya) under

the number 2424 adab.42 These were collected by his pupil, Ibn al-Khatlb, as is

mentioned in al-Ihata.43 Ibn al-Jayyab's collection covers diverse subjects, such as

madh (panegyrics), in diverse poetic forms, such as mukhammasat and

mulashsharat. His diwan is arranged by his student according to subjects.44 Most

collections of poems during his time were arranged in alphabetical order, in

accordance with the rhyming letter of the poems. The collection consists of 4750

41 See al-Naqrat, Ibn al-Jayyab, pp. 112-13; 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 130, al-
Humsi, Ibn Zamrak al-Gharnati, p. 256; Shabana, Yusufal-Awwal Ibn al-Ahmar, p.

112.

42 Al-Nagrat, Ibn al-Jayyab, p. 22. I obtained a photocopy taken from the original
manuscript. This manuscript is written in good naskh script. However, there are

perforations and some poems are missing. In addition there are many mistakes in
the language and orthography. It is possible to supply most of the missing text and
to correct the language and other mistakes by referring to the Andalusian sources

which contain Ibn al-Jayyab's poetry. The most important of these sources are al-
Ihata, Nafh al- Tib, Azhar al-Riyadand al-Lamha al-Badriyya.
43 See Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 4, p. 128. See also al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 7, p.

107; Ibn al-Jayyab al-Gharnatl, Diwan Ibn al-Jayyab, (Ms, the National Library of
Egypt (Dar al- Kutub al-Misriyya) under the number (2424 adab), p. 1.)
44 In Ibn al-Khatlb's words:

f.-jl ij.'.U 1 " '\j •"■*0 i;*Yi»'ll 1 C- /, i \ y 1 a ))

(( i"il. ->-NJIj jlid^lj tCjl * >^>J\ C-ilpjb allj tO"Lj! tC^LiUa. L»Jl J iL/2jiilj
(Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 4, p. 128).
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verses and in addition I collected 282 verses from different sources including Nafh,

al-Ihata, al-Lamha, Azhar al-Riyad and Lamh al-Sihr. Jesus Rubiera Mata was the

first to highlight the relevance of Ibn al-Jayyab's poetry when she edited a collection

of some of his poems.45 However, her edition contains grammatical and spelling

errors; in addition she neither annotated his poetry nor provided comments. She also

did not mention other important sources which contain Ibn al-Jayyab's poetry which

were referred to early on. If she had relied on these sources, she would have avoided

printing errors and would have produced a more accurate edition.

As regards prose, Ibn al-Jayyab left a number of works which were also

collected by his student Ibn al-Khatlb under the title of Tafih min Jamm wa-nuqta

min Yamm.46 But, unfortunately, this work has not come down to us. It was most

probably burnt in Granada in 773/1371, when Ibn al-Khatib was accused of being a

zindiq by some of his enemies in Granada including Abu al-Hasan al-Bunah! and his

45 Jesus Rubiera Mata Ibn al-Yayyab el otro poeta de la Alhambra, (Instituto
Hispano De Cultura Granada, 1982). See also idem, "Los poemas epigraficos de Ibn
al-Yayyab en la Alhambra", Al-Andalus, vol. xxxv, 1970, pp. 453-470.
46 See Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 4, p. 147; al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 445.
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student Ibn Zamrak.47 However, some of Ibn al-Jayyab's prose has been retained in

al-Maqqarl's Nafh al- 77b.48

Ibn Khatima al-AnsarT

Among the men of letters and poets who lived during the 8th / 14th century, is

Ibn Khatima al-Ansari (725-770/1323-1369).49 He was one of the most famous

pupils of Ibn Layun al-Tujlbt,50 and "an intimate friend of Ibn al-Khatib."51 He is

considered one of the most prominent poets of Nasrid al-Andalus. He was the

foremost poet of Almeria. He left a large collection of poems which was edited by

Muhammad Ridwan al-Daya.52 This collection contains descriptive poetry, nature

poetry, love poetry and muwashshahat. In addition to his collection of poems, he

47 See Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 53; Ibn Khaldun, 'Ibar, vol. 7, p. 709. See
also Farhat, Gharnata, p. 149.
48 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 458-464. Ibn al-Jayyab played a very

important role in both political and intellectual life. He was an important teacher,
and worked as a katib and vizier in Granada for about 30 years. In addition, Ibn al-

Jayyab left a large amount of poetry and prose. Despite this, there is no article about
him in the Encyclopaedia ofIslam. It is hoped that this deficiency can be corrected
in the future.
49 For more information regarding his life see Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata., vol. l,pp. 239-
59; idem, al-Katlba, pp. 239-45; Ibn al-Ahmar, Nathir al-Juman, pp. 175-86; Ibn
al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 1, p. 40; Brockelmann, 2, p. 258.
50 See al-TIbl, Dirasat, p. 186; Ep: Ibn Luyun (F. De La. Granja).
51 EI": Ibn al-Khatib (J. Bosch-Vila). See also Salama, al-Adab al-'Arabi, p. 59.
52 Damascus, 1978.
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wrote a book entitled Ralq al-TahliyafiFa'iq al-Tawriya,53 He was a teacher at al-

Madrasa al-Yusufiyya in Granada.

Ibn Zamrak

It is worth mentioning here that Ibn Zamrak (733/1333) was one of the

famous poets and statesman of al-Andalus.54 He was known as the poet of

Alhambra. He wrote many poems, most of which are contained in al-Maqqarl's Nafh

al-Tib and Azhar al-Riyad. Moreover some of his poems are engraved on the walls

of the Alhambra Palace.55 Until recent times, scholars stated that his diwan, known

as al-Baqiyya wa-al-Mudrik was lost. Even the recently published Encyclopaedia of

Arabic Literature reflects this view by not mentioning that his diwan has come down

to us.56 However, the diwan does survive, and a recent edition was published in

Tunis in 1997.57

33 Shawql, Dayf, Tarikh al-Adab al-'Arabl ('Asr al-Duwal wa-al-Imarat: al-
Andalus), p. 292.
34 For more information regarding his life see Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 2, pp. 300-
314; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 4, p. 412; al-Tunbukti, Nayl, pp. 478-480; .257;
Kahhala, Mu'jam, vol. 10, p. 155; Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat al-Nur, p. 274.
33 See E. Garsia Gomez, Ibn Zamrak elpoeta de la Alhambra, (Madrid, 1944), pp.

2
169-271; al-Humsi, Ibn Zamrak al-Gharnati, p. 24; EI : Ibn Zaydun (G. Lecomte).
56 Vol. l,pp. 383-4.
57 This diwan consists of 453 poems. In addition, it includes a number of
Muwashshahat. See Divan Ibn Zamrak, p. 37.
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He also excelled in the art of muwashshahat, but he never reached the status of his

teacher Ibn al-Khatlb in this genre.58 Ibn Zamrak studied in Granada under his

teacher Ibn al-Khatlb and al-Sharlf al-Sabti.59 He also was a wazir in the royal court

of the Band al-Ahmar. Enmity began between him and his teacher, resulting in the

death of the latter in Fez.60 Many studies have been written about him.61

Al-Hadraml

Another man of letters of al-Andalus who lived during the 8th/l4th century is

Abu 'Abd Allah al-Hadraml. He grew up in Almeria and then became its qadi. He

was one of the most prominent pupils of Ibn Layun.62 He was a well-known man of

letters and an innovative writer. He lived in Almeria for a long time, where he kept

the company of his teacher Ibn Layun for 30 years, as he himself mentions.63

Al-Hadraml wrote about many different topics, but he was especially known

for Mashyakha in which he included the biographies of his teachers and other useful

information about the intellectual life in al-Andalus, particularly Almeria, and

38 See Farhat, Gharnata, p. 152.
39 El2'. Ibn Zaydun (G. Lecomte).
60Ibid; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 6, p. 300; Ibn Khaldun, Ibn Khaldun wa-rihlatuhu
Gharban wa-Sharqan , p. 282.
61 The most important of which is a Ph.D. thesis from the University of Algiers
1982, and others on his life and literature are Ibn Zamrak Hayatuh wa-Shkruh, and
Ibn Zamrak Sha'ir al-Hamra'.
62 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl p. 187.
63 See ibid.
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Morocco. As sources mention, this work contained a thousand biographies of

scholars from al-Andalus and Morocco, among them Ibn Layun, but unfortunately

Mashyakha has not reached us.64

This work was the source which al-Tunbuktl and Ibn al-Qadl used for many

of their biographies.65 Al-Tunbuktl consistently quoted from al-Hadraml's work by

saying: al-Hadraml said in his Mashyakha <j JlS)66. it

should be mentioned here that both Ibn al-Qadl and al-Tunbuktl quoted the

biography of Ibn Layun from the same source.67 Had this book survived, we would

have probably obtained a good deal of information about cultural life in al-Andalus

and Morocco during the 8th/14lh century, especially about the life of Ibn Layun, and

his contemporaries. The work may have also contained many pieces and poems

from Ibn Layun's lost collection of poems.

Ibn Shalbatur

Among other men of letters of al-Andalus, was Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad

b. Shalbatur who lived in Almeria and died in Marrakush in 755/1351.68 He lived in

64 See al-Zirikli, al-A 'lam, vol. 4, p. 169; Kahhala, Mu'jam al-Mu 'allifin, vol. 4, p.

210. See also al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187.
65 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, p. 132.
66 See al-Tunbukti, Nayl p. 187.
67 See al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187, Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, p. 132.
68 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 6, pp. 82-4; 'Inan, Nihayat, p. 469; Ibn al-Khatib,
lhata, vol. 2, p. 360.
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the time of Ibn Layun and Ibn Khatima. Among his works is a collection of poems

to be found in the General Library of Rabat (catalogue no. 2460).69

Abu al-Baqa' al-Rundl

Another poet who lived in al-Andalus in that period was Abu al-Baqa' al-

Rundl (601-684/1204-1285). He spent some of his life in Granada where he had

contact with Muhammad Ibn al-Ahmar (the founder of the Banu al-Ahmar state who

reigned 629-671/1237-1273) and worked alongside him in the court for a short time.

He was known for his elegiac poetry in which he describes the fall of cities and

kingdoms.70 Poets were influenced by his writing up to the 9th/15th century.

Ibn al-Juzayy

One more poet who lived during that period is Abu'Abd Allah b. Juzayy

(721-758/1321-1356).71 In his book Nathlr Fara'id al-Juman. Ibn al-Ahmar praised

him greatly and described him as the best poet of al-Andalus.72 Ibn al-Khatlb also

described him as a shining sun in rhetoric.73

69 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 2, p. 361; al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 6, p. 83. See also
Ibn al-Jayyab, p. 87.
70 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 4, p. 486. See also al-Daya, Abu al-Baqa'al-Rundl.
71 See Ibn al-Ahmar, Nathlr Faratd al-Juman, p. 113; Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl, Al-
Durar al-Kamina JJA 'yan al-Mi'a al-Thamina, Cairo, 1967, vol. 4, p. 282; Ibn al-
Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 2, p. 256.
72 See Ibn al-Ahmar, Nathlr Fara'Id al-Juman, p. 114.
73 See Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 2, p. 257.
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Al-Sharlf al-Gharnatl

Another poet of that period is Abu al-Qasim al-Sharlf al-Gharnati (697-760

/1297-1358).74 He was a poet and a man of letters who excelled in prosody and

literature. He was called the poet of both Morocco and al-Andalus. He was Ibn al-

Jayyab's pupil. He himself gathered his poetry into a collection which he called

Juhd al-Muqil.75 As Abu Hayyan al-Gharnatl (654-745/1256-1344) says, he was

famous as a poet in general and as a writer of muwashshahat in particular.76

Ibn Layun

Another famous literary figure who lived in the 8th/14th century is Ibn Layun

al-Tujlbl (681-7 5 0/1282-13 49).77 As sources mention, he was the most prominent

learned person of his time in Almeria.78 For some time he worked as a qadland a

teacher. He spent much of his time in writing researching and teaching. He was

known for summarising, editing and comparing works. He had an unusual ability in

writing and his writing was always clear,- succinct and concise. Of his most

prominent writings is an urjuza on agriculture (Ibda' al-Malaha), which was and

74 See his biography in: al-Nubahl, al-Marqaba al-'Ulya, pp. 171-7; Ibn al-Ahmar,
Nathir al-Juman, pp. 45 - 9, al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 189-98.
75 See al-Nubahl, al-Marqaba al-'Ulya, p. 175; Ibn al-Khatlb, lhata, vol. 2, p. 186.
76 See Farhat, Gharnata, p. 145.
77 His full biography will be dealt with in the chapter discussing his life.
78 See EU: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).). See also al-Tunbuktl, NayI, p. 187; Ibn
al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 86.
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edited by the Spanish orientalist Joaquina Eguaras.79 In addition, two important

abridgements, al-Nukhba and Lamh should be mentioned here.

Among his famous pupils were Ibn al-Khatlb and Ibn Khatima who were the

most famous men of letters during the 8th/l 4th century. He collected all kinds of

works and owned the largest library in Almeria80 but, unfortunately the fate of that

rich library and its contents is unknown. Ibn Layun wrote a lot of poetry, and

according to al-Maqqarl he left four collections, none of his original collections of

poetry has survived. However, thanks to al-Maqqarl's Nafh al- Tib about 60 percent

of his poetry is still in existence.81

Ibn Layun's poetry, apart from rajaz, concentrated on the genre which

contains proverbs and sayings of a wise and an advisory nature. This is in contrast

with his contemporaries, such as Ibn Khatima and Ibn al-Jayyab whose writing

encompassed many different subject areas.82 The question arises; why did Ibn

Layun restrict himself to a narrow subject area? With his background as a qadiand a

teacher he might have considered that these were the only subjects appropriate to his

position, and through his wisdom and advice, it is evident that he was trying to play

79 Granada, 1975.
80 See al-Tunbuktl, NayI, pp. 187 - 8; Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katiba, p. 86; EP~\ Ibn
Luyun (F. De La Granja).
81 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5 pp. 543- 603.
82 See Diwan Ibn Khatima and Diwan Ibn al-Jayyab.
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the role of reformer. Another factor was that during the 7th/l 3th and 8th/14th

centuries, Almeria was the main centre for Sufism. As has been discussed in the

chapters covering his life and work, he studied several Sufi texts and summarised

many of them, which might have had some influence on his writing.

Conclusion

From what has been mentioned above, it is unmistakably clear that the

cultural and intellectual movement in al-Andalus was very active and prosperous

during the 8th/14th century. At that time, al-Andalus was home to a great number of

scholars, men of letters and poets who made an intellectual and literary impact in

both east and west.

The interests of men of letters and writers during that period were not

confined to a certain type of subject for most of them were men of letters, poets and

historians at the same time, such as Ibn al-Khatlb and Ibn Khatima, and others were

physicians, poets and historians, such as Ibn Khatima, while others wrote poetry and

prose, such as Ibn al-Jayyab and Ibn al-Ahmar, the author of two books, namely

Nathlr al-Juman and Nathlr Fara'id al-Juman.

This period was distinguished by the support of Banu al-Ahmar (Nasrids).

According to Ibn al-Khatlb, the Banu al-Ahmar were great patrons of the arts in
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general and poetry in particular,83 and in addition some of them also wrote poetry

themselves such as Muhammad III (d. 713/1314)84 and Yusuf I (d. 755/1354).85

Others were well-educated in different fields, including Muhammad II who adopted

the laqab al-Faqlh (the Learned) on account of his wide knowledge.86 At social

celebrations, such as wedding and circumcisions, and at religious festivals, such as

'Id al-Fitr, the Banu al-Ahmar would invite poets to give recitations. During the

8th/14th century, the Banu al-Ahmar brought several scholars and men of letters into

the court where they occupied positions such as wazlr or katib, and among them

were Ibn al-Haklm al-Lakhnrl, Ibn al-Jayyab, Ibn al-Khatlb, and Ibn Zamrak.87

During this period, schools and libraries were also established88 and there

was a vibrant tradition of writing books, architecture, singing and arts. Similarly,

poetic correspondence was amazingly active, since most men of letters of al-Andalus

often exchanged letters in the form of poetry. Among those who used to do so were

Ibn al-Jayyab, Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Sharif al-Sabtl and Ibn Khatima. Some books, such

as al-Ihata and Fafh al-Tib, contain samples of such correspondence which reflects

83 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 2, p. 95. See also idem, Diwan al-Sayb wa-al-Jiham,

p. 123; 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 460.
84 Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 1, pp. 555.
85 Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 1, pp. 532-45; 'Inan, Nihayat, p. 125.
86 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 557.
87 Ibn al-Jayyab, p. 78.
88 Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, p. 95. See also Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 508; idem,
Kunasat al-Dukkan, p. 155.
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a true social cultural image of that time. This correspondence represents a criticism

of many cultural aspect as is the case in some samples by Ibn al-Jayyab, al-Sharlf al-

Sabti and Ibn al-Khatib.89 By and large, the cultural intellectual movement in al-

Andalus in the 8th/14th century was one of great activity, and it represents a very

significant stage in the entire history of Andalusian literature.

89 Al-Nagrat, Ibn al-Jayyab, p. 220. See also Mubarak al-'Alami, Aba al-Qasim al-
Sharrf al-Sabti al-Naqid al-Adlb, M.A, (the University of Muhammad V, Rabat,
1986), p. 40; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 2, p. 183; Ibn al-Jayyab al-Gharnatl,
Diwan, Ms,, no. 2424 adab, (Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, Cairo), folios. 4,5, 50, 61
and 77.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

The life of Ibn Layun



A commentary on the biographical sources for the life of Ibn LayOn

The aim of this chapter is to discuss Ibn Layun's life, his teachers and students and

the environment in which he lived. However, before dealing with his life, it is

worth mentioning the four main types of source material which have been used to

research his biography.

Firstly, works written by his students especially Ibn al-Khatlb and al-

HadramL This is basic source information, on which many later authors have

relied, including Ibn al-Qadi, al-Tunbuktl, and the author of Tabaqat al-Malikiyya.

However, although this material is very important, it is unfortunately extremely

limited. It only mentions his name, date of birth, that he was unmarried, but without

giving any further explanation.1

Secondly, the work of al-Maqqarl. In addition to very brief biographical

details, al-Maqqari in Nafh al- Tib includes a large amount of Ibn Layun's poetry

which cannot be found anywhere else,2 except for a few lines in the works of al-

Tunbuktl and Ibn al-Khatib.3

1 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, pp. 187, 188; Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katiba, pp. 86, 87; idem,

Mi'yar al-Ikhtiyar, p. 89; Tabaqat al-Malikiyya, (The General Library, Rabat, Ms.
no. 3928D).
2 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 543- 602.
3 See Nayl, p. 188; al-Katiba, p. 87.
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Thirdly, sources which discuss Ibn Layun's teachers, students and the

positions that he held. However, these sources primarily discuss other scholars, and

Ibn Layun is only mentioned briefly as an important scholar of that time. With

regard to the positions he held, information is only included by Ibn al-Qadl and al-

Hadraml.4

Fourthly, modem secondary sources, all of which rely on the previously

mentioned primary sources such as the works of Ibn al-Khatib, Ibn al-Qadl, al-

MaqqarT and al-Hadraml. In addition, most of these sources repeat the same

information.5 It appears that most of these secondary sources have not consulted

Ibn Layun's extant work. As evidence of this, for example, Brockelmann in writing

Ibn Layun's biography,6 does not mention the copy of Bughya which is available

are Morocco with catalogue number 236 K, and neither does he mention the copies

available in Tunis. Similarly, J. Eguaras in editing Ibn Layun's urjuza Ibda' al-

Malaha only used one copy which is kept in the Library of Granada, and did not

4 Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292; al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187. See also Ibn al-

Qadi, Fath al-Khablr, (The General Library, Rabat, Ms, no. 2189), folio. 2.
5 See for instance J. Eguaras, Ibn Luyun Tratado de Agricultura, (Granada, 1975),

pp. 18, 19; Emilio Garcia Gomez, "Sobre agricultura arabigo-andaluza", Al-
Andalus, 10, 1945, p. 127; idem, Los proverbios rimados de Ben Luyun de Almeria

(1283-1349), Al-Andalusal, 37, 1972, p. 1; al-TIbl, Amln, Dirasat, pp. 186,187;
al-Bustanl, Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257; Kahhala, Mu 'jam al-Mu'allifin,\o\. 4, p. 210;
al-Zirikll, al-A'lam, vol. 7, p. 83; Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen
Litteratur, S. 2, p. 380.
6 See Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, S. 2, p. 380.
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consult other copies,7 particularly a copy in the Faculty of Letters in Rabat. Neither

did she consult commentaries on Ibda' which are widely available in Morocco, as

will be mentioned in the chapter that deals with Ibn Layun's work. In discussing

Ibn Layun's biography Al-Zirikll refers to two copies of Bughya, his own private

copy and another copy in al-Qarawiyyln Library, but he does not mention other

copies in other Moroccan and Tunisian libraries.8 Above all, none of the secondary

sources mentions the copy of Bughya in Libya. As a final example, neither

Brockelmann nor al-Zirikll mention the available copies of al-Nukhba in Morocco,

Tunis and Libya.9

9
Further in relation to the modern secondary sources the article in EI written

by F. de la Granja contains some errors. It is stated that according to al-Hadraml

Ibn Layun was a mediocre poet,10 but in fact there is no such information in al-

Hadraml's work.11 Flowever, Ibn al-Khatlb in his book al-Katlba al-Kamina does

✓
' See Ibn Luyun Tratado de Agricultura, Granada, 1975. See also Emilio Garcia
Gomez, "Sobre agricultura arabigo-andaluza", Al-Andalus, 10, 1945; idem, "Los

proverbios rimados de Ben Luyun de Almeria (1282-1349)", Al-Andalus, 37, 1972.
8 See al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam, vol. 7, p. 83. See also al-Bustanl, Da'irat, vol. 2, p.

257; Kahhala, Mu'jam al-Mu 'allifln, vol. 4, p. 210.
9 See Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, S. 2, p. 380; al-Zirikll,
al-A 'lam, vol. 7, p. 83.
10 EE*: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
11 Al-Tunbuktl, NayI, p. 187.
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criticize Ibn Layun's poetry in such a manner, by saying "that some of his poetry

was good style and was clear and lucid."12

(lilu V f-ii'q.Oill (JOAA3

The implication of this description is that only some of his poetry was good,

and that indeed some of his other work might have been rather mediocre. This

comment by Ibn al-Khatlb shows that F. de la Granja's interpretation is far from the

truth. The question arises as to why he became confused over this issue. In my

opinion there are three possible reasons. Firstly, he might not have consulted the

original sources; secondly, he might have misunderstood this material; thirdly, he

might be relying on other secondary material, perhaps Spanish scholarship.13

Furthermore, F. de la Granja states that Ibn LayOn had only a few students

and that he did not make many friends.14 This is contrary to the facts. He had

many students and friends as will be shown below in this chapter. It appears that F.

de la Granja might have based his conclusions on a very short phrase written by Ibn

al-Khatlb in which he describes Ibn Layun as rather shy and not very sociable.15

"jliSLuVlj

12 Ibn al-Khatfb, al-Katiba, p. 86. See also idem, Rayhanat al-Kuttab, ii, 374.
*

13 It seems more likely that he relied on article written by Emilio Garcia Gomez.
See Al-Andalus, XXXVII, 1972, p. 3.
14 El2: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
15 Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katiba, p. 86. See also al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187, Ibn al-
Khatlb, Rayhanat al-Kuttab, ii, 374.
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Al-Hadrami echoed these thoughts by suggesting that Ibn Laytin had ascetic

tendencies.16

However, these characteristics, even if true, do not imply that Ibn Layun had

few students and friends; al-Hadraml, Ibn al-Khatlb and other sources all attest to

the fact that he attracted students from far and wide and he was occupied all his life

in teaching, writing and preparing for his students.17 A question which might

urgently be asked is: why is there a lack of information concerning Ibn LayOn's life,

when he played such an important role in the intellectual life of Almeria and al-

Andalus, especially when it is considered that several authors including Ibn al-

Khatlb, al-Shartf al-Sbti, Ibn 'Asim, al-Nubahl, and Ibn al-Ahmar produced very

full biographies of scholars of that period. For example Ibn al-Khatlb wrote an

extensive history of Granada and al-Andalus in which he includes material about

16 "ji—(j^- ". Al-Tunbukti, Nayl,
p. 187. See also Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 86, idem, Rayhanat al-Kuttab, ii, 374;
EI : Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
17 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 86; Ibn al-Qadi,
Durrat, vol. 2, pp. 467-470; Ibn Layun, Lamh al-Sihr, (The Royal Library, Rabat,
Ms., no. 5797), folio.1. See also al-TIbl, Amln, Dirasat, pp. 186, 187; al-Bustam,
Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257; al-Manthurl, Fihris al-Manthiirl, (The General Library,
Rabat, Ms., no. 1578), folio. 215.
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several hundred poets, scholars and men of letters including his teachers, but

surprisingly there is no information about Ibn Layun.18

A subsequent question arises: is there a connection between the lack of

information and Ibn Layun's personality, which has been described by Ibn al-

KTatib and al-Hadraml, as shy and ascetic.19 If this is so, and even if Ibn Layun's

character was as described, this is not a sufficient reason for his contemporaries to

provide such a limited amount of information, which does not in any way match the

important role that he played in teaching and writing.

Despite the shortage of detail, and although it has not been easy to draw a

complete and detailed picture of Ibn Layun's life, nevertheless relying in the first

place on the existing primary sources and Ibn Layun's own manuscripts, and in

addition on the secondary sources, a reasonably full view of Ibn Layun's life and

that of his students and teachers can be constructed.

From the above discussion, the following points can be made:

1- There is a lack of information in general concerning Ibn Layun's biography;

2- There is no information whatsoever about his family except a few passing

18 See Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata. This is a very important work because it contains many

biographies including those of Ibn al-Jayyab al-Gharnati, Ibn Khatima al-Ansarl,
al-Sharif al-Sabtl, Ibn Juzayy and some of their poetry.
19 Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katiba, p. 86; al-Tunbuktl, NayI, p. 187. See also Emilio Garcia

Gamez, Al-Andalus, XXXVII, 1972, p. 3; Ep". Ibn Luyiin (F. De La Granja).
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references to his father;

3- Al-Maqqari concentrates on Ibn Layun's poetry but sources other than that

only quote a few lines of poetry. In other word, without al-Maqqari's collection

there would be virtually none of Ibn Layun's poetry in existence today.20

4- Although Ibn al-Khatlb wrote a comprehensive history of al-Andalus known as

al-Ihata, containing many biographies, he does not mention Ibn Layun in it at all.

This surprising fact may perhaps be due to the lack of information available when

Ibn al-Khatib was compiling his work, or it may be that Ibn al-Khatlb felt that he

had written about Ibn Layun elsewhere.

5- Although Ibn al-Khatlb wrote about Ibn Layun in other works such as al-Katiba,

Mi'yar al-Ikhtiyar and Awsaf al-Nas, unfortunately he did not quote more than a

few lines of his poetry. This raises the possibility that Ibn al-Khatlb considered Ibn

Layun's poetry to be only mediocre in quality, or simply that in his short work

which covered several other 8th/14th century poets, there was insufficient space to

quote a large amount of Ibn Layun's poetry;

9
6- There are some errors in the secondary sources, including EI , and furthermore

secondary sources tend to repeat the same information, rather than consulting and

researching original material.

20 See al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 543-602.
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Ibn Layun, his family and his background.

His full name: Ibn Layun's full name and genealogy as given in the majority of his

biographical sources21 is: Abu 'Uthman Sa'd22 b. Abl Ja'far23 b. Ahmad b.

Ibrahim24 b. Layun al-Tujlbi.25 However, some other sources26 add to his name: al-

Malikl27 and al-Marl.28 On the other hand, two sources, al-Katlba al-Kaminafi

21 Ibn Layun's biography can be found in the following sources:

al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, pp. 467-470; Ibn al-Khatlb,
al-Katlba, p. 86; idem, Mi'yar, p. 89; idem, Rayhanat al-Kuttab, ii, 374; al-

Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 543-602; al-Qadiri, al-Iklil wa-al-Taj, (The Royal
Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 1897), p. 81; J. Eguaras, Ibn Luyun Tratado de Agricultura,
Granada, 1975, pp. 18, 19; al-TTbi, Amln, Dirasatfi al-Tarlkh al-Islami, pp. 186,
187; al-Bustanl, Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257; Kahhala, Mu'jam, vol. 4, p. 210; al-
ZiriklT, al-A'lam, vol. 7, p. 83 Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, p. 214; Brockelmann,
Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, S. 2, p. 380; al-Manturl, Fihris al-Manuri,

(The Royal Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 223); Ibn al-Qadl, Fath al-Khabir, (The
General Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 2189D), the Introduction; Kifayat al-Muhtaj Ms;

? _ . -

EI ; Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja); al-Baghdadi, Idah al-Maknun, vol. 1, p. 132 and
vol. 2, pp. 212, 381, 649, 668; Ibn al-Khatlb, Awsaf, p. 48; al-Kattanl; Fihris al-
Faharis, p. 384.
22 In al-Katlba and Shajarat: Sa'Id. See Ibn al-Khatlb, p. 86; Ibn Makhluf, p. 214.
23 It is not mentioned in al-A 'lam. See al-Zirikll, vol. 7, p. 83.
24 It is not mentioned in al-Katlba. See Ibn al-Khatlb, p. 86.
2d Sometimes spelt al-Tajlbl. See Ibn Dihya, al-Mutrib, p. 34~,al-Taj 'alaal-

Qamiis, vol. 1, pp. 156-194; Tabaqat al-Shafi'iyya, vol. l,p. 257.
26 See al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam, vol. 7, p. 83; Kahhala, Mm yaw, vol. 4, p. 210.
27 As for the nisba "al-Malikl", this is because Ibn Layun followed the school of
Malik as did the majority of Muslims in al-Andalus. For more details about the

Malikiyya in al-Andalus see: al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 2, pp. 218-9; Efi: Al-Andalus

(G. S. Colin); Levi-Provenqal, Histoire de/' Espagne musulmane, vol. 3, pp. 453-
88.
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A'yan al-Mi'a al-Thamina and Awsafal-Nas f.7al-Tawarikh wa-al-Silat of Ibn al-

Khatlb, state that the name Sa'd is in fact Sa'Id.29 However, it should be said that

Ibn al-Khatlb has another book called Mi'yar al-IkhtiyarfIDhikr al-Ma 'ahid wa-al-

Diyar, which indicates that the name is (as all other sources state) Sa'd.30 Hence it

seems likely that the name Sa'Id which appears in al-Katlba al-Kamina and Awsaf

al-Nas of Ibn al-Khatib31 is in fact Sa'd, taking account of the fact that it could only

be a spelling mistake or a misreading made by the copyist.32

In addition, the majority of Ibn Layun's works which are still in manuscript

form in the General Library in Rabat, the Royal Library in Rabat, the National

Library in Tunis, the National Library in Cairo and the Center of Historical

28 The name ''a/-M<arr/'' is the nisba of the town in which Ibn Layun al-Tujlb! was

born and lived (al-Mariyya). This refer to the usual convention in the Arabic
classical biographical way of relating the poet or the author to his or her own town

or the place where he or she was born and brought up.
29 Ibn al-KLiatib, al-Katlba, p. 86.
30 Ibn al-Khatib, Mi 'yar , p. 89.
31 Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katlba, p. 86.
32 This is a common mistake.
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Research in Tripoli, indicate that his first name is Sa'd.33 In Andalusian literature,

Ibn Layun is known by the name Abu 'Uthman Ibn Layun al-Tujlbl.34

However, all sources regarding his biography do not mention the origin of

the name Ibn Layun. There is indeed no mention of such a name elsewhere in

Arabic history. Nevertheless, the name seems to have been derived from the

Spanish Leon, meaning Lion,35 but it should be noted here that some Arabs who

were born and lived in al-Andalus used names derived from Spanish, especially

those who lived in places that were adjacent to Christian territory.36 It is known

that the family of Ibn Layun's descendants lived in and around Saragossa which is

close to the Leon region of Northern Spain37 and not impossible some of them

33 For example see the Introduction to Lamh al-Sihr min Ruh al-Shi'r, (The General

Library, Rabat, Ms, no. 1033D); and Bughyat al-Mu'anis, (The Royal Library,
Rabat, Ms, no. 368); al-Nukhba al-'Ulya; Ibda' al-Milafa wa-Inha al-Rajahafi
Usui Sina'at al-Filaha. See also Tadhkirat al-Muhsinin, Ms; Kifayat al-Muhtaj, Ms.
In general, secondary sources give the same spelling as the primary sources. For
instance see al-Zirikll, al-A'lam, vol. 7, p. 83; Kahhala, Mu'jam, vol. 4, p. 210;

2
EI' . Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja); al-Bustani, Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 25.
34 Al-BustanI, Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 25; al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam, vol. 7, p. 83; Kahhala,
Mu'jam, vol. 4, p. 210. See also al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 186; al-TIbl, Dirasat, p.

186; Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 86;al-MaqqarT, Nafh, vol. 5, p . 543.
-jc ' *33 Emilio Garcia Gomez, Los proverbios nmados de Ben Luyun de Almeria (1283-

1349), Al-Andalus, XXXVII, 1972, p. 3; Simonet, Glossario, p. 317.
36 For instance Ibn Bartalah, Ibn Diminja, Ibn Bashkuwal, Ibn Lubb, Ibn Mantln,
Ibn Mandanlsh and Ibn Unah.
37 See the map in M 'Inan, The End of the Moorish Empire, Cairo, 1966, p. 16.
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were near Lyon, in France, during the period of Islamic settlement (prior to

732AD).38

It is also possible that oj—J Layun is originally an Arabic name

like oja iA Khaldun, oy—I* 'Abdun, 0 jU—Jj Zaydun, OjalA- Hamdun, 0

'Alyun, dj—and Qadmun. If so, it would be related to 'J layy which means
% s

softness, smoothness, and even ease. It could be read then as oj—J Layun or

oj J Layyun referring to IIn in Arabic. This is also suggested by the fact that no

Spanish source has ever indicated that this author was of Spanish origin.

However, we still have a document written by Ibn Layun himself, kept in the

% y

Royal Library in Rabat in Morocco, in which the name is vocalized as oj—J Ibn

Layun, and not Ibn Liyun or Luyun as mentioned by Brockelmann,39 F. De La

r

Granja,40 Emilio Garcia Gomez41 and other Spanish sources.42 This supports,

while obviously not proving, the view that the name is of Arabic origin.

38 ' Atiq, al-Adab al- 'Arablfial-Andalus, p. 42.
39 Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratnr, p. 380.
40 See EI2: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
41 See "Los proverbios rimados de Ben Luyun de Almeria (1283-1349)", A/-

Andalus, XXXVII, 1972, p. 1.
42 Such as Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez in her work: Ibn Luyun Tratado de Agricultura.
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His Genealogy and Antecedents

Ibn Layun al-Tujlbl belonged to the powerful and famous Arab family of the

Banu Tujlb43 of the tribe of Kinda.44 The Tujlb family was one of the most

prominent branches of Kinda45 and they "became its most important group".46 The

family emigrated to al-Andalus at the beginning of the fath (conquest) and settled in

Aragon, Saragossa, Qal'at Rabah, Qal'at Ayyub, Tarragona, Lorca, Daroca and

finally Almcria.47

The family of Banu Tujlb (Tujibids) were divided into two main branches,

the Banu Hashim and the BanO Sumadih,48 which ruled over two important

43 Also spelt Tajib. For further details see; Ibn Dihya, al-Mutrib, pp. 34-35; al-Taj
'ala al-Qamus, vol. 1, pp. 156-94; Tabaqat al-Shafi'iyya, p. 257; Yaqut, Mu'jam
al-Buldan, vol. 2, p. 367.
44 For more information regarding the Kinda tribe, see Rida, Ahmad, Matn al-

Lugha, (Beirut, Manshurat Maktabat al-Haya, 1960), vol. 5, p. 108; al-Zabldl, Taj
al-'Arus (Kuwait, Matba'at Hukumat al-Kuwayt, 1966), vol. 3, pp. 58-60; Ep~,
■.Kinda (I. Shahld); Ibn Sa'Id, al-Tabaqat al-Kubra, (Beirut, 1960), pp. 323, 325,
349; Ibn al-Athlr, al-Kamil, vol. 1, pp. 506-11, 583-7, 595-6; Ibn Khaldun, 'Ibar,
vol. 2, pp. 596-77.

- 94o EI \Kinda (I. Shahld). The history of the Banu Tujlb has been given in detail by
Dozy. See Hist. Des Musul, d 'Espagne Codera, Estudios Criticos, (Collection de
estudios arabes, vol. 7, pp. 301-322. See also Levi-Provenqal, E., "Banu Tnjlb'", in
EI1.
46 Efi-.Kinda (I. Shahld)
47 Ibn Khaldun, 'Ibar, vol. 2, pp. 569-577; Efi\Kinda (I. Shahld). See also C/':
Banu Tujlb (Levi-Provenqal, E).
48 Ibn Khaldun, Tbar, vol. 2, pp. 569-577; EI': Levi-Provengal, E (Banu Tujlb).
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regions; Saragossa and Almeria. The Banu Hashim ruled Saragossa, while Banu

Sumadih ruled over Almeria in which Ibn Layun was born.49

According to the most reliable information with regard to the Banu Tujib,

many people who belonged to this family had a remarkable influence in several

spheres.50 In the political sphere it should be mentioned that the era of al-Mu'tasim

b. Sumadih, who ruled Almeria for a long time (444-490/1052-1091), was

outstanding in almost every field such as poetry (Muwashshahat), prose, science,

architecture, and social life.51

In connection with literature, there were a good number of writers and poets

who were famous in the field, for instance Muhammad b. Khalaf al-Tujlbl known as

49 Ibid.

50 Em: Levi-Provenijal, E (Banu Tujlb)\ Ibn Hazm, Jamharat Ansab al-'Arab, ed.
'Abd al-Salam HarOn, (Dar al-Ma'arif, Cairo, 1962), p. 429.
ol There are a number of studies written about this period. See for example: F. A.
N. al-Qaisi, Islamic Almeria, its historical background and its Arabic literatitre

during the eleventh century, unpublished Ph.D. Thesis (S O A S, London, 1991);
TawTl, Maryam, Mamlakat al-Mariyyafl 'Ahd al-Mu 'tasim b. Sumadih (1051 -1091

A.D, Cairo, n.d). See also Sayyid Salim 'Abd al-'AzIz, Tarlkh Madmat al-Mariyya

al-Islamiyya, (Beirut, 1969), pp. 74-7; idem, Algunos aspectos delflorecimiento
✓

econdmico de Almeria islamica durante el periodo de los Taifas y de los
Almoravides, Madrid, 1979; Abu al-Fadl M. A, Tarikh Madmat al-Mariyya al-
Andalusiyya fl al-'Asr al-Islaml mundhu Insha'iha hatta Istila' al-Murabitlna

2
'alayha, A;exandria, 1981; EI : Al-Mariyya (J. Bosch Vila); Ibn al-Khatib, A 'mal,

p. 112. Ibn Tdharl, Bayan, vol. 3, p. 121.
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Ibn al-Hajj was a very famous judge, among whose works were Nawazil al-

Ahkam;52 and al-Qamiml b. Ayyub al-Tujlbl, among whose books is al- 'Aqldafl

al-Madhahib al-Sadidaf3

Among the most illustrious members of this remarkable family was Abu

Hafs 'Umar b. al-Shahld al-Tujlbl, who was one of the most famous poets and prose

writers of Almeria in his time.54 Another outstanding figure of this family, Abu

Zakariyya' Yahya b. Hudhayl al-Tujlbl (d. 753/1352),55 was a famous poet.56 Abu

bahr al-Tujlbl from Mursia, (561/598) was a man of letters and an important

seholar. Among his works were Zad al-Musafr and Kitab al-Rihla. Al-Qasim b.

Yusuf al-Tujlbl was also among the famous figures of this family. He was Rahhala

and wrote a book known as Mustafad al-Rihla w-al-Ightirab.5'J However, the most

52 See al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam, vol. 6, p. 210. See also Kahhala, Mu 'jam al-Mu'allifin,
vol. 8, p. 258.
53 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 2, p. 25; al-Baghdadi, Hadiyyat al-'Arifln, vol. 1, p.

827.

54 See his full biography in: Ibn Bassam, al-Shantarlnl, al-Dhakhlrafi Mahasin Ahl
al-Jazira, ed. Ihsan 'Abbas, (Beirut, Dar al-Thaqafa, 1978-79), part. l,vol. 2, p.

670-691; al-Dabbl, Bughyat al-Multamis fITarikh Rijal Ahl al-Andalus, (Cairo, Dar
al-Kitab al-'Arabl, 1967), p. 401.
55 See his biography in: Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 4, p. 390; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol.
5, p. 487.
56 Ibn al-Khatib, lhata, vol. 4, p. 395; al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 487.
See also Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katiba, p. 75; al-Harrama, Bina' al-QasIda, vol. 1, p.

51.

57 Ed by 'Abd 'Al-HafTz MansOr, (Tripoli, 1975).
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important family member during the 8/14th century was Ibn Layun al-Tujibl who is

the subject of this study. It has been confirmed that Ibn Layun's predecessors had

settled for a while in Lorca before he was born, and then the family moved to

Almeria during the first half of the 7th/13th century. 58 Many people similarly

migrated during this period in a search for security as many cities and territories that

had been ruled by the Almohad (al-Muwahhidun) dynasty had fallen into the hands

of the Christians.

After the fall of key cities such as Cordoba, Seville and Saragossa, Muslim

control was confined to Granada, Malaga, Almeria, Loja, Guadix and other smaller

towns, and many families including the family of Ibn Layun moved to secure

territories. Moreover, Almeria, in the 8th/14th century, was an active and prosperous

city, in which many people had chosen to settle including the family of Ibn Layun.

It was a commercial city,59 and was the principal base for the Andalusian navy.60

One of the evidence for this, is the statement of a poet from Almeria in which he

shows his admiration for life in Almeria during the 8/14th century he describes it as

58E7 : Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja). See also the map on p. 130. (Movement of the

Tujlb family in al-Andalus.
59 Salim, Tarlkh Madlnat, pp. 155- 6; al-TawIl, Mamlakat al-Mariyya, pp. 92-102.
See also Torres, Balbas, Atarazanas Hispanomuslmanas, Al-Andalus, vol. XI, p.

187.

60 See al-TawIl, Mamlakat al-Mariyya, pp. 12-19; Salim, Tarlkh Madlnat, pp. 33-
53; idem, Algunos aspectos del florecimiento economico de Almeria islamica
durante elperiodo de los Taifasy de los Almoravides, (Madrid, 1979).
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important port which attracted sailors from all over the Mediterranean and North

Africa.61

Place and Date of Birth.

According to his pupil al-Hadrami in his work al-Mashyakha, Ibn Layun

was born in 682/1282 and brought up in Almeria,62 and moreover he never left it

for any other place.63 There is no reason whatsoever given in any source to explain

why he never left the city of his birth. Several reasons could, however, be

suggested. Perhaps Ibn Layun did not have the curiosity needed to explore other

regions; he certainly did not appear to have any financial incentive to travel64 since

it is recorded that he owned the biggest collections of books in Almeria at that

time65 and books were, at that time, not a cheap item. Thirdly, Almeria was an

important commercial and intellectual centre; in one sense there was no need for Ibn

Layun to visit the world since some at least of the leading scholars of other areas of

the Islamic world, especially Morocco were likely, in time, to visit Almeria.66 In

61 Al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 3, p. 571.
62 Al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187. See also al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543; al-TIbl,
Dirasat, p. 186; Efi\ Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
63 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187. See also Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
64 By contrast Ibn Khatima had to travel to Granada to find work (as a katib in the
court there) and al HadramI similarly travelled to Morocco and Tunis to work.
65A1-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187. See also al-ZiriklT, al-A 'lam, vol. 3, p. 83; al-Bustanl,
Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257; Kahhala, Mu'jam al-Mu'allifln, vol. 4, p. 210; al-TIbl,
Dirasat, p. 186; Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja)-
66A1-Qadirl, al-Iklll wa-al-Taj, (The Royal Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 1897), folio. 81.
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addition, it has already been noted that Ibn LayOn is recorded as having a shy and

retiring, perhaps even ascetic, nature which would not have encouraged his

travelling.

Life in Almeria offered many cultural advantages and attractions to scholars,

as it was one of the most important and agreeable cities in al-Andalus during the

8th/l4th century.67 Although Almeria was a bustling port with many opportunities

for travel to North Africa and the east, it appears that it was not in Ibn Layun's

character to seek adventure and travel.

What should be stated here is that there is no information extant concerning

his brothers and sisters and the rest of the family, or whether he was survived by

any family members. This is not unusual in Arabic biographies because biographies

rarely mentioned family connections but instead concentrated on poets' or writers'

works, their teachers and students, the positions they held, as well as journeys they

may have made. For example, both al-Idrlsi and Ibn Khaldun recorded their own

journeys.68

67 Salim, TarMi Madmat, pp. 155-6; al-Tawil, Mamlakat al-Mariyya, pp. 92-102.
See also Torres, Balbas, Atarazanas Hispanomuslmanas, Al-Andalus, vol. XI, p.

187.

68 For Ibn Khaldun, this was from Morocco to the eastern part of the Arabic world

(see Ibn Khaldun, al-Ta'rif).
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Classical Arabic literature rarely gives much detail in biographies of

individual writers other than such work-related facts. Moreover, autobiographies

are unusual, with notable exceptions being those of Usama, al-Suyutl, Ibn KhaldOn,

al-Hadrami, 'Abd Allah b. Buluqqln amir of Granada69 and Ibn al-Khatib.70

According to al-Hadraml, Ibn Layun remained in Almeria until his death in

750/1349 from the plague which swept in 749-750/1347-1348 through the south of

Spain, particularly Granada and Almeria.71 He was buried in Almeria, probably in

the mosque where he used to teach or in the courtyard backyard of the mosque

itself. The plague had spread throughout al-Andalus in particular and was then

transmitted to other places in southern Europe such as Italy. The 8th/14th century

sources clearly indicate how the plague affected life in al-Andalus.72 Among

the most prominent victims were the poet Ibn al-Jayyab and

69 See the Libyan, ed. Amin al-Tibi.
70 See Ibn Khaldun, al-Ta 'rrf\ Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 4.
71 Al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187. See also al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543; al-TTbl,
Dirasat, p. 186; Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja); Joaquina Eguaras, Ibn Luyun
Tratado De Agriculture, p. 18; Brockelmann, SI, p. 598; Ibn al-Qadi, Durrat, p.

467.

72 See for instance Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 4, p. 147; Ibn Khatima al-Ansarl,
TahsU al-OasidjITafsil al-Maradal-Wafid, (Escorial, Ms,, no. 1785). See also Ibn
al-Khatib, Muqni'at al-Sa'il; 'Inan, Nihayat al-Andalus, p. 130; Farhat, Gharnata,

1-1
p. 1 13; al-Nagrat, Ibn al-Jayyab al-Gharnati, pp. 1 12-3; EI : Ibn Khatim\ EI . Ibn

Luyun (F. De La Granja); J. Heers, L 'Occident aux xive et xve Siecle, Paris, 1963, p.

90.
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al-Tanjali.73 Furthermore Ibn al-Khatib relates how at Ibn Birtal's burial more than

1, 200 victims of plague were buried on the same day.74

Ibn Layun: his education, teachers and students.

Introduction.

As already stated, Ibn Layun was born in Almeria 682/1282 where he

remained all his life.75 Almeria was perhaps the second most important city in

Andalus at this time, sharing a reputation as a centre of learning with Granada,

Wad! 'Ash and Malaga.76 It was particularly well known for Sufism, and Sufi

influences are apparent in the life and works of Ibn Layun. He developed some

ideas from both Ibn 'Arab!77 and al-Shushtari,78 summarising and commenting on

the latter's 'al-Risala'.79 The available sources do not talk about Ibn Layun's

scholarly life in detail.

73 Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 3, pp. 112 and 147. In Almeria also there are some

other important figures were infected by the plague among them the famous poet
Ibn Khatima al-Ansari d.770/1369. See EE*: Ibn Khatima (S. Gibert).
74 Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 3, pp. 112.
75 See al-Tunbuktl, NayI, p. 187; Efi Ibn Lnyun (F. De La Granja).
76 See Farhat, Gharnata, p. 133; al-Nagrat, Ibn al-Jayyab al-Gharnati,\ pp. 77-8.
77 For more information about Ibn al-'Arab! see al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 2, p. 161-
184.

78 See his full biography in Nafh, vol. 2 , p. 185; Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 4, p.

205.

79 See Ibn Layun, al-Inala al- 'Ilmiyya, (The General Library, Rabat, Ms, no.

1795D).
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The most important source that could have shed light on his life was a

biography of several teachers written by his student al-Hadrami.80 This was called

al-Mashyakha,81 (a contemporary scholarly biography of his own teachers), but it

has unfortunately not come down to us.82

There are however some other sources that do talk about Ibn Layun's

teachers and pupils, in addition to mentioning his qualities and achievements, the

high scholarly position he occupied and his wide education as attested by the great

number of works (totalling about a hundred) he wrote.83 In the following section

there will be an examination of Ibn Layun's scholarly life and the most prominent

of his teachers and students.

80 Al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Qadi, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292; al-Bustani,
Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257.
81 This work consists of 1000 biographies from al-Andalus and Morocco. This work
is the most famous work of al-Hadrami. See al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Qadi,
Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292; Zirikli, al-A 'lam, vol. 7, p. 83; al-Bustani, Da'irat, vol. 2,

p. 257' Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, S. 2, p. 380; Kahhala,
Mu'jam al-Mu'allifin, vol. 4, p. 210-
82 Al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292. See also al-
Bustani, Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257' Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen

Litteratur, S. 2, p. 380; al-Zirikll, al-A'lam, vol. 3, p. 83; Kahhala, Mu'jam al-
Mu 'allifin, vol. 4, p. 210-
83 See Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja); al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543.
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Early Education

Like contemporary men of letters and scholars of al-Andalus, it seems that,

at an early age (perhaps when he was six or seven at most)84 his father took Ibn

Layun to the Qur'anic school {Kuttab).85 Although little is known about his father,

there are some indications that his father was himself a great scholar and faqih

(jurist). Copyists of many of Ibn Layun's works (including Bughyat al-Mu 'anis,

Lamh al-Sihr and al-Nukhba al-'Ulya) introduced the writer by mentioning his

father as a well-known scholar, and there are many other references to him in the

84 For more information regarding education in al-Andalus see Imamuddln, pp. 135-
8; Ibn Khaldun, al-Muqaddima, p. 538; al-Harrama, Bina' al-QasIda, pp. 21-31;
'Isa, Muhammad 'Abd al-Hamld, Tarlkh al-Ta'Umflal-Andalus, (Dar al-Fikr al-

'Arabl, Beirut, 1982), pp. 180-6; Makdisi, The rise of colleges, pp. 131-6;

Cambridge Medieval History, vol. 3, p. 343; al-Daya, Tarlkh al-Naqdal-Adablfi
al-Andalus, (Mu'assasat al-Risala, Damascus, 1981), pp. 57-66.
83 Al-Kuttab was the primary school, usually attached to a mosque. Attendance was

voluntary. According to the sources, the subjects covered differed from place to

place. In the east, the Qur'an and poetry were taught. This also applied in Islamic

Spain, and in addition hadith and language were considered an important part of the
curriculum. In general, this type of school was highly respected, and in North Africa
this method of teaching was used until recent times. For more information see

"The educational system in Middle ages", (IC, 1927), pp. 442-72; Makdisi, The
— — — —

rise of colleges, pp. 19-20; Asma' Hasan Fahmi, Mabadial-Tarbiya al-Islamiyya,
(Cairo, 1947), pp. 22-5; Ahmad ShalabI, History ofMuslim education, (Beirut,
1954), pp. 16-23. See also Ibn Khaldun, al-Muqaddima, p. 538; Efi: Kuttab (J. M.

Landau).
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literature.86 It would therefore seem that his father enjoyed a high position among

his contemporaries and exerted a very important influence on his son, Ibn Layun. 87

At the Qur'anic school, Ibn Layun memorised the Holy Qur'an and learned

the basics of reading and writing. At this stage Ibn Layun also learnt calligraphy,

poetry in addition to some special urjuzas, like the Alfiyya of Ibn Malik on

grammar88 together with its commentary by Ibn 'Aqll and in addition urjuzas on

other subjects. The system of education in al-Andalus at this time emphasized the

study of rajaz poetry which covered the core material of many subjects in an easily

memorisable manner. Just as Ibn Layun learned by this method, he would later

teach subjects as diverse as agriculture, medicine, and hadith by writing his own

rajaz for teaching purposes.

86 For example the invocation which introduces Bughyat al-Mu'anis reads:
.ijl jl oV&SP ^ txJl 4_JLajl Jli

yp 4jS. 'CS"y Ail I cOf yu<->r J-isliJl ^4 ./> ll
See also Ibn LayOn, al-Nukhba al-'Ulya (Introduction); Joaquina, Ibn Luyun
Tratado de Agricultura, p. 33; Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, p. 214.
87 Al-Tunbukti, NayI, p. 187; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543; Ep- Ibn Luyun (F.
De La Granjaji Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 86.
88 See Ibn Khaldun, al-Muqaddima, p. 538. The first recorded alfiyya in Arabic

grammar was al-Durra al-Alfiyyafi 'Ilm al- 'Arabiyya, by the Andalusian Yahya b.
'Abbad al-Mu'tl, died 628/1230. This work consisted of 1000 lines. See al-

Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 2, p. 431. In fact the Alfiyya of Ibn Malik is still widely used
by schools and colleges all over the Arab world. See Abu Hayyan, Manhaj al-Salik
commentary on the alfiyya of Ibn Malik, ed. Sidney Glazer, American Oriental

Society, New Haven, Connecticut, 1947, pp. xxxviii-xxix.
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There is no information now available on how many years Ibn Layun spent

in each phase of his education. It is however known that, after memorising the Holy

Qur'an, Ibn Layun joined study circles at the mosque of Almeria where he studied

Arabic philology, grammar, morphology, rhetoric and prosody {dim al- 'arud),fiqh

(jurisprudence), hadith, sharl'a, literature, medicine, agriculture, mathematics and

engineering.89 He then attended the madrasah It is clear from the large number

of ijazas (formal permission to teach given by a recognised teacher to successful

students) Ibn Layun gathered that he was both diligent and broad in his studies.

Although it can not be stated with certainty which particular material Ibn

Layun studied in detail, it is probable that works from the following list were

consulted since they were famous enough to form part of the curriculum for

students in eighth/fourteenth century Andalusia91 (the Madrasa al-Nasriyya in

Granada, for example, used many of these books). Moreover, several of the

following list were written by some of Ibn LayOn's own teachers who would have

used their writings as teaching material, others were written by important scholars

89 Al-Tunbukti, NayI, p. 187; al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543.
90 " Madrasa " is an elastic description but during the period of Banu al-Ahmar was

equivalent to a university. See Imamuddin, pp. 138-140; al-Harrama, Bina' al-

Qaslda, vol. 1. p. 21. See also Frahat, Gharnata, pp. 134-5; Makdisi, The rise of
colleges, pp. 27-34; idem, "Madrasa and University in the Middle Ages", in Studia

Islamca, (Memoriae J. Schacht Dedicato), xxxll, 1970, pp. 255- 64.
91 Al-Harrama, Bina' al-Qasida, vol. 1. pp. 27.
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of Sufism including al-Fudayl b. 'Iyd, al-MuqaddasI and Shihab al-DIn al-

Suhrawardl.92 Other works on this list were later summarised and edited by Ibn

Layun himself, suggesting very strongly that he had studied and been influenced by

them.93 Despite our best efforts at identifying potential sources for Ibn Layun's

work, we can of course, never be absolutely sure of what should be on the list.

Although there are important Andalusian pieces on this list, in particular

writings on literature, muwashshahat, and hadlth, most of the works are from

eastern regions, reflecting the prevailing tendency to rely on scholarship from

outside Andalusia (primarily from Baghdad, Syria, and Egypt). The intriguing (and

unanswered) question of why Andalusian scholars placed such reliance on outside

work was asked as early as nine centuries ago by Ibn Bassam al-Shantarinl.94 He

collected hundreds of Andalusian works in his Al-Dhakhira fl Mahasin Ahl al-

Jazira thereby demonstrating that local scholarship had sufficient quantity and

quality to serve as reference points for continuing work.95

92 Ibn Layun, al-Inala al-'Ilmiyya, (The General Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 3912).
folio. 1.

93 See Ibn Layun, al-Inala al-'Ilmiyya, (The General Library, Rabat, Ms, no.

1795D), folios. 2, 35. See also al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 595; Farhat, Gharnata,
p. 135; al-Harrama, Bina' al-QasIda, vol. l,pp. 26-31.
94 See Ibn Bassam, al-Dhakhira, part, 1, vol. 1, p. 2.
95 See Ibn Bassam, al-Dhakhira, vol. 1, pp. 2-5.
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This, then, is the list of works probably consulted by Ibn Layun during his student

and teaching life.

1 al-Aghani, by Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahanl

2- al- 'Iqd al-Farld, by Ibn 'Abd Rabbih

3-' Uyfm al-Akhbar, by Ibn Qutayba

4- al-Muwatta', by Ibn Malik

5- al-Mughribfi Hula al-Mcighrib, by Ibn Sa'id

6- Diwan Abl al- 'Ala': Saqtal-Zand

7- al-Dhakhlra fiMahasin Ahl al-Jazira, by Ibn Bassam al-Shantarlnl

8- Adab al-Dunya wa-al-DIn, by al-Mawardl

9- al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyya, by al-Mawardi

10- Maqamat al-Hamadani

11- Maqamat al-Hariri

12- al-Hayawan, by al-Jahiz

13- al-Bayan wa-al-Tabym, by al-Jahiz

14- Diwan al-Mutanabbl

15- Diwan ul-Hamasa

16- Jami' Bayan al- 'Ilm wa-fadlih, by Ibn 'Abd al-Barr al-Qurtubl

17- Divan Abu al-'Atahiya

1 8- al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya, by Ibn al-'Arabi

19-DIvan al-Shushtarl
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20- Al-Shi'r wa-al-Shu'ara \ by Ibn Qutayba

21- Safwat al-Tasawwuf, by Abu al-Fdl M b. Tahir al-MaqdisI.

22- 'Awarifal-Ma'arif by Shihab al-DIn al-Suhrawardl.

23- Yatlmat al-Dahr, by al-Tha'alibl.

24- al-Kamil, by al-Mubarrad.

25- Zahr al-Adab, by al-Husari.

26- Mahasin al-MajMis, by Ibn al-'Arlf

27- Dlwan al-Hallaj.

Many of these works concern linguistics, for example the works by Ibn

Malik and Ibn 'Aqll, but there also are collections of diwans including Diwan Abu

al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri and al-Mutanabbi and hadith collections (most importantly Ibn

Anas' Al-Muwatta) and anthologies. It can therefore be seen that Andalusian

education was broad-based (the only notable exception being material produced in

al-Andalus itself). It is clear from his subsequent writing that Ibn Layun was

greatly influenced by these sources, which is hardly surprising since many of them

remain respected enough to still be studied across the Arab world.

The works listed above as sources possibly used by Ibn Layun are

archetypal sources preferred by scholars and students in Andalusia. It is difficult to

imagine that, these being available to him, Ibn Layun did not take recourse to them.
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Ibn Layun the Polymath

Through surveying his masters' biographies, it could be said that Ibn Layun

received a wide education over a long period of time. According to sources, he

became the most important and learned person of his period.96 According to Granja

"he was one of the most learned men of his time and acquired a mastery of all

branches of learning".97 From the beginning, he showed an extraordinary ability to

understand all types of available knowledge.

According to Ibn Khaldun, a pupil would not be happy with one type of

knowledge,98 and like other Andalusian scholars at that time, Ibn Layun did not

specialise in one particular branch of learning but studied all fields of knowledge.

Ibn Layun's works give a clear picture of his various scholarly activities from

literature to agriculture, medicine, Sufism, and fiqh (as well as other branches of

learning).99 He was in fact learned enough in the law to serve, from time to time, as

a qadi (judge).100 He gained a reputation for solving difficult cases and for the

96 Al-Tunbuktl, Nctyl, p. 187; Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katlba, p. 86; al-Maqqarl, Nafh,
vol. 5, p. 543; Ibn al-QadT, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467. See also Brockelmann, S. II, p.

598 Eft Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
97 Eft- Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja). See also Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katlba, p. 86; al-
Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187.
98 Ibn Khaldun, al-Muqaddima, p. 538.
99 Al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 2 92; Eft- Ibn Luyun
(F. De La Granja).
100 Ibn al-Qadl, Fath al-Khablr, (The General Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 2189D), p.

89.
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justice of his judgements.101 It is said that he abandoned this judicial post as a

result of interference in his work by the authorities, after which he devoted himself

completely to writing and teaching.102

The Teachers of Ibn Layun.

In order to give a clear view, it is worth shedding light on Ibn Layun's most

prominent teachers and the types of knowledge he studied under them. However,

before that, it should be mentioned that the main source which could have shed light

on Ibn LayOn's scholarly life has been lost. This is al-Mashyakha, written by al-

Hadraml who was a student who spent thirty years with Ibn Layun.103 Al-

Mashyakha was autobiographical but also contained much information about

approximately one thousand other scholars who lived in Almeria in particular and

al-Andalus and Morocco in general.104 Fortunately, al-Tunbukti and Ibn al-Qadl

quoted some very important information from al-Mashyakha about Ibn Layun,

although less fortunately both writers' similar selections appear to have left out a lot

of important information contained in al-Hadraml's work which was later used by

other scholars.i0:>

1(11 Al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187. See also Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467.
102 Ibn al-Qadl, Fath al-Khablr, (The General Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 2189D), p.

89.

103 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187.
104 See Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467; al-Zirikli, al-A 'lam, vol. 7, p. 83.
105 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 64.
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Teachers from al-Andalus.

In keeping with its reputation, Almeria attracted scholars from throughout

the region for short or lengthy visits. Such visitation would have partly

compensated for the fact that Ibn Layun never travelled outside of Almeria (quite

why this was so may well have been mentioned in al-Hadrami's now-lost

Mashyakha) since it seems likely that Ibn Layun met with several of these travelling

scholars. That some of them were impressed by Ibn LayOn seems certain since they

subsequently gave their permission for him to teach their works ((ie gave him their

ijaza).

It can also be stated with certainty that the following were Ibn Layun's most

important teachers:

1 - The first and most prominent master Ibn Layun studied under was Abu Ja'far b.

'Abd al-Nur (630-702/1232-1302), whose family was known as the Banu Rashid.106

He was one of the important teachers of Almeria at that time.107 Ibn Layun studied

most of his books, such as Rasfal-Mabani flSharh Hurufal-Ma 'ani, and in particular

Abu Ja'far taught Ibn Layun Arabic grammar and morphology. He had a strong

106 Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 196.
107 See Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 196; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, p. 123.
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influence on Ibn Layun as a scholar. Later, he granted Ibn Layun an ijaza108 which

enabled him to teach those books he had previously studied under him.109

2- Ibn Layun was also taught by Abu 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad b. Ahmad

Shu'ayb (625-701/12271301),110 who was also from Almeria. Abu 'Abd Allah was

interested in meeting masters and learning from them, and was well-known in the

field of fiqh and sharpa. He instructed Ibn Layun in many branches of knowledge,

above all the law, and especially notary contracts, which was Ibn Layun's

profession in Almeria for some time.111

3- Another teacher from Almeria whom Ibn Layun met was al-Qadl Abu al-Hajj

Yusuf b. 'All al-Yahsubi al-MTrl, known as al-Jayyanl, who died in 703/1303. 112

He was a man of letters, jurist, a poet, who had left for the East in order to advance

his learning. He taught Ibn Layun literature, Arabic and religious knowledge,

especially SharTa.

108 The importance of this form of written permission is reflected by the fact that the
word 'ijaza' has continued in the region and now means a bachelor's degree from a

Spanish university. See Imamuddln, p. 140.
109 Al-Suyuti, Bughyat al-Wu'at, vol. 1, p. 331.
110 Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 64.
111 Ibid.

112 See ihid, vol. 3, p. 345.
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4- A prominent teacher of Ibn Layun was Abu 'Abd Allah. 'All al-'Ayyashl al-

Hamadhanl who died in 716/1316.113 Ibn Layun is said to have studied all his

books. He was also a well-known teacher in Almeria, who was very fond of

travelling to seek knowledge. He visited Sebta (Ceuta) where he met Abu al-Hasan

'All b. Muhammad al-Kattanl al-Tilimsani, and he also visited Malaga.

5- In addition, Ibn Layun met Abu Bakr Yahya b. Mas'ud who was a qadi in

Granada (d. 727/1326). 114 He had a special interest in collecting, copying and

comparing books. Ibn Layun was greatly influenced by Abu Bakr and his writings

and particularly jurisprudence.115

6- Another of Ibn Layun's teachers was al-Khatib Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b. Abl al-

'Asl (d. in Granada in 726/1325).116 He influenced Ibn Layun in Sufism.

7- One more master of Ibn Layun was al-Qasim b. Sahl al-Azdl, known as lal-

wazir' (the Minister) (d. in Egypt 730/1329).117 He taught Ibn Layun Arabic and

jurisprudence, and granted him an ijaza to teach all his works.

113 See ibid, vol. 2, p. 65.
114 Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 321.
115 Ibid.

116 See Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. l,p. 374; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. l,p. 179.
117 Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl, Durar, vol. 4, p. 296.
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All these scholars taught Ibn Layun various branches of knowledge such as

jurisprudence, hadlth, language, literature, Sufism and rhetoric, subjects in which

Ibn Layun became an expert in his later life.

Influences from the rest of al-Andalus and Morocco.

It has already stated that some of those scholars who sojourned in Almeria

granted their ijaza to Ibn Layun, but there were, in addition, other scholars who

gave their permission for him to teach their material without having met him. This

clearly shows that Ibn Layun had a wide reputation for careful precise scholarship,

and it also strongly suggests that he was in correspondence with other scholars both

within, and outside, al-Andalus. The following list gives some details of these

teachers.

1- The first of these who never actually met Ibn Layun but granted his ijaza

nonetheless was Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. 'Umar b. Rashld al-Fihri,118 who

was Morocco's most famous scholar in hadith, and from whose books, especially

those in hadlth, Ibn Layun benefited very much.

118 al-Haddad, Ibn Rnshd, unpublished M.A thesis (Fez, 1981); Ibn Makhluf,
Shajarat, p. 214.
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2- Another teacher who granted Ibn Layun similar permission to use his works was

AbO Ja'far Ahmad b. al-Zayyat (649-728/1251-1327),119 who was distinguished in

language.120 Among his works which Ibn Layun was free to use were al-Dalalafl

Talkhis al-Risala, a poem entitled al-Maqama al-Mahazn flal-Kalam al-Mawzun

and another poem entitled al-Mashrab al-Asfafl al-Adab al-Awfa each comprising

more than a thousand lines. According to Ibn Makhluf, Ibn Layun used some of

these works in teaching language, including Qa'idat al-Bayan wa-Dabtal-Lisan

and Rasf Nafa'is al-Laall wa-wasf 'Arals al-Mci 'all.121

3- Ibn Layun was also licensed to teach from the books of Abu Ja'far Ahmad b.

Ibrahim b. al-Zubayr al-Taqaf! al-Gharnatl (627-708/1229-1308),122 who taught in

Granada. He taught Ibn Layun hadlth, and among the works he licensed him to

teach were: al-Burhan fl Tartib Suwar al-Qur'an123 and Sharh al-lshara]24 and

Malak al-Ta'wR fl al~Mutashabih fl al-Lafz wa-al-Tanzil which Ibn Makhluf

119 Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, p. 214. See also Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. l,p. 287;
Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl, Durar, vol. 1, p. 130.
120 Ibn al-Qadi, Durrat, vol. l,p. 60.
121 Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, p. 214.
122 Ibn Farhun, al-DIbaj, p. 42; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 188; Ibn Makhluf,
Shajarat, p. 214.
123 In Shajarat; al-BurhanfI Tanasub al-Qur'an, See p. 212.
U4Ibid.
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describes in Shajarat al-Nur al-Zakiyya as "a book wondrous in meaning, unique in

subject."125

Several other scholars granted Ibn Layun permission to use their books for

teaching among

4- Abu Bakr Muhammad b. 'All b. al-Fakhkhar al-Maliql (630-723/1232-1323).126

He was interested in jurisprudence, literature and hadlth,127

5- Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Tanjall (d. 724/1323),128 who was a khatlb and imam

in Malaga, and was among those who accompanied Ibn al-Khatlb during his trip to

Morocco.

6- Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. Yahya al-Ash'ari, known as Ibn Bakkar, (674-

741/1275-1340).'29 He was also in Morocco and later left for the East.

7- Judge Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. Birtal, a Moroccan scholar.130

125 Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, p. 212.
126 See his full biography in Ibn MakhlOf, Shajarat, p. 212.
127 See Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl, Durar, vol. 4, p. 81; Ibn Farhun, al-DIbaj, p. 303;
Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, p. 214.
128 Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl, Durar, vol. I, p. 251; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 3, p.

245; Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, p. 214.
129 Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 2, p. 176; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 385.
130 Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, p. 212.
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8- khatlb Abu al-Sadad al-Bahih, a Moroccan scholar.

9- Abu al-Qasim b. al-Shat, who died in 723/1323.131 He wrote summaries on

various topics and was mentioned and praised by Ibn Rashld during his trip saying:

"I did not see any scholars in Morocco except two: Ibn al-Banna' in Marrakush and

Ibn al-Shat: in Sebta."132

Eastern Influences

Further evidence that Ibn Layun was broad in his scholarly interests despite

never leaving his birth-place of Almeria is given by the fact that he was not only

well-versed in the scholarship of al-Andalus and Morocco but was also fully aware

of the scholarly developments in the East, particularly in Egypt. He was granted

permission (ijaza) from scholars in the East to use their works in teaching. The first

one who gave him such an ijaza was the qadTof Egypt, Muhammad b. Ibrahim b.

Sa'd b. Jama'a al-Kinanl al-Shafi'T who died in 733/1323.133

Another teacher who apparently influenced Ibn Layun's ideas on Sufism

was Abu al-Hasan 'All b. Abl Bakr al-Danl, known as al-Khallatl, who was

131 See Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, \o 1. 3, p. 270; al-Wadl Ashi, Fihris al-WadlAsh, p.

168; Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, p. 214.
132 Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 270.
133 Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalani, Durar, vol. 3, p. 281.
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himself a sufl. Little is known about this person. However, Ibn Layun also got

permission from Ibn al-Salah (637-727 1239-1326),134 who was a scholar in hadlth,

and the qadrUthman b. 'All al-Shafi'I.

He was also given permission from Mansur b. Ahmad al-MishdalT al-

Zawawi (63 2-731/1234-13 3 0),135 who moved to the East to teach. He was famous

in literature, rhetoric, sufism and jurisprudence. Finally, Ibn Layun got the

permission of Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Gharun to teach some of his works.136

From this survey, it is clear that Ibn Layun's scholarly life was very active.

He studied under a great number of masters and scholars and this explains his

various specialities and his being well-acquainted with most branches of knowledge

available in his time. It is noteworthy that Ibn Layun did not go on any scholarly

trips outside Almeria. He was unlike his contemporaries, most of whom used to

travel to other areas of al-Andalus or to Morocco, or sometimes to the East, seeking

knowledge and meeting with scholars and men of letters to learn directly from them.

Travelling was very common during the 8th/14th century to the extent that al-

Maqqarl dedicated part of his book Nofh al- Tib to discussing the phenomenon.137

134 Ibid., p. 90.
135 Al-Ghubrlnl, ' Unwan al-Diraya, p. 229.
136 Al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 232.
137 See al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 2, pp. 5-699.
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It seems that Ibn Layun compensated for not going away on trips by

continuous reading of books and sometimes meeting with scholars and teachers who

visited Almeria from time to time. It is probably because of these meetings that he

received such a large number of ijazas. By and large, Ibn Layun's scholarly life was

a continuous series of activities during which he devoted all his time to research,

writing and teaching, ultimately being described as the most prominent scholar of his

time.138 F. De La Granja stated that " He was one of the most learned men of his

time and acquired a mastery of all branches of learning."139

The Students of Ibn Layun

Introduction

Besides the above teachers, Ibn Layun had his own students who later

became outstanding scholars in different fields such as Ibn al-Khatib and Ibn

Khatima to whom we will refer later. After beginning to teach at an early age, Ibn

LayOn continued teaching, either solely or concurrently with other activities such as

legal work throughout his entire life. According to the majority of sources that we

have, Ibn Layun was one of the most important scholars of his time. He was very

famous because he wrote in the popular fields of that time such as: hadith,fiqh,

138 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katiba, p. 86; idem, Awsaf, p.

48; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543. See also Efi.Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
139 Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja). See also al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-
Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 294; al-Bustanl, Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 467; al-Zirikli, al-
'Alam, vol. 3, p. 83
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poetry, prose, muwashshahat, Sufism, faraid, mathematics, engineering, and

agriculture.140

In addition to all that, he was very proficient in the field of summarising

books141 which may have helped him a lot in his later profession as a teacher. Some

of these summaries were widely distributed, and even today they are available for

use in Morocco, Tunisia,142 Egypt, and Libya, for example, and occasionally

referred to by students. According to Ibn al-Qadl, Ibn Layun used to teach in the

office near Abu Ishaq b. 'Ali's mosque in Almeria,143 and other biographers

140 Al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292; al-Bustanl,
Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257; ED: Ibn Luyiin (F. De La Granja); al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam, vol.

3, p. 83' Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, S. 2, p. 380; Kahhala,
Mu'jam al-Mu'allifin, vol. 4, p. 210.
141 See Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292; ai-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-
Khatlb, al-Katiba, p. 86; al-Zirikll, al-Adam, vol. 3, p. %2\Awsaf, p. 48; al-

Kattanl, Fihris al-Faharis wa-al-Ithbat, p. 384; Ibn al-Khatib, Mi'yar, p. 89; al-

Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 543; Ibn al-Qadl, al-Iklil wa-al-Taj, (The Royal

Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 1897), p. 81.
142 His al-Nukhba al- 'Ulya is part of the secondary schools' curriculum.
143 Ibn al-Qadl, Fath al-Khabir, (The General Library, Rabat, Ms. n. 2189D), p. 2.
See also Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292; Kifayat al-Muhtaj, (The Royal

Library, Rabat), Ms.; Tabaqat al-Malikiyya, (The Royal Library, Rabat, Ms.); al-

Baghdadi, Idah al-Maknfm, vol. !,p. 132, and vol. 2, pp. 212,381,668.
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emphasise that he devoted himself completely to teaching; especially after his

voluntary retirement as a judge in Almeria.144

His lectures and teaching.

The students of al-Andalus were very interested in Ibn Layun's teaching

sessions. Most students travelled from all over al-Andalus to attend his lectures.

They came to benefit from Ibn Layun's knowledge and to study his works and

summaries. His most devoted pupil, al-Hadraml, reports that a great number of

people attend his majlisd45 Moreover, these students were seeking his approval of

their ability in teaching his works. This fact shows Ibn Layun's status in most of the

subjects and sciences he mastered and tells of his pre-eminence during his

lifetime.146

144 Ibn al-Qadl, Fath al-Khablr, (The General Library, Rabat, Ms. n. 2189), p. 2;
Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467; Kifayat al-Muhtaj, Ms.; Tabaqat al-Malikiyya,
(Rabat, Ms.); al-Baghdadl, Idah al-Maknun, vol. 1, p. 132; J. Eguaras, Ibn Luyun
Tratado De Agricultural, (1975), p. 19; al-TIbl, Dirasat, p. 186; al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam,
vol. 3, p. 83; Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, S. 2, p. 380; al-
Manturi, Fihris al-Mantiiri, (The Royal Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 223); Ibn al-Qadl,
Fath al-Khablr, (The General Library, Rabat, Ms. no: 2189), the Introduction.
145 Al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187. See also Ibn al-Khatlb, Awsaf, p. 48; idem, al-
Katiba, p. 86; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467.
146 Al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; al-TTbl, Dirasatjlal-Tarlkh al-Islami, p. 187.
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F. De La Granja contradicts these references to Ibn Layun's popularity as a

teacher147 but it is important to say that there is no logical reason or proof that may

support De La Granja's opinion. On the contrary, the great fame that Ibn Layun had

and his different scientific interests, especially in the field of summarizing books and

the great number of works he wrote, definitely proves that Ibn Layun's knowledge

was unquestionable and that it attracted a large number of students from all over al-

Andalus and Morocco. For example, most sources which discussed Ibn Layun's

biography and works emphasise that he was one of the most renowned scholars of

that time and probably the most intellectual scholar of all men of literature in al-

Andalus during the 8th/14th century.148 We know that many pupils studied under

him not only from different parts of al-Andalus but from Morocco as well.149

One should also note the long period of time that Ibn Layun spent in the field

of teaching in Almeria. He taught for most of his life, until his very last days,150 so

surely the long time he spent in his career made him famous and it must have

147 "He avoided people and saw only a few friends and pupils." eA: Ibn Luyun (F.
De La Granja).
148 See al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467; Ibn al-Khatlb,
al-Katlba, p. 86; al-Zirikll, al-AAam, vol. 3, p. 83; al-TIbl, Dirasat, p. 187;
Awsaf,\ p. 48; al-Kattani, Fihris al-Faharis wa-al-Ithbat, p. 384.
149 Al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467; Ibn al-Khatlb,
al-Katlba, p. 86.
150 See al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katlba, p. 87; Ibn al-Qadl,
Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467.
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attracted a large number of students to his lectures. This was plainly stated by one of

his students, al-Hadrami, who said that "Ibn Layun's teaching sessions continued

during his whole life and students came to him from different sectors of society;

especially the nobles who were very keen to benefit from his knowledge". 151 It

would therefore appear that Ibn Layun devoted most of his life to teaching.

Finally, the large number of summaries that he wrote were, in my opinion,

written to be scientific material or a programme for studying. For example, there are

more than 15 copies of al-Nukhba al- 'Ulya' still existence in Morocco alone. This

large number, in contrast to the much smaller number of copies of other works,

strongly suggests that Ibn Layun's texts were prepared as teaching for his

students.152 These consisted of a variety of subjects that included nearly all of the

subjects of that time such as hadlth, fara'id\ tafsir,1 arud. Furthermore, some of

these summaries were written in a form of verse (nazm)153 in order to make them

easier for the students to memorise and to understand. Some of these summaries are

151 aptQdlj (3 j j^-jSsjLs-j pSLis a J ■ ■? aj 4jLa- j ))
.(( Up

(Al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187. See also Ibn al-KhatTb, al-Katlba, p. 86; Ibn al-Qadl,
Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467).
152 See Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292; £/2, vol. 3, p. 855; Brockelmann, S. 2,
p. 380. See also Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katiba, p. 86; al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187.
153 Efi:Ibn Luyrn (F. De La Granja); al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Qadl,
Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467; Brockelmann, S. 2, p. 380.
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still available today154 and have already been referred to. This will be discussed in

detail later.

It seemed that Ibn Layun loved his teaching career to the extent that he

devoted his whole life to it. As evidence of this, al-Hadraml points out that he

accompanied his teacher, Ibn Layun, for thirty continuous years, proving once more

that Ibn Layun spent most of his time in teaching.155 This stage in Ibn Layun's life

is distinguished by his logical approach to his study. He used to spend much of his

time in reading, comparing, commenting on and correcting books.156 He was keen,

at this stage, to choose some important and valuable works from different fields.157

Then he would summarise and amend these works in order to make them suitable for

teaching or to give them to his students as material to benefit from them.158 It is

important to mention here that Ibn Layun had rewritten these books totally i.e.

134 Such as al-Iksir and Ibda' al-Malaha wa-Inha' al-Rajaha.
135 Al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187. See also Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katlba, p. 86.
136 Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja); Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katlba, p. 87;
al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 476; al-Zirikll, al-

A'lam, vol. 7, p. 83.
137 Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja). See also Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292.
138 The most important works that Ibn Layun had rewritten are al-Nukhba al-'Ulya,
Lamh al-Sihr and al-Risala al-'Ilmiyya. See Ibn al-QadT, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467;
Brockelmann, S. 2, p. 380; Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja); al-Maqqarl, Nafh,
vol. 5, p. 453; al-TIbl, Dirasat, p. 186; al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Khatib,
al-Katlba, p. 87.
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semantically and structurally and according to scholars, his summaries were better

than the original.159

The Students of Ibn Layun.

In this section, the most famous of Ibn Layun's students will be discussed.

Among his students is Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. Ibrahim b. Muhammad al-

Hadraml (676-749/1277-13 48).160 He was brought up in Almeria, where he later

became a QadI and then a teacher.161 Al-HadramI was interested in literature,

history and hadlth. He wrote many books, probably the most important of which is

al-Mashyakha, in which he wrote about his teachers, their works and their life162.

He also mentioned other valuable information in his Mashyakha about the culture

and the society of his time. It is really a great loss that this work has never been

found in its complete form. However some parts of it are mentioned in the works of

other writers such as Ibn al-Qadl,163 al-Tunbukti164 and al-Maqqarl.165 Ibn al-Qadl

said that al-Hadraml "surpassed everyone in the science of hadlth, he narrated about

159 Al-Tunbuktl, NayI, p. 187; Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katiba, p. 87.
160 EI2-. Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
161 For more information about his biography see Jadhwat al-Iqtlbas, p. 279; Fihris
al-Faharis, vol. 1, p. 258; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 400; Shajarat, p. 220.
162 See al-Tunbuktl,Nayl, p. 187; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 400.
163 See Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467.
164 See al-Tunbukti, Nayl, pp. 187.
165 See Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543.
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a thousand shaykhs, whom he mentioned in his Mashyakha, the book that had been

lost and by its loss, valuable information had been lost as well."166

According to some sources al-Hadrami wrote another commentary book,

which is preserved as a manuscript, in the Lorenziana library in Florence in Italy,

and classified as: 88 Eastern. The title of the book is: al-Sifr al-Thanlmin Idah al-

Manhaj. Al-Hadrami accompanied his teacher Ibn Layun for a long time and

benefited from him as well as from his books, which he read thoroughly as he

himself emphasises.167 In this regard al-Hadrami says in his Mashyakha:

jl id (Jj 4jl aJ I? : a *J ' " J tlpLj 'CC'j ^ ))

J, If- d? 4 O g a tf'jlj j >_■ Mlj

"I stayed with him accompanied him (Ibn Layun) (as a pupil) for thirty years. I

learned by heart from him some of his verses on the hadlth,fara'ld., medicine,

prosody, surveying (mathematics) and other subjects. I heard most of these subjects.

166 Ibn al-Qadi, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 400.
167 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, pp. 187,188. See also Ibn al-Qadi, Durrat, vol. 2, p.

467.
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I learned from him jurisprudential knowledge in the science of hadith and the

fara'idas well as some other things. I also benefited from his library."168

In fact, Ibn Layun left his mark on al-Hadraml's intellectual life; especially

in the fields of literature and hadith. We are indebted, indeed, to al-Hadraml for the

amount of information available about Ibn Layun,169 but in addition, Ibn Layun is

mentioned in other sources, including al-Maqqarl's, Nafh al- Tib^70, Ibn al-Khatib,

al-Katiba171 and Ibn al-Qadi, Durrat al-Hijal)11

Among Ibn Layun's other students was the physician, historian and

grammarian, Ibn Khatima al-Ansarl (d 770/1369), who achieved fame as the Poet of

Almeria.173 He wrote the book Maziyyat al-Mariyya 'ala Ghayriha min al-Bilad ol-

Andalusiyya. Ibn Khatima is regarded as one of the most renowned students who

accompanied Ibn Layun for a long period.174 He studied most of his teacher's

168 Al-Tunbukti, Nayl, pp. 187, 188; Ibn al-Qadi, Durrat, vol.2, p. 4; Ibn al-Khatib,
al-Katiba, p. 86. See also al-Zirikli, al-Adam, vol. 4, p. 169.
169 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, pp. 187-8.
170 Al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 543- 602.
171 See Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katiba, pp. 87-88. See also idem, Awsaf, p. 48.
172 See Ibn al-Qadi, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467.
173Efi'-Ibn Khatima (S. Gibert); Brockelmann, S. II, p. 386. For more information

regarding his biography see Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, vol. 1, pp. 114-29; Ibn Makhluf,
Shajarat, p. 229; Ahmad b. 'Isa, Mu'j'am al-Atibba', p. 111.
174 Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja). See also Efl- Ibn Khatima (S. Gibert);
Brockelmann, II, 259, S. II, p. 386.
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works and later on was given an ijaza by him to teach these works and narrate them.

As sources mention, Ibn Khatima dedicated a chapter in the above-mentioned book

to his teacher, Ibn Layun.175 He expounded upon his teacher's life and works, his

family life and his activities in Almeria, the city that Ibn Layun loved so dearly and

which he never left.176

As was the case with al-Hadraml's work Mashyakha, which was lost, bad

fortune interfered once more and resulted in the loss of Ibn Khatima's valuable

book. However, al-Maqqarl in Azhar al-RiyacP77 and Ibn al-Qadl in Durrat al-

Hyalxl% quote substantial portions from Ibn Khatima.179 Like al-Hadrami, Ibn

Khatima gained a great deal from his teacher Ibn Layun, and his library, and

together with his contemporary and colleague, al-Hadrami, achieved fame in al-

Andalus, particular in Almeria.180

175 Al-Maqqarl, Azhar, vol. 2, p. 303. See also Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
176 Al-Maqqarl, Azhar, vol. 2, p. 303.
177 Al-Maqqarl, Azhar, vol. 2, p. 303.
178 Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 1, p. 124.
179 Ibn al-Qadl, Al-IklE wa-al-Taj, Ms., (The Royal Library, Rabat, Morocco, no.

1897), folio. 81; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, pp. 292, 293; Efl\ Ibn Khatima (S.
Gibert).
180 See Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 1, p. 114; al-Daya, DEvan Ibn Khatima al-Ansari,
The Introduction; al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam, vol. 1, p. 176.
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We can add to the list of Ibn Layun's students, al-Qadl Abu Bakr b.

Zakariyya.181 He was very famous in al-Andalus especially in the fields of hadlth

and fiqh.182 He also benefited from Ibn Layun and was authorised to teach his

works.

Another renowned student of Ibn Layun was Abu al-Na'Im Ridwan b.

'Uthman b. Malilk al-Rabahl, who was known the Wazlr. He studied most of Ibn

Layun's works and profited from his extensive library. In particular he was given an

ijaza to teach Ibn Layun's works Lamh al-Sihr min Ruh al-Shi'rj^ A sample of

the type of the ijaza that Ibn Layun used to give to his students such as Abu al-

Na'Im is found in the introduction of this book.184 The following passage, which

refers to the ijaza given to Abu al-Na'im Ridwan, is typical of the licences which

Ibn Layun would give to some of his pupils.

A C4_STj ^S- S*>L^2jlj 4_)l^ I—^ LoZ" *01 )) ! (j (J Li

L ■£ AJIS' 4-A ^ 4J-U* y )■? a 1 y

y\ C(_3wVjti\ J-vfLjJl aJj

181 See al-Manturi, Fihris al-Manturi, M.s, (The Royal Library, Rabat Morocco,
Rabat, no. 1578), folio. 215.
182 Al-Manturi, Fihris al-Manturj{ Ms.), folio. 215 and 223.
183 See Ibn Layun, Lamh al-Sihr, Ms., (The Royal Library, Rabat, Morocco, no.

5797), folio. 1. There is similar a ijaza written by Ibn Layun which was given to
one of his student known as Abu Muhammad Qasim. Ibn Layun, al-Inala al-

'llmiyya, (The General Library, Rabat, Morocco, no. 3912), folio. 1.
184 See ibid, Introduction.
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In translation this reads:-

"Praise be to God ... Abu al-Na'Im Ridwan b. Malik al-Riyahl, who wrote this

book in his own hand and for his own use, heard it directly from me in my mosque in

Almeria ... and he has the right to transmit and teach from it. Sa'Id b. Ahmad Ibn

Layun al-Tujlbi said this and wrote it himself in the summer of 749/1348."

Another student of Ibn Layun is Rashid al-Fihrl (657-721/1259-1321).185 He

was one of the most important men of letters, a traveller, and his interests were in

history and the commentary on the meanings of the Holy Qur'an. He held the job of

Imam in the great Mosque of Granada. He travelled to the East and wrote a book

about his journey entitled Mil' al- 'Ayba flmaJumi 'a Bitul al-Ghaybaflal-Rihla ila

Makka wa-Tayba, which is still in a six volume manuscript.186 He also wrote some

other works including: Talkhls al-Qawanm, Ifadat al-Nusah and Idah al-Madhahib

fl mayutiaq 'alayhi Ism al-Sahib.187

185 Al-Tibi, Dirasat, p. 187; al-Zirikli, al-A 'lam, vol. 6, p. 314.
186 See Brockelmann, S 2, pp. 317, 349; al-Zirikli, al-A 'lam, vol. 6, p. 314;
187 See ibid.
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Finally, we must mention Ibn al-Khatlb as one of the most important

students of Ibn Layun.188 As a young man Ibn al-Khatlb travelled to Almeria

seeking knowledge and looked forward to meeting its men of letters and scientists.

Ibn al-Khatlb spent some time in Almeria where he met his teacher Ibn Layun and

attended his lectures in hadith,fiqh and literature. Unfortunately the precise period

Ibn al-Khatlb spent with Ibn LayOn is unknown, but it is clear that he benefited a lot

from the teacher's encyclopaedic knowledge, especially in literature, jurisprudence

and hadith. Ibn Layun's interest in writing and collecting manuscripts particularly

inspired Ibn al-Khatlb while his appreciation can be seen from the interest Ibn al-

Khatlb showed in oral narration.189 That Ibn Layun also valued the younger man

can be seen from the fact that he granted his ijaza to Ibn al-Khatlb.

Ibn al-Khatlb was among those who wrote about Ibn Layun. He devoted a

chapter to his teacher in each of his two books: al-Katlba al-Kamina fIShu'ara'al-

Mi'a al-Thamma and Awsaf al-Nas fi al-Tawarlkh wa-al-Silat. Fie was very

effusive in his praise of his teacher, giving us a clear picture of the scientific, as well

as the literary status that Ibn Layun had achieved.190 Ibn al-Khatlb is definitely Ibn

LayOn's most renowned student, later becoming a famous 8th/ 14th century figure in

188 EI-: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja). See also Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 87;
idem, Awsaf, p. 48; Joaquina Eguaras, Ibn Luym Tratado de Agricultura, p. 19;
Brockelmann, S. II, pp. 317, 349.
189 See Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 86.
190 See Ibn al-Khatlb, Awsaf, p. 48; idem, al-Katlba, p. 86.
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his own right, although it is clear from Ibn al-Khatib's own works that he relied a

great deal on Ibn Layun's learning.

What we must highlight in this regard is that Ibn LayOn restricted his

authorisation to those who really deserved to teach his works.191 This selectivity was

regarded as rare and it distinguished Ibn Layun from his contemporaries. Ibn Layun

had the largest library in Almeria, not to say in al-Andalus itself, and it had a huge

influence on the intellectual life of Almeria and the surrounding areas. Consequently

it gave his students, as well as to those who attended his lectures, a great opportunity

to obtain valuable learning as it was pointed out by Ibn Layun's most famous

students: al-Hadrami,192 Ibn al-Khatib193 and Ibn Khatima.194

Conclusion.

It has been shown that Almeria was an important Andalusian cultural,

economic, academic and mystical centre at the time of Ibn Layun. Consequently, it

was the focus of attraction for people seeking education or looking to settle from all

over al-Andalus. The fame of Ibn Layun therefore spread far beyond Almeria to the

rest of al-Andalus and Morocco. Although he did not travel beyond the city of his

191 See Ibn Layun, Lamh al-Sihr, Ms., (The Royal Library, Rabat, no. 5797), folio.
1; idem, al-Inal al-'Ilmiyya, (The General Library, Rabat, no. 3912), folio. 1.
192 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, pp. 187-8.
193 See Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katlba, pp. 86-7
194 See al-Maqqarl, Azhar, vol. 2, p. 303; Ibn al-Qadi, Durrat, vol. 3, pp. 292-4.
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birth, he was well educated across a wide range of subjects, as can be seen from his

work.

What has been said about Ibn Layun so far disproves the information

mentioned by F. De La Granja in Efi.195 On the contrary, Ibn Layun was the centre

of an academic movement and his knowledge was highly appreciated by the students

of al-Andalus, in general, and by the people of Almeria, in particular. Enough

examples have been given in this section which prove that Granja's conclusions are

far from the truth. The following chapter will focus on the subject of Ibn Layun's

culture, education and his works.

195 Efi\ Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
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Chapter Five:

The Work of Ibn Layun



This chapter will discuss Ibn LayOn's work, relying on four categories of sources.

The first of these is Ibn Layun's own work; the second is the evidence ofhis

contemporaries, in particular Ibn Layun's students such as Ibn al-Khatlb and al-

Hadrami.1 Thirdly, there is the work of al-Maqqarl which is very important since he

provides almost the only reference to Ibn Layun's poetry.2 Fourthly, there are

secondary sources, especially the work done by Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez, who edited

Ibda al-Maiaha fl Usui Sindat al-Filaha one of Ibn Layun's works of rajaz 3.

Ibanez was unusual amongst Spanish researchers because she relied on Ibn Layun's

own works whereas most Spanish writers referred only to secondary sources.

The factors influencing Ibn Layun's writings

It seems clear from these references that Ibn Layun dedicated most ofhis life

to research, writing and teaching. There is no doubt that Ibn Layun was one of the

most important figures in Andalusian intellectual life in the 8th/l 4th century.4 Many

1 Ibn al-Khatlb, Mi'yar, p. 89; idem, al-Katiba, p. 86; idem, Awsaf, p. 48; al-
Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187.
2 Al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 543-602.
3 See Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez, Ibn Luyun Tratado De Agricultura, pp. 19-20. See
also Amln al-TIbl, Dirasat, p. 187.
4 Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katiba, p. 86; al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De
La Granja).
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factors helped him to achieve what he achieved, and some of these must be

mentioned before his literary works can be discussed. In particular two aspects of

his life should be highlighted: the psychological and the socio-cultural. As regards

the psychological aspect, Ibn Layun had a solitary personality. Ibn al-Khatlb

describes him by saying that he did not mix easily with others, but tended to distance

himself from crowds of people.5

Al-HadramI similarly says of his personality that Ibn Layun had as attributes

asceticism, piety and the ability to endure the hardship and distress of being away

from people, as well as renunciation of the desire for other people's possessions.6

.((t LowJ O-iLfcj ))

In contrast with the above view of al-Hadrami, other sources record that Ibn

Layun had his own majlis (group of people who met regularly in his house)7 so it

5 Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katiba, p. 86. See also al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; Efi: Ibn Luyun

(F. De La Granja).
6 Al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187. See also Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katiba, p. 86. Efi: Ibn

Luyun (F. De La Granja).
7 Al-Maqqari, Nafh , vol. 5, pp. 596-597. See also, Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katiba, p. 86.

Al-Maqqarl included several poems which used to be recited in his majlis, some of
which were written by Ibn Layun, but most were written by other sufis and poets,

such as Abu al-'Abbas b. al-'Arlf, al-Hallaj, Ibn Khafaja, Ibn 'Abd Rabbih and
Safwan b. Idris . See some of these poems in Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 597-603.
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must be assumed that he met diverse scholars and other people here. However, there

might be two explanations for this paradox; he may have preferred to spend his time

on serious pursuits, rather than idle gossip, or he may have been affected by

reticence only during his early life, whereas later, he was more able to get close to

people.

From Ibn Layun's extant poetry, it could be possible to select examples

showing both aspects of his nature. The following extracts are evidence of his

retiring personality.8 For example,

You are well if you do not appear [in public] and (people's) tittle-tattle and the paths

of evil

He who wades into a sea must get wet, and he who runs will stumble

The safety of man is working in what are the important issues for himself

8 for instance see some of his poems in Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 545-557. See also, Ibn al-

Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 86; al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; al-Bustani, Da'irat, vol. 2, p.

257.

9 Al-Maqqari, Nafh , vol. 5, p. 552.

:9Jli
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The safety of man in his solitude and his enjoyment in it and in his profession

There is no friend today and no one who hopes for success in his friendship

Stay in your home, you will be safe, and leave these who are affected by people in

their (time) of triad.

0

IS'jjIpJ Ij—>» b» 131 i

Be distant from people (and) they will support you and retire from them (and) they

will fear you

If you choose them they will talk about you and blame you

0
, 0 c
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1(1 Al-Maqqarl, Nafh , vol. 5, p. 565.
'1 Al-Maqqarl, Nafh , vol. 5, p. 568.
12 Al-Maqqari, Nafh , vol. 5, p. 577.
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So choose isolation from them (and) you will be safe from all trouble

4jjdl Js" Jjy* liL- L^- C—CUP L» lJL^J jjS""
0 * « ' '
4_pl jv-g-C4 aj^*J V a^bJl J2JU4 ^ jl

Be alone during your life then you live well, and safe from the evils of all mankind

He who does not mix with people, remains unharmed by them

In the same way F. De La Granja describes him as having not many friends,

shy,14 turning away from marriage and social life.15 Consequently, he did not have

any social responsibilities which might have occupied his time. This contributed to

the dedication he showed to writing and research. Freedom from such

responsibilities allowed him to read more and to write a huge number of works

which will be discussed shortly.

As for the second factor,16 namely the socio-cultural milieu in which he

lived, most historical sources mention that Ibn Layun owned the biggest library in

13 Al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 591.
14ii fi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja). See also, al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187, Ibn al-

Khatlb, al-Katiba, p, 86.
13 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187.
16 Ibn al-IChatlb, al-Katiba, p. 86; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 542; al-Bustanl,
Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257.
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Almeria at that time.17 He spent his time editing and correcting his many

manuscripts, to make sure that they were completely accurate. His disciple, al-

Hadrami, says about him:

^ g P pLd-P C. . ' i .0 '■ a,&. 11 <CjLiJl

Lg j bis I (j ^1s-\ j\ lIxS" 1 A>-1 4_e«j a jJL c. . . LaJlJ

apL>rlj 1 g ,h> ■ ./>j 1 g :LULc. PUxpVI 1-4 "g jj

" Our honourable sheikh, faqih, the master and knowledgeable author (writer)

and physician, is one of the most honourable and skilled scholars of al-Andalus in

composition ... Nobody in his town, in his time possessed or collected more books

than he did (or was of greater importance). He used to compete in obtaining them,

occupying himself with comparing carefully one with the other and meticulously

correcting them".18

17 Al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; Eft: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja); al-Maqqarl, Nafh ,

vol. 5, pp. 543-544; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3 p. 292. See also Ibn al-Khatib, al-

Katiba, p. 86; Nayl, p. 187; al-Bustanl, Da'irat al-Ma'arif vol. 2, p. 257; Joaquina

Eguaras Ibanez, Ibn Luyun Tratado De Agricultura, p. 19; Amln al-TIbl, Birds at, p.

186.

18 Al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187. See also al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543; Efi: Ibn

Luyun (F. De La Granja); Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez, Ibn Luyun Tratado De

Agricultura, p. 19; Amln al-TIbl, Dirasdt, p. 186. It should be noted that faqlh had
a wider significance that legal expert in Andalus, since the term was also applied to

those skilled in language.
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According to the sources, most of his students and contemporaries benefited

from his library in their studies and subsequent writings.19 It seems from various

historical remarks that his library was full of valuable works in all branches of

knowledge. Al-HadramI mentions that he himself benefited greatly from his

master's library, and that it was his main source of cultural information.20 Ibn al-

Khatlb adds: " He was fond of writing and pursuing knowledge "21 However,

nobody knows the fate of the contents of Ibn Layun's valuable library which was lost

after the Muslims' departure from al-Andalus, but there is continuing hope that this

part of the cultural heritage of al-Andalus will yet be found.

Ibn Layun spent most of his life in reading and editing books, and sometimes

summarising some of these works for his students' benefit. As will be seen below,

this didactic purpose may be the reason behind the huge number of works which he

revised and summarised. One of his students commented that Ibn Layun was

.19 Al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187. See also Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 86.
20 Al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187. See also Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 86; al-Maqqarl,

Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543. See also Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292; Efi: Ibn Luyun
(F. De La Granja); al-Bustanl, Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257; al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam, vol. 3, p.

83.

21 Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 86.
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unsurpassed in the quality of summarising texts, saying: "[Ibn Layun] summarises [a

work], and people consider that he has created the inimitable".22

((jaj ))

Al-Maqqarl also describes his zeal by saying:"[Ibn LayOn] delighted in summarising

books". 23 L jlfTj))

There is no doubt that this creative writer was greatly affected by the

environment around him in the different stages of his life. As has been mentioned

above, Almeria provided one of the best cultural environments in al-Andalus in the

period between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.24 It was constantly a venue

for cultural activities and many writers, poets, physicians and teachers lived there.25

In addition, there were in the city many schools, colleges and libraries. Almeria was

in continual cultural contact with Granada, the capital of al-Andalus, and other cities,

such as Wad!Ash (Gedix) and Malaga.

Classical biographies and modern studies written about Almeria and its

cultural, social and political history mention that in the thirteenth and fourteenth

22 Ibid. See also al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543; Efi:
Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja); al-Bustanl, Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257.
25 Al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543.
24 See above, p. 94-5.
2:5 For instance, Ibn Khatima and al-Hadraml.
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centuries, Almeria was the destination of many students pursuing their education.2()

It was also the focus of attention for many scholars who taught in its schools and

great mosque, which was like a university where lectures were given and which were

attended by students and scholars from all over al-Andalus.27 According to

historical sources, there were a number of colloquia. In particular we should

mention the two most important ones which were led by the scholars Ibn Khatima

and Ibn Layun.28

Although study trips in Ibn Layun's time, especially to the eastern Islamic

world, were an essential and important factor in the life of the educated people of al-

Andalus since they helped them to read and learn about other branches of

knowledge, Ibn Layun never left his birth place. Although the sources do not

mention why he remained in Almeria, possible reasons have been suggested in a

previous chapter.29 However, it is clear that he tried his best to compensate for this

lack of travel through his dedication to collecting and reading books and to meeting

scholars who came every now and then to Almeria either to settle there or pass

26 Al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; E I^\ Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja); al-TawIl,
Mamlakat al-Mariyyafl 'Ahd al-Mu 'tasim Ibn Sumadah, p. 121; A/-: Ibn Luyun (F.
De La Granja); Ibn Khatima al-Ansarl, Dhvan, pp. 10-15; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 1,

p. 21; Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihata, vol. 2, pp. 121-127.
27 Al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 3, p. 124; al-Harrama, Bina' al-QasJda, vol. 1, p. 24.

28A1-Tunbuktl, Nayl, pp. 101, 187; al-Harrama, Bina' al-Qasida, vol. ftp. 25.
29 See p. 94-5.
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through it, since it was a significant cultural, naval and commercial stopping place

during the fourteenth century.30

In my opinion, the factors mentioned above go along way to explaining the

huge number of books he wrote. They help to explain why he pursued his various

cultural interests. Like his contemporaries, Ibn Layun' wrote about most branches of

knowledge which were known at that time;31 his was an exceptionally encyclopaedic

personality. Writing on a wide variety of subjects was considered a scholarly virtue,

while writing on a certain restricted branch of knowledge was frowned upon.

Surveying the works written by Ibn Layun's contemporaries, such as Ibn al-

Khatlb, Ibn Khatima al-Ansari, al-Bunahi, Ibn al-Jayyab al-Gharnatl, and al-Sharlf

al-Sabtl, it becomes clear that most of them wrote about different branches of

knowledge. Ibn Khatima al-Ansari for example wrote works on literature, history

muwashshahat and medicine. The same applies to Ibn al-Khatlb who wrote works

on history, literature, muwashshahat, medicine and Sufism, among other topics.32

30 AI-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 3, p. 124.
31 i—LJT j u iVjLb in Ibn al-Kharib's words (see Awsafal-Nas, p. 48; E
7-2; Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
32 See above, p. 63-9.
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Scholarly debate on the quantity of Ibn Layun's writing

Ibn LayOn wrote books on various branches of knowledge, such as geometry,

medicine, agriculture, fiqh, Sufism, hadith, faraid, muwashshahat, prosody, poetry,

dream interpretation, preaching and proverbs.33 His works fall into two categories.

The first is literary works, which include poetry, proverbs, sermons, literary

collections and summaries of the works of others. The second category involves

religious and scientific works including rajaz (some of it concerning hadith),

agriculture, anatomy, fiqh sciences (examining Sharl'a and hadith).

In this introductory section, 1 shall present a detailed comprehensive survey

of Ibn Layun's works, while in the following section I shall discuss, criticise and

compare them in some detail.

Ibn Layun's output.

Sources on Ibn Layun concur that his works cover various branches of human

knowledge34 but there is less agreement regarding how many books he

33 Al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 543-44. See also Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katiba, p. 86;
al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; al-Bustam, Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257; El^: Ibn Luyun (¥.

✓

De La Granja); E. Garcia Gomez, Silla del Moro y Nuevas Escenas Andaluzas,
Madrid, 1948, III, p. 2; idem, Las Jarchas romances de la serie arabe en su marco,

Madrid, 1965, pp. 197,203,405.
34 See Ibn al-Khatlb, Awsaf, p. 48; Brockelmann: S. II, p. 380; Kahhala, Mu'jam,
vol. 4, p. 210; El2\ Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543;
Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat,vo 1. 2, p. 467; al-Kattani, Fihris, vol. 1, p. 59; Ibn Makhluf,
Shajarat, p. 214; Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katiba, p. 86; al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187; E.

✓

Garcia G6mez, Silla del Moro y Nuevas Escenas Andaluzas, p. 2; idem, Las Jarchas
romances de la serie arabe en su marco, pp. 197, 203.
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actually wrote. Most sources suggest he produced over a hundred,35 most

importantly al-Maqqarl in his Nafh al- Tib,36 This is echoed by some secondary

sources, such as the Spanish researcher Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez,37 al-Zirikll,38

Kahhalah,39 Brockelmann,40 F. De La Granja, 41 E. Garcia GOmez,42 al-Bustanl.43

Al-Maqqarl does not mention the source of his information regarding Ibn Layun's

output44 saying only that he himself consulted more than twenty of his books during

his stay in Morocco.45 If, therefore, al-Maqqarl was relying on something al-

Hadraml had written about two centuries earlier, it must have been either from a

35 See. Brockelmann: S. I, p. 598; II, p. 380; Kahhala, Mu'jam, vol. 4, p. 210;
El?-. Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja); al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543; al-Kattani,

Shajarat, p. 214; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467; E. Garcia GOmez, Silla del
Moro y Nuevas Escenas Andaluzas, p. 2; idem, Las Jarchas romances de la serie
arabe en su marco, pp. 203, 405; Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, vol. 1, p. 214; al-Kattani,

Fihris, vol. 1, p. 591.
36 Al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543. See also al-Kattani, Fihris, vol. 1, p. 591; Ibn

Makhluf, Shajarat, vol. l,p. 214.
37 Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez, Ibn Luyun Tratado De Agricultura, p. 28.
38 See al-A 'lam, vol. 7, p. 83.
39 See Kahhala, Mu 'jam al-Mu 'allifin, vol. 4, p. 210.
40 See Brockelmann: S. II, p. 380.
41 El^\ Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
42 E. Garcia GOmez, Silla del Moro y Nuevas Escenas Andaluzas, p. 2, idem, Los
Proverbios Rimados de Ben Luyun de Almeria, (1282-1349), p. 2.
43 Al-Bustani, Dalrat, vol. 2, pp. 257.
44 Al-Maqqari, Nafh , vol. 5, p. 543.
45 Ibid. In al-Maqqari's words,((,_qy^s- y yf\ lS1p ^y«iL Jij)
" Of his [collection of works] I have personally seen more than 20 in Morocco." al-

Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 534.
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variant copy of al-Mashyakha or another of al-Hadraml's works. The figure of one

hundred is absent from fragments of the Mashyakha which clearly have survived in

others' writings, such as al-Tunbukti's NayI al-Ibtihaj which gives a figure of thirty

works.46 Questions therefore remain regarding why most, but not all, sources

mention that Ibn Layun wrote more than a hundred books and what sources the

various writers were relying on.

1 suspect that al-Tunbukti's figure of thirty is probably correct. This is

largely, although not entirely, because he is quoting directly from one of Ibn Layun's

most prominent disciples, al-Hadrami.47 Al-Hadraml's closeness to his teacher is

well documented. He spent thirty years with Ibn Layun48 as a disciple and also as a

researcher. He says: "I accompanied him for thirty consecutive years, memorised

some of his poems on Hadith, Fara'id, Medicine, Prosody ...; I also greatly

benefited from his library ",49 As well as proximity, al-Hadraml was

chronologically the closest to Ibn LayOn. His al-Mashyakha was written in the 8/14

century, either during or immediately following Ibn Layun's lifetime. It is therefore

unsurprising that most sources about Ibn Layun, such as Ibn al-Qadl,50 al-

46 See al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187.
47 Ibid.

48 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187.
49 Ibid.

50 See Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467.
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Maqqari51 and al-TunbuktT,52 all rely on al-Mashyakha, which apparently cites

thirty as the number of works produced by Ibn Layun.53

Ancillary evidence to support this figure comes from sources which talk

about writers who wrote more than fifty works, none of which mentions Ibn

Layun.54 1 would therefore question the common suggestion55 of one hundred

works, and suggest that if there is some validity in this higher number it lies in the

inclusion of minor articles and such like. Even when al-Maqqari mentions a figure

of over a hundred it is important to note that he does not give any source for his

information.56

A list of Ibn Layun's works

Through researching secondary sources, library catalogues, personal contact

with specialists, and occasional happenstance57 1 located and examined many of Ibn

Layun's works kept in various libraries in Tunisia, Morocco, Turkey, Libya, Egypt

51 See Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543.
52 See Nayl, p. 187.
55 See al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187.
54 See for instance ' Uqud al-Jawhar.
55 Made for example in the Encyclopaedia of Islam (see Efi: Ibn Luyiin (E. De La

Granja). See also al-Kattanl, Fihris, vol. 1, p. 591; Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, p. 214.
56 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543.
57 The totally uncatalogued 'al-Nukhba al-'Ulya, for example, was found in the
Center of Historical Research in Tripoli, Libya, while I was searching for another
work.
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and Spain. As the following list shows, these works are in various branches of

knowledge. They are undoubtedly enough to form a representative sample of his

interests, while also indicating the most prominent features of 8/14 century

Andalusia. The following list of Ibn Layun's works is divided into two broad

categories.

1. Literary works

1- Bughyat al-Mu'anis min Bahjat al-MajBlis. This literary anthology is still

available in manuscript form in a number of libraries in Libya, Tunisia, and

Morocco.39 The book reflects the respect Ibn Layun, in common with his

compatriots, had for non-Andalusian writers since around three-quarters of the works

collected came from the East. The Bughya is important largely because it relies on

some important sources which are no longer available, and also because it contains

much poetry and other material which is unavailable elsewhere. This material

includes both relatively unknown writers as well as lesser-known pieces by known

38 Al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543; al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam, vol. 3, p. 83; Ibn al-Qadl,
Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292; al-Bustani, Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257; Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat,
p. 214; Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, S. 2, p. 380; Kahhala,

Mu'jam, vol. 4, p. 210.
59 There are at least fourteen copies of the Bughya. There are eight in Rabat, three
in Tunisia, one in Tutwan, one in Fez and one in private hands in Libya. There may

also be copies elsewhere as well (see, for example, al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam, vol. 7, p.

83).
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figures. For an example of the latter, some poetry by both Mahmud al-Warraq and

Mansur al-Faqlh which Ibn Layun collected in the Bughya does not appear anywhere

else, including the actual authors' own collections (al-Warraq's diwan60 or al-

Faqlh's collection respectively). 61

2- Al-Nukhba al- 'Ulya min Adab al-DIn wa-al-Dunya.62 This literary collection was

the first of Ibn Layun's works to be published in modern times, its first (and only)

printing being in Tunisia in 1351/1932. It has an unfortunate number of errors,

involving text alteration, spelling, language and printing. Moreover, it lacks an

introduction, footnotes, or mention of which manuscripts were consulted in detail.

Despite this unacceptably large number of faults,63 it was chosen by the Zaytuna

mosque to be taught to second and third year students at the intermediate level.64

60 See the Arabic text. 33 1, 333-334, 365 .

61 See the Arabic text. 382-383, 428, 540, 637-638, 722-724.
62 See al-Zirikll, al-A'lam, vol. 3, p. 83; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292; al-
Bustanl, Da'rat, vol. 2, p. 257; Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, p. 214; Brockelmann,
Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, S. 2, p. 380; Kahhala, Mu 'jam, vol. 4, p.

210.

63 In order to gain a reliable copy of al-Nukhba al-'Ulya and make it widely
available, I have myself completed a revised edition of the work which is soon to be

published. This is based on eight copies (one of which is from Libya) of the

approximately twenty that are still extant.
64 See al-Nukhba al- 'Ulya, p. 11.
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The book contains proverbs, sayings and poetry. Compared with Bughyat al-

Mu 'anis there is less poetry but the poetry he selected comes from important poets

and is of high quantity.

3- Lamh al-Sihr min Rawh al-Shi V. 65 Manuscripts of this critical study of poetry

and examination of poetic terminology can be found in Cairo, Morocco and

Tunisia.66 It includes Ibn Layun's collection of other writers'poetry, prose and

literary criticism. It is considered as one of the main sources of Andalusian poetry

during the 5th/12th and 6th/13th centuries and also an important source on the study of

Andalusian poetry and prose fiction.

65 Ibn al-Qadl, al-Iklll wa-al-Taj, Ms,, no. 1897, (The Royal Library, Rabat), folio.
81; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 544. See also al-Zirikli, al-A 'lam, vol. 3, p. 83; E.
Garcia G6mez, Los Proverbios Rimados de Ben Luyiin de Almeria, (1282-1349), p.

8; Brock, Sup, 1598; Eft-\ Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja). The Lamh al-Sihr min Rawh

al-Shi V is also known as the Nafh al-Sihrfi Ikhtisar Rawh al-Shihr wa-ruh al-Shi V.

(See Nafh, vol. 5, p. 544).
66 There are at least 8 manuscript copies of this work. Six copies are in Morocco at

the General Library and the Royal Library. One copy can be found in Cairo at Dar
al-Kutub catalogued as '82 adab\ and a final copy is at the National Library,
Tunisia, numbered 985.
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4- Al-Inala al-'Ilmiyya67 (about Sufism), which Ibn Layun completed at the end of

Sha'ban 747/1346,68 is still in a manuscript form and can be found in Morocco and

Egypt.69 Its ongoing importance is shown by the fact that al-Zirikll, the influential

modern biographer, owned a copy of the al-Inala al- 'Ilmiyya?^ The al-Inala al-

'Ilmiyya contains Ibn Layun's summary of al -Shustari's 'al-Risala al- 'AlamiyyafI

Tarlqat al-Fuqara' al-Mutajarrldm mi al-Sufiyya'7 but many commentators see

this summary as superior to the source work since it contains corrections and

clarifications of the original work.72 Al-Shushtarl is far from the only well-known

Sufi referred to in the Al-Inala al-'Ilmiyya, since Ibn Layun refers to a great number

67 The full title is 'al-Inala al-'Ilmiyya min al-Risal al-'Alamiyya fi Tariqt al-

Fuqara' al-Mutajarridln min al-Sufiyya'. This work is also called by some writers
"al-Inala al-'Ilmiyya flal-Intisar li-al-Taifa al-Sufiyya'''' (Sam! al-Nashshar, p. 13)
and al-Inaba al- 'Alaiyya (E. Garcia Gomez, Los Proverbios Rimados de Ben Luyun
de Almeria, (1282-1349), p. 8). This book is not mentioned by al-Maqqarl in his

biography.
68 Al-Inala al- 'Ilmiyya, (The General Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 3912), folio. 1.
69 There are at least eight copies of the Al-lnala al- 'Ilmiyya. Three are in the
General Library in Rabat, and have the reference numbers 1795D, 104ID, and
3912D. Two further copies are in the Royal Library, Rabat, (numbers 738 and

3378). One copy is in Tutwan, Morocco (numbered 312 tasawwuf) and a final copy

in Dar al-Kutub, Cairo (number 265 tasawwuf).
70 See his own autobiography, al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam, vol. 3, p. 83.
71 Diwan al-Shushtarl, ed. 'All Sam! al-Nashshar, Dar al-Ma'arif, Cairo, 1960.

p. 13. See also Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat,\ol. 3, p. 292; al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 2, p.

185.

72 Al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam, vol. 3, p. 83.
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of other important scholars of Sufism including al-Fadl al-MuqaddasI and Shihab al-

Dln al-Suhrawardl.73 The sources of the Al-Inala al-' Ilmiyya are perhaps best

summed up in Ibn Laytin's own words:74

Lf j£H\ 4] j ))

^ If- ; y&lL ^ ■/? all ^ j v-?"H a jjL*3 /^a lj c4^5
\ £

>" o11^^ s—9jlxil <—j I^P-

.(( <&\ a^j ls^jj j-6-*-*^ <j?

In paraphrase, Ibn Layun mentions that after correcting most of the hadith in al-

Inala al- 'Ilmiyya, he simplified the heritage of Sufism for the general reader, relying

mainly on the Sufi works by Abu al-Fadl al-MaqdisT and Shihab al-DIn al-

Suhrawardi. Ibn Layun's insistence in mentioning and profiling his sources is

indicative of his diligence.

4- Anda'al-Diyam flal-Wasaya wa-al-Hikam.7^ Some poems from this now-lost

collection are contained in other manuscripts and published works.76 According to

al-Maqqarl, Ibn Layun completed the Anda'al-Diyam in the middle of Sha'ban

73 Al-Inala al- 'Ilmiyya, (The General Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 3912), folio. 1.
74 Al-Inala al-'Ilmiyya, (The General Library, Rabat, Ms. no. 3912), folio. 1.
75 The title of this work in Shajarat al-Nur is Anwa al-Rihwa-al-Mawa'dwa-al-

Hikam, see Ibn Makhluf, p. 214. In Nayl it is Ibra' al-Diyamflal-Mawa'dwa-al-
Hikam, See al-Tunbuktl, p. 188.
76 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 588-596; al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 188; al-Bustanl,

Da'irat, vo\. 2, pp. 257-263; al-Zirikll, al-A 'lam, vol. 7, p. 83.
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731/133077. Al-Maqqari also quoted forty-eight of the poems (totalling around one

hundred and twenty verses78) in the Anda' al-Diyam, from this book in his Nafh,

which means the entire work has not been lost. In contrast, al-Tunbukti quotes only

five poems, comprising 12 lines in total. It should be made clear that the al-

Tunbuktl biography is much more brief than al-Maqqari's work, which could explain

the lack of extensive quotation. Garcia Gomez translated some poems from al-

Maqqari's collection into Spanish and these were published in al-Andalus.79

5- Al-Abyat al-Muhadhdhabaflal-Ma'anlal-Muqarrabaf() Similarly, al-Maqqari

collected around fifty-five of the poems (totalling one hundred and forty seven

verses) from this now-lost book in his Nafh al- Tib.81 Many of these poems contain

wise sayings, proverbs and advice.

1-Nasa'ih al-Ahbab wa-Saha'ih al-Adab. Once again what we now know of this

now-lost book is only what al-Maqqarl collected in his Nafh al- Tibf2 Ibn Layun's

77 Nafh, vol. 5, p. 588. Ibn Makhluf stated that Ibn Layun completed this work in
Sha'ban 736/1335. See Shajarat, p. 214.
78 See al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 588-596.
79 See Garcia GOmez, Los Proverbios Rimados de Ben Luyun de A/meria, (1282-

1349).
80 Al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 544;
81 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 577-588. See also al-Zirikli, al-A 'lam, vol. 3,

p. 83.
82 See ibid, pp. 544-577; al-Bustanl, Da'irat, vol. 2, pp. 257-262; al-Zirikll, al-

A'lam,vo\. 3, p. 83.
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original collection contained two hundred poems and al-Maqqarl collected one

hundred and eighty eight (totally 430 verses) of these, 83 which means that over

ninety per cent of the original work has effectively been preserved.84 It seems

apparent to this author that the reason al-Maqqarl was so comprehensive in this

particular case was because of the exceptional clarity and concision of Ibn Lay tin's

language, complemented by his precise control of rhyme and rhythm patterns.

8- Ikhtiyarat min Mahasin al-Majalis, (a literary and poetic anthology). Again, the

original text has been lost but al-Maqqarl collected some parts of the works.

Unusually, however, the twenty seven poems (totalling 97 verses) which are

preserved in the Nafh al-TIb85 include pieces by other poets, such as Ibn al-'Arif,

Ibn Khafaj, Ibn 'Abd Rabbih and al-Hallaj, which devotees used when attending

majlis worship meetings at Ibn Layun's house.86 This gives further insight into the

environment in which Ibn Layun lived.

83 See al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5 pp. 544.
84 For the full text, see al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5 pp. 544-577. See alsoDa'irat, vol.
2, pp. 259-61.
85 See al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 597-603; al-Bustani, Da'irat, vol. 2, pp. 257-
62.

86 See al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 596-597.
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The Ikhtiyarat is also unusual in that it was itself based on an earlier work,

Ibn al-Arif s Mahasin which has survived. The most recent edition of the Mahasin

was published in Paris in 193387 but al-Maqqari's Nafhal-Tib contains material from

Ibn Layun which does not appear in the Mahasin,88 There are two possible

explanations for this. Perhaps the 1933 edition was not based on a complete version

of the original manuscript; or alternatively Ibn Layun was relying on another

manuscript of the Mahasin, which has not survived.

9-Kamal al-Hafiz wa-Jamal al-Lafizfi al-Hikam wa-al-Wasaya. Again, this work is

also no longer extant and only the name has survived (for example in the Nafh al-

Tifr).89 Possibly al-Maqqari did not possess a copy of the Kama'I al-Hafiz or perhaps

the content was too similar to other works by Ibn Layun for specific inclusion. The

final possibility is that al-Maqqarl decided that he had already written

comprehensively enough (over sixty pages of text)90 about one author when the

stated topic of the Nafh, was Ibn al-Khatlb and his teachers. 91

87 Asin Palacios, Migue, Ibn al-'Arlf, Mahasin al-Majalis.
88 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 597.
89 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 543. See also al-Bustanl, Da'irat, vol. 2, p.

262.

90 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 543-604.
91 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 1, p. 115.
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2. Rajaz and Scientific works

1- Ibda'al-Malaha wa-Inha'al-Rajaha, (on agriculture),92 was edited with a Spanish

translation by the Spanish researcher Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez in Granada 1975, who

relied on one copy which she found in the Granada Library with the number 576.93 1

found other copies of this work in a manuscript form in Rabat.94

2-Al-Iksir flSina'at al-Taksir :.95 This work still exists in

manuscript form and several copies of it are available in libraries in Morocco.96

This work was very important; this can be see by the fact that several commentaries

were written on it. Of these commentaries, the most significant is the one by Ahmad

al-Susi. Several copies of this work exist in manuscripts form in Morocco.97

92 Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292. See also al-Maqqari, Nafh , vol. 5, p. 543;
Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja); Emilio Garcia GOmez, Sobre agricultura arabigo-
andaluza, in Al-Andalus, x, 1945, pp. 127-146. There is an error in the encyclopaedia
of Islam concerning the title of the UrjClza. (See Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
Al-Maqqarl mentioned that Ibn Layun wrote a book on agriculture but he does not

give the full title. (See ibid).
93 Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez, Ibn Luyun Tratado De Agricultura, pp. 19-20. See also
Amln al-TIbi, Dirasat, p. 187.
94 There are two copies extant in the Faculty of Letters in Rabat and one in the
Royal Library, Rabat. Full detailed description of these copies and their importance
will be given in the following section.
93 See Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292. See also al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p.

543. al-Maqqari does not give the full title; he says only that Ibn Layun wrote a book
on Engineering. (See ibid.)
96 Three copies in the General Library and two in the Royal Library. Full detailed
description of these copies and their importance well be given later on.
97 The Royal Library, Rabat, (Ms., no. 2331).
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Ibn Layun also had other rajaz collections which were not available to us,

either because they were lost, like his other works, or they are said to be in private

libraries which we could not contact. These collections are as follows:

1- Two poems on the science of Farald and its terms, the title of which is

cil-Silsal al-Fa idfl 'Ilm al-Fara'id. Our only reference to this work is the attribution

by Ibn al-Qadl and al-Baghdadl.98

2- A Lamiyya poem (on the terms and rhymes of prosody and poetic metres). This

work is mentioned by Ibn al-Qadl and al-Baghdadl." It seems likely that this work

was written for his students as teaching material. It should be noted here that Ibn

Layun was an outstanding scholar in metre {dim al- 'Ariid) and the evidence of this is

his huge output and his summaries of prose works in poetry100 as shown in the table

5.1.101

3-A rajaz poem entitled al-'Imad fi taqslm al-Amrad (on taxonomy of diseases).

The only information now available to us regarding this urjuza and its_contents is the

^Durrat,vo. 3, p. 292; Idah al-Maknun, vol. 2, p. 12.
99 Ibid.
100 EI2. ifon hiyun (p. De La Granja). See also al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187; al-

Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543.
101 See p. 161.
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fact that Ibn al-Qadl includes it in his bibliography.102 We should mentioned that in

the 8/14th century many works on medicine were written, among them the works of

Ibn Khatima and Ibn al-Khatlb.

4-A rajaz poem on numbers, (on mathematics and its terms). Again, other than Ibn

al-Qadl's reference,103 there is no other information about this work and its

contents. It does, however, seem likely that it was written for the instruction of his

own students.

5- A third work which now exists only as a mention in Ibn al-Qadl's and Ibn

Makhluf bibliographies 104 is the rajaz poem on hadith entitled al-Tmadfi 'Ulum al-

Isnad which also was probably for the instruction of his own students. Some verses

from this work can be found in Ibn al-Qadl's work Durrat al-HijalJ 05

Moreover, Ibn Layun wrote other summaries. Nothing however remains of

them apart from the titles mentioned by historians, such as:

102 Ibn al-Qadl, al-Iklil wa-al-Taj, Ms,, no. 1897, (The Royal Library, Rabat), folio.
81. See also Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292.
103 Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292.
104 Ibn al-Qadl, al-lklil wa-al-Taj, Ms., no. 1897, (The Royal Library, Rabat), folio.
81. See also Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat,\ol. 1, p. 231; Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, vol. 1, p.

214.

105 See ibid, p. 231.
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1- A summary of Sa'ib al-Baghdadfs book al-Fusus, (a literary, linguistic and

history collection).106 Al- Baghdad!'s original work does still exist and is the

subject of doctoral research.107

2- A summary of the book of Awarif al-M'arif of al-Suhraward!.108 E Garcia

Gomez mentioned that he could not find Ibn Layun's original title and the work is

thus referred to by the title Ibn al-Qad! gave it109

2- Al-Marqaba al- 'UlyaflTafsir al-Rn 'ya, (on the interpretation of dreams).110 Ibn

'Ajlba noted the oddness of this book,111 but other than this intriguing mention little

is known about it.

4- A summary of al-Sijilmasi's work al-Manza' al-BadPJITajriis asalib al-BadF112

which is one of the most interesting works on literary criticism and rhetoric.

106 See Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292.
107 al-Baghdadl, Sa'id, Kitab al-Fusus, ed. 'Abd al-Wahab al-Taz! Sa'ud, Ph. D,

(Faculty of Arts, Rabat, 1988-1989).
108 Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292. For more information about al-Sahrawardi
see Ibn Khallikan, vol. 3, p. 446.
109 E Garcia Gomez, Al-Andalus, (1972), vol. 37, p. 7.
110 Ibn Makhluf, Shajarat, p. 214. See also al-Maqqari, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543; al-
Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 394; al-Bustanl, Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257; Ibn 'Ajlba, Azhar al-
Bustan, Ms, (The General Library, Rabat, no. 417), folio. 98.
111 Ibn 'Ajlba, Azhar al-Bustan, Ms, (The General Library, Rabat, no. 417), folio.
98.

112 Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467.
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According to Ibn al-Qadl,113 Ibn Layun's summary is better and more accurate than

al-SijilmasI's original work (which would be consistent with Ibn Layun's practice of

correcting even as he summarised others' works) but in the absence of the summary

such a claim could not be verified. The Manza' laid the foundations for later

rhetorical and literary criticism studies and was the focus of many critics. It was

edited by 'Allal al-GhazI and was published in Morocco in 1982.114

6- A summary ofKitab Shu 'ab al-Iman of Ibn 'Abd al-Jalll al-Ansari al-Qusari.115

Whether this was the original title of the work, and whether any copies still exist,

both remain unknown.

6- The last of Ibn Layun's works to be mentioned specifically is Nafais al-Anis

which is cited by Ibn al-Qadl and al-Qadiii but there is no further information about

113 Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 2, p. 467.
114 Rabat, (Matba'at al-M'arif, Morocco).
115 See Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 121. See also Emilio Garcia G6mez, Al-

Andalus, (1972), vol. 37, p. 9; al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 278. G6mez, relying on

Brocklemann, suggested that the author of the Kitab Shu 'ab al-Iman was actually
'Abd al-Jalll al-Misrl, although most sources do cite Ibn 'Abd al-Jahl al-Ansarl al-

Qusari, as the actual writer. For more information about al-Qusari, see al-Tunbukti,

Nayl, p. 278.
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the book and the original author.116 It is not even known whether Nafals al-Anis is

the original title of the book or the one chosen by Ibn Layun for his summary.117

Some biographical sources118 suggest that Ibn Layun also wrote

Muwashshahat119 but neither of the biographers closest to Ibn Layun, Ibn al-Khatlb

(in his AwSaf al-Nas or his al-Katiba al-Kamina) nor al-Maqqarl made such a

suggestion. 120 I have not found any of these Muwashshahatworks but consider it

possible that Ibn Layun did write such poetry since he was very interested in rhyme

as a rhetorical device (over sixty of his works were fashioned into rajaz verse). If

Ibn Layun did write Muwashshahat it is likely that the subject matter was confined

116 Ibn al-Qadl, al-Iklil wa-al-Taj, Ms, no. 1897, (The Royal Library, Rabat), folio.
81; Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292.
117 See Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292; Ibn al-Qadl, al-Iklil, folio. 81 \fihris al-
Manturi, Ms, no. 223, p. 32.
118 See, for example EI-: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
119 Muwashshahat refers to poetry with the rhyming pattern ABABC DEDEG etc

and is differentiated from qaslda poetry which has a standardised rhyming pattern of
AAAAA (all lines, in other words, ending with the same sound throughout the entire

poem. Muwashshahat is a distinctively Andalusian style (see Ibn Sana' al-Mulk,
Dar al-Tirazfl 'Amal al-Muwashshahat, ed. Jawdat al-Rikabl, Damascus, 1949, pp.

33-38, 43. See also Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
120 See a\-Kat!ba, p. 86; Awsaf, p. 48; idem, Mi'yar, p. 89; Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543.
See also al-Bustam, Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257; Efl\ Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
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to proverbs and moral aphorisms since these topics focussed his poetic efforts in

general.121

For clarity, I am including the following two tables, the first of which shows

Ibn Layun's works, their significance and where they are available. The second

table shows the works, which I could not obtain. Together, these tables indicate the

cultural interests and issues that were prevalent at that time.

121 See for example some of his poetry in Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 545-569.
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Table 5.1: Works of Ibn Layun in existence

Title Subject Date of

Completion

Existing

Copies

Where Available

1 -Bughyat al-
Mu 'anis.

Anthologies of
literature and

poetry

737/1336 14 Libya, Tunisia, Morocco

2- Al-Nukhba al-

'Ulya

Anthology of
literature

733/1332 20 Libya, Tunisia, Morocco

3- Lamh al-Sihr. Critical study of

poetry and prose

739/1338 8 Tunisia, Egypt Morocco

4- Al-Inala Sufism 747/1346 8 Morocco, Egypt

5- Anda'al-

Diyam '22

Poetry 731/1330 Published, so

Widely available 123

6- Al-Abyat al-

Muhadhdhaba124

Poetry Published, so widely available

7- Nasa'ih 125 Poetry - Published, so widely available.

8 -Ikhtiyarat

(.Anashld)12^

Poetry (anthology) Nafh, vol. 5, pp. 596-603.

9-lbda'aI-Maiaha Agriculture - 4 Spain, Morocco

122 As mentioned elsewhere, there are no existing copies of the Anda'al-Diyam but
the work is cited extensively in al-Maqqari's Nafh. It is this latter work which is
referred to in the "Where Available" column of the above table.
123 The material which is published is available in al-Maqqari's Nafh. For more

information see the main text. See also al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 188.
124 See comments for footnote 121.

120 See comments for footnote 121.

12(1 See comments for footnote 121.
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Table 5.2: Works of Ibn Layun no longer in existence

Title Subject Where Mentioned127

10- Al-Ikslr. Geometry and surveying Durrat, Nafh

1 \ -Al-Silsal

(Two poems)

Discussion of terminology and

law regarding inheritance law

{al-Farald).

Durrat, Idah.

12- A lamiyya poem. Metres and rhymes of prosody

and poetic meters

Durrat, Idah.

13- Al-Imad(vajaz poem) Medicine and drugs. Al-Iklil wa-al-Taj, Durrat

14- A rajaz poem on numbers Mathematics and its terms. Al-Iklil wa-al-Taj, Durrat.

15- Al- 'Imad. (A rajaz poem) Hadith Durrat, Shajarat al-Nur

16- Summary ofSa'd al-

BaghdadT's book (al-Fustis).

A literary, linguistic and

historical collection

Durrat al-Hijal

17- Summary of1Awarif Sufism Durrat

18- Al-Marqaba al- 'Ulya The interpretation of dreams Shajarat, Nafh, Da'irat,

Azhar al Bustan. Nayl

19- Summary of al-

Sijilmasl's work al-Manza'
Literary criticism Durrat

20-Summary of Kitab

Shu 'ab al-Iman of Ibn

'Abd al-JalTl al-Al-Ansari.

Religious discussions. Durrat, Al-Andalus, Nayl

21- Nafais. Religious discussions. Al-Iklil, Durrat

22- Muwashshahat EI2

23-Kamal al-Hafiz Poetry Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543.

127 Major citations only mentioned: more details of each work can be found in the

body of the text.
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From the above tables and survey, it seems clear that Ibn Layun left a huge

number of works covering various branches of human knowledge such as literature,

agriculture, medicine, hadith, muwashshahat and Sufism, as well as showing his

remarkable capability to write various types of poetry. This large poetic output (four

complete collections) was virtually unprecedented, and it could be that Ibn Layun

saw poetry as a way to propagate his ideals as much as his ideas. Certainly, some of

his ideas would later be take up by Spanish writers. With such a large output it is

perhaps unsurprising that Ibn Layun's scholarship was not as superlative as

recognised specialists. His rajaz, famous and influential though they were, (those on

agriculture being the best known) were not as perfected as Ibn 'Asim in fiqh or Ibn

Malik in linguistic skill although the latter fact may largely be due to Ibn Layun's

preference for efficient compression of information to literary displays. Indeed, he

was distinguished among the scholars of his time for his capacity to summarise,

revise and edit books.128

Ibn Layun summarised a large number of works either to teach them to his

students or to simplify them for ordinary readers. It seems that Ibn Layun

contributed much to Arabic culture, in general and to Andalusian culture in

particular, through summarising so many literary works, especially those works

128 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh,\o\. 5, p. 543; al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 87; Efi: Ibn Luyun

(F. De La Granja).
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which were long and written in a complicated way. He rewrote those works in plain

language and a simple style, which was understood by ordinary people. This does

not imply that Ibn Layun ignored important or complicated works; he was diligent in

choosing and condensing only those works worthy of close attention. Many critics

praise Ibn Layun for his contribution because his summaries were considered more

significant than their original texts.129 Another important source for his summaries

comes from the fact that many of the original texts were lost and all that remains is

Ibn Layun's summaries, such as Lamh al-Sihr Min Rawh al-Shi'r.

From the above survey it can be also noticed that Ibn Layun wrote four

collections of proverbs. In the following chapters, I will discuss his works in more

detail.

In conclusion, one can state the following:

firstly, the dominance of many different sciences on the Andalusian cultural map

during the 8/14th century;

Secondly, Andalusian scholars were interested in rajaz and scientific collections.

While this had the undoubted advantage of allowing the memorisation of various

129 See Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katlba, p. 86; al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187. See also Efi: Ibn

Luyun (F. De La Granja).
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types of knowledge (particularly language and hadlth studies) rajaz did inevitably

stifle analysis and criticism.

Thirdly, Ibn Layun's works that are available to us represent different sides of his

scientific, religious, and literary production.

Fourthly, the above tables clearly show that Ibn Layun was well-educated in many

areas and specialisations and was one of the most prominent literary figures of his

time in al-Andalus.

Fifthly, Andalusian scholars were interested in summarising the most important

literary sources which influenced Arabic literature, in general, and Andalusian

literature in particular.

As has been seen from the survey of his works, Ibn Layu's works cover

numerous fields of human knowledge. It is not easy to study them all in one study;

therefore, this study will cover the following points: 1 .his summaries, 2. his poetry,

3. his rajaz.

His summaries

Ibn Layun was famous in the field of summaries, because, at that time, there

was no one in al-Andalus who excelled as much as he did in this sphere. Most

sources mention his great capabilities in this field. While talking about Ibn Layun,

al-Maqqarl mentions an interesting story, which, although strange, is evidence of this
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person's fame in this field. "It has been narrated that a witty man from Morocco

saw a very tall one so he said: Had Ibn Layun seen him, he would have shortened

him, referring by this to the habit of Ibn Layun in summarising books".130

^1 aTj jJ '.0^1jJs> i_$\j s,\jS' ^>J))

a (J,l ajLil caj

Ibn Layun's summaries fall into two categories. The first contains summaries

whose originals still exist and whose importance lies in comparing them with their

original in order to know what omissions, additions, remarks and corrections have

been added by Ibn Layun, and also to study his style, language and methodology in

summarising. The second category covers summaries whose originals have been

lost. This category is of great importance for many reasons, such as preserving

literary and poetic texts, which would not have been available to us had it not been

for his great efforts, especially as researches those texts which have come down to us

in his lengthy work Lamh al-Sihr min Ruwh al-Shi'r wa-Rawh al-Shihr (a literary

collection). This contains a huge collection of poetry, prose, rhetoric, and a detailed

discussion of the nature of poetry, its themes and criticism. It also gives us a clear

picture about cultural life in the fifth/eleventh century, the period during which the

original book was written. Unfortunately, this original work (Ruwh al-Shi 'r wa-

130 Al-Maqqan, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543. See also Efl: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
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Rawh al-Shshihr by Ibn al-Jallab al-Fihrt)131 no longer exists, but by editing it, Ibn

Layun preserved some record of a text which would otherwise have been lost.

Scholars and men of letters used to summarise the most important literary

and religious works for many reasons, such as:

1- Removing additions, which may weaken the text and affect its general form, and

getting rid of any mistakes or errors.132

2- For the purpose of presenting them to students. This is because during teaching,

scholars and teachers often summarise some important works, so that students can

gain benefit from them.

3- A book maybe very big, which may hinder its distribution. An example of this is

the work of al-Mawardl called Adab al-Dunya wa-al-Dm, a multi-volume

manuscript, which Ibn Layun summarised into a single volume 133 which became

well known and often copied. It was taught as a course book by many teachers at that

time and is still used nowadays, (it was recently taught in Tunisia for example as part

of the secondary school curriculum)

131 See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 544. See also al-Zirikll, al-A 'Lam, vol. 3, p.

83; Kahhala, Mu'jam, vol. 4, p. 210; al-Bustanl, Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257; Ibn

Makhluf, Shajarat, p. 214; Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, S.

2, p. 380.
132 Al-MannunI, Waraqat 'an al-Hadara al-Maghribiyya, p. 199. See also Salwat

al-Anfas, vol. 3, p. 273.
133 See Ibn Layun, al-Nukhba al- 'Ulya, p. 3.
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Ibn Layun is considered by many sources to be one of the most important

summarisers134 and his remaining works are a clear indication of this. In the

following pages we will concentrate on four of these works. We will discuss each

work in detail, and offer a comprehensive description of the copies that are left of the

work including their location. In addition, we will briefly mention the themes of the

books and the methodology followed by Ibn Layun.

1 -Al-Nukhba al-'Ulya. This received much attention from copyists. There are more

than twenty copies of it in different libraries, especially in Morocco and Tunisia. In

Morocco itself, there are more than twelve copies; five of which are in the Royal

Library in Rabat; with four in al-Khizana al- 'Amma (the General Library) in Rabat;

one copy in the Qarawiyyln Mosque Library, one further copy is in the al-

Subayhiyya library in Sale, Fez while some other copies are in private libraries. The

Zaytuna Library in Tunisia contains four copies of this manuscript.135 In Libya,

there is one copy only, which by chance I found in the Centre of Historical Studies

and Research while searching for one of Ibn Layun's manuscripts known as Bughyat

al-Mua'nis.

134 Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 187; al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 87; al-Maqqarl, Nafh,
vol. 5, p. 543. See also Efl: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja).
135 Ibid, p. 4.
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The most important copies of al-Nukhba al-'Ulya

Since there are many copies of this work, we will concentrate on the most

important four, which are:

1- The copy in the General Library in Rabat, No. 590D. It is in 78 medium-sized

pages. Each page has about 23 lines; and every line has about 15 words. This copy

is distinguished by its clear Moroccan handwriting. There are no holes worn in it.

Some titles are in different colours. Compared with others, this copy seems to be

complete except for some orthographically and prosodic mistakes which the copyist

made. When talking about Ibn Layun's works, Brockelmann mentioned this copy,

but he did not mention the other copies. The only remark concerning this copy is

that neither the copyist's name nor the date of copying are mentioned. As the

handwriting and the quality of paper indicate, it may have been copied between the

middle of the eleventh/eighteenth century and the beginning of the

twelfth/nineteenth century.

2- The Libyan copy. To the best of my knowledge, this copy has not been mentioned

before. I found it accidentally while looking for a copy of Ibn Layun's Bughyat al-

Mu'anis. There is no evidence on how it got to Libya, but, most probably, it was

owned by a Libyan scholar, and was then put into the Centre for Historical Studies.

Despite the fact that the handwriting is not clear, this copy is complete, as I found
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when I compared it with the copies that are in Morocco and in Tunisia. Therefore, it

was considered to be one of the copies to concentrate on. In addition, this copy has

only a few orthographical errors, indicating that it was copied by a scholar who was

a master of Arabic.

This copy is in 43 folios in small Moroccan handwriting. Each page has 27

lines. The average number of words in every line is about 16. It was copied on 23rd

Muharram, 1179/1765. As is stated at the end of the manuscript, the copyist was

Muhammad al-'Ammarl, and it is clear from the remarks in the margin that it is a

corrected copy.

3- Al-Subayhiya library copy: This copy consists of 78 folios. The handwriting is

Moroccan medium-sized. Each page consists of 23 lines and the average number of

words in each line is 12. As stated by its copyist, al-Hasan bin 'All, at the end of the

manuscript, this copy was made on 26 Dhu al-Hijja 1126/1714. It is a complete

copy except for a few words which are not clear.136

4- The Rabat Public Library copy No. 837J. This copy consists of 97 pages. The

handwriting is clear and some times written in coloured ink.

136 Due to its importance, I have decided to use this copy as a Subsidiary source.
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Having talked in detail about the most important copies of this work, we

should now discuss briefly its topic and contents. Its topic cannot be easily or

accurately defined, because there is so much diverse literary material. As its title

implies, the book discusses two major topics. The first topic is man's daily

relationship with his society including conflicts, contradictions and demands, while

the second one is religion. This work relies on a number of sources including Arab

poets and collections from the pre-Islamic period to the author's time. Studying this

book, it appears clear to us that most poems are written by Eastern poets, while there

are very few written by poets from al-Andalus.

Although the work concentrates on Eastern Arabic poetry, it contains

important poems written by more obscure poets who had no known collections, such

as Ibn Buqayla, Ibrahim b. Hassan, al-Azdl, al-Ablwardl, Mus'ab b. 'Abd Allah and

Ashja' al-Sulaml. In addition, what distinguishes this book is that it contains poems

that may not be found in other sources, either because they were not part of well-

known collections or because their original was lost. The book does not talk

about poetry only, but rather goes further to include other literary texts, such as prose

and an important collection of Arabic proverbs, most of which are still used at the

present time.
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Rajaz Poems.

As has been mentioned above, Ibn Layun composed a great number of rajaz

poems137 on different topics including/Ig/z, hadlth, medicine, agriculture, geometry,

prosody and fara'id, but, unfortunately, all of them were lost except two (poems),

namely the Ikslr fl Sina'at al-Taksir on geometry and its terminology and Ibda'al-

Malaha wa-inha' al-Rajaha fi Usui Sina'at al-Filaha on agriculture and gardening

and what is related to them.

1 Al-Ikslr

This urjuza is 196 lines long. There are five copies of it in Morocco. To the

best of my knowledge, 3 are in the General Library in Rabat and 2 in the Royal

Library. The following is a detailed description of these copies and their importance.

1-The first copy is part of a collection with the number 1178K. It starts from page

205 and ends on 220. It is a complete copy which is in good condition. It is written

in clear Moroccan handwriting. The titles of the chapters and sections are written in

colour, and the manuscript contains geometrical drawings and shapes, as explained

earlier. This copy does not show the copyist's name.

137 For more information about rajaz see Ibn Rashiq al-Qayrawani, al- 'Umdafi
Mahasin al-Shi'r wa-Adabih, ed. Muhammad Qarqazan, (Dar al-Ma'rifa, Beirut,

1988), vol. 1, PP- 339- 346; EI2-. Rajaz (W. Heinrichs, vol. 8, pp. 375-379).
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2- The second copy is part of a collection which has the number 1588D. It starts

from page 148 and ends on 156. It is complete, but due to the bad handwriting, it

cannot be read easily. The copyist is Ahmad Ibn Ahmad Ibn 'All al-AghsawI, and

unfortunately, due to the unclear handwriting, it is difficult to tell the date when it

was copied.

3- The third copy is also part of a collection with the number 1590D. This copy is

incomplete, because 16 lines are missing from the beginning of the poem. In

addition, it does not have the date it was copied nor the copyist's name. What is

missing from this poem can be added from the two other copies. It should be

mentioned here that immediately after the poem's text, comes an explanation by an

unknown author. This explanation contains geometrical drawings and diagrams. It

is important because it explains much of the terminology used. It is one of many

such explanations, which deal with Ibn Layun's poem.

4- The fourth copy is in the Royal Library in Rabat Morocco. It is part of a

collection with the number 752. It starts from page 230 and ends at 246. This copy

is distinguished by beautiful clear handwriting. Three colours of ink were used,

namely black, red and blue, in order to make it look attractive.
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5-The fifth copy is also in the Royal Library in Rabat, and is part of a collection with

the number 4949. It starts from page 78 and ends at 82. The copyist is al-Harith b.

al-Fadal; and its date of copying is 4 Rabl' II, 1201/1786. Although this copy is

complete, it is badly written. As regards the content, it is much the same as the

other copies. The other copies can be used in editing this one to present it in a more

acceptable form.

The significance of al-Iksir

This urjuza consists of an introduction, a body and a conclusion. In the

introduction, the poet talks about his motivation for choosing the topic, and for

writing the urjuza which is about geometry and its terminology.138 On account of

Ibn Laytin's interest in teaching, he composed many rajaz poems to present different

branches of human knowledge to his students. It is likely that teaching was the main

reason behind the large number of poems he composed.

In this urjuza, Ibn Layun was concerned to present important and valuable

information on geometry and related issues to the reader. Anyone who reads this

poem realises that Ibn Layun was anxious to present as much information as he

138 The urjuza provides the materia! to make the subject accessible to students. It
contains a definition of geometrical terminology and it discusses geometrical shapes
in detail.
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could on the theoretical and practical issues of geometry and its terminology. He

also presented a great number of geometrical figures as explanation aids.

What distinguishes this poem is that Ibn Layun was so concerned with

brevity as well as preserving all the necessary material, which is a general

phenomenon that can be noticed in all his works, whether poetry or prose. Contrary

to his contemporaries, Ibn Layun was always in favour of brevity.

Due to the great scientific importance of this poem, many scholars wrote

books, which explain and comment on it. Among these scholars is Abu al-'Abbas

b. Abi al-'Afiyah, known as Ibn al-Qadl (died in 1025/1616). He wrote a book

called Fath al-Khabir bi-husn al-Tadbir li-fakk Rumuz al-Iksir flSina'at al-Taksir in

which he studies Ibn Layun's poem, comments on it and explains its terminology.

There are three copies of this manuscript in Morocco; one in the Faculty Of

Arts Library in Rabat with the number 354; another in the General Library in Rabat

with the number 2186D; and the third in the Royal Library in Rabat with the number

2455.

Moreover, Abu 'Abd allah b. Abi al-'Afiya, known as Ibn al-Qadl, (died

1040/1630) also wrote a book explaining this poem called Sharh al-lkslr. This work
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was edited by Muhammad al-'Arabi al-Khattabl who relied on two manuscripts in

the Royal Library in Rabat which have the numbers 53 and 5296; and his work was

published in a magazine called Da 'wat al-Haqq,139 The last writer to be mentioned

is Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Susi (died in 1351/1932), who wrote a work

explaining Ibn Layun's poem. This work is still kept in the General Library in Rabat

with the number 223ID. It starts from page 95 and ends on 135. There is also

another copy in the Royal Library in Rabat with the number 2860, and a third one in

al-Qarawiyym in Fez with the number 1351.140 It can be noted that some of the

terminology in this poem is difficult, which may be the main reason behind some of

the commentaries on it.

Sources of al-lksir

In composing this urjuza, Ibn Layun relied on sources on geometry which

were then available in al-Andalus. He mentioned some of these works in the

introduction of the poem, such as works by Thabit b. Qurrah (died in 288/901),141

who excelled in mathematics and astronomy. Ibn Layun relied mostly on Thabit's

139 Rabat, 1406/1986, August, 258, p. 77.
I4() Fihris Khizanat al-Qarawiyym, Fez.
144See Ms,, no. 1590D. For more information about Thabit b. Qurrah see Ibn

Khallikan, vol. 1, p. 313.
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work al-Filaha. Ibn Layun himself states that he also relied on works by

Muhammad b. Faraj, known as al-Rushshash.142

2-Ibda'al-Malaha wa-Inha'al-Rajaha

This poem consists of 1365 lines. It was composed in the rajaz metre, a

metre suitable for this kind of poetry, since it offers the poet great freedom. The

oldest copy of this poem dates back to the poet's time (i.e. one year before he died

749/1348). The Spanish researcher Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez edited and translated

this poem into Spanish relying on one copy only which is kept in the University of

Granada Library.143 This copy is complete, and falls into 50 folios. According to

Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez, this copy includes 352 commentaries and explanations by

another scholar.144

In fact there is disagreement between the Spanish researcher Joaquina

Eguaras Ibanez who claims that the copy is complete and other scholars such as

142 See Ms, no. p. 205. For more information about the li fe of Muhammad b. Faraj
al-Rushshash see Bughyat al-W'at, vol. l,p. 586.
143 See Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez, Ibn Luyun Tratado De Agricultura, pp. 19-21.
See also Amln al-TTbl, Dirasat, p. 187.
144 Ibid.
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Dozy, Simonet and Derenbourg who argue that it is incomplete.145 However,

having read the poem's edited text and the manuscripts kept in the Moroccan

libraries, which will be mentioned later, 1 can say that Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez's

argument that the poem is complete is valid. The poem is in 1365 lines; we know

this because Ibn Layun himself mentions this information in the eighth line saying: "

I composed it according to the rajaz meter, a thousand and a third ".146 This is Ibn

Layun's habit in most of his works. For instance, he does this in his book Bughyat

al-Lmu 'anis, al-Nukhba and his rajaz poem al-Iksir on geometry.

It seems that Dozy, Simonet and Derenbourg have not read the poem in detail,

because the description they offer has some mistakes and errors. Consequently, their

arguments are inaccurate and need to be reconsidered. In addition to the copy

which the Spanish researcher relied on, there are also three copies kept in Morocco

as follows: 1. A copy in the Royal Library in Rabat with the number 11872. It is

copied with an Andalusian handwriting. It has no date of copying nor the name of

the copyist. However, it is full of typographical errors and in addition, it is

145 H. Derenbourg, Notes critiques sur les Manuscrits arabes de la Bibltotheque
Nationale de Madrid, (Zaragoza 1904), pp. 601-602; Dozy, Supplement aux

dictionnaires arabes, pp. XXIII; Francisco Javier Simonet, Glosario de voces

ibericas y latinas entre los mozarabes, (Madrid 1899), pp. XXI-CLIII. See also
Antonio Almagro Cardenas, Catalogo de los manuscritos arabes que se conservan,

en la Universidad de Granada, (Granada 1899), p. 9.
146 Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez, Ibn Luyiin Tratado De Agricultura, p. 33.
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incomplete, because many lines are missing. 2. There is a copy in the Faculty of

Arts in Rabat with the number 264. It was copied in 1177/1763. It falls in to 83

pages. It is copied with a beautiful Moroccan handwriting; and some of its titles are

in coloured ink. Like the copy mentioned above, it has no copyist's name, and has

some holes due to its old age. 3. Another copy, also in the same library with the

number 406, does not have the copyist's name nor the date it was copied. It is

copied with a medium-sized Andalusian handwriting.

It should be mentioned here that these copies have not been mentioned by

Brockelmann,147 F. De La Granja,148 Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez,149 al-Bustanl,150

Kahhala151 or al-Zirikll152 when mentioning Ibn Layun's works. Although Ibn

Layun has written a good number of rajaz poems and scientific collections in

various areas, such as medicine, agriculture, hadlth, geometry, prosody and farai 'd,

his urjuza entitled Ibda al-Malahci was more famous during the fourteenth century

than the others. This poem has drawn the attention of many historians and

researchers, both in the past and in recent times.

147 See Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur, S. 2, p. 380.
14-8 £j2- jfon Luyuyi (F. De La Granja).
149 Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez, Ibn Luyun Tratado De Agricultura, pp. 18-9.
150 See Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257.
151 See Mu'jam al-Mn 'allifln, vol. 4, p. 210.
152 See al-A 'lam, vol. 3, p. 83
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It seems that shortly after it was composed, it became a significant reference

work in agriculture and gardening within the Iberian Peninsula and abroad. Many

historical references state that this poem was a main reference for farmers and

gardeners; and up to the present time, many methods mentioned in the poem are still

used in agriculture in both Spain and Portugal.

In this century, the urjuza drew the attention of many Spanish scientists, who

studied and translated part of it into Spanish.153 They were particularly interested in

the part relating to garden design and its geometry. The seventh part of the poem is

considered to be the most interesting and useful one. Due to the importance of this

part, some orientalists have taken it to be their main source in studying the natural

environment of agriculture and garden design in al-Andalus. It should be mentioned

here that the first researchers to study this poem was Lerehemdi and Simonet who

translated some of the sections parts related to gardening.154

Moreover, the researchers Garcia Gomez155 and Levi-ProvenQal156 also

benefited from this poem in most of their research. In my opinion, this poem is

153 Crestomatia Arabigo Espanola. Granada: 1881.
154 See ibid.
1d5 Emilio Garcia G6mez, Primavera de flores arabis en reviste, Madrid 1941, pp.

91-100; Posiblefuetes arabes de la Agricultura General, al-Andalus, vi, 1941, pp.

135-55; idem, Sobre Agricultural arabigo Andaluza, al-Andalus,vi, 1945, pp. 127-
46.
'36 See El Generalife despues del Inci ndio, Cuadernos de la Alhambra, 1965, pp. 9-
39.
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interesting because it deals with an important topic in an unusual and novel way. Ibn

Layun shows clarity of thought and understanding, and his deep knowledge of

agriculture. In addition, he took special care with agriculture terminology of

agriculture some of which is still used nowadays in Spain and Morocco. In writing

his poem, he relied on existing written sources on agriculture and gardening. He also

relied on oral sources including professional people. This is quite a long urjiiza, but

Ibn Layun is concise in his style. The poem well structured and scientifically

accurate.

Commentary on the Spanish Work

The Spanish researcher Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez, relying on one copy in the

Granada Library, edited, translated the urjiiza into Spanish and published it in

Granada in 1975. There are several problems with this work.

In editing this poem, the researcher relied on one copy that was in the

Granada Library, which dates back to the time before Ibn Layun died. She could

have looked for other copies in order to find the complete text, and present it in a

more complete form. Although her editing has some mistakes, some of these

mistakes are due to the wrong reading of the text, while others are due to the bad

condition of the manuscript. However, through this work, she has been successful

in presenting a shining picture of one of Ibn Layun's varied activities, and showing

the Andalusians' contribution to agriculture, irrigation and ways of caring for trees.
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Contents and scientific value of the urjiiza

The poem contains valuable information on agriculture. It focused on a

number of essential issues related to agriculture and gardening, such as types of land,

ways of irrigation, (both good and bad), types of water and its effect on plants, types

of fertilisers and ways of using them, ploughing seasons, inoculation, diseases which

affect trees and fruit and the ways of treating them. He has also included a detailed

discussion of different types of land and ways of cultivating them.

The urjuza paid special attention to the technical methods concerning the

planning of gardens. Ibn Layun has provided a detailed discussion about plant

geometry, garden, and park design. He has also concentrated on the design of

gardens in the desert. The poem contains terminology related to agriculture,

including names of some machines used in agriculture. In this respect, it should be

mentioned that, as many orientalists state, Arabic is rich in agricultural

terminology.1"17 The author dedicated a special section to good ways of storing and

drying fruit, and talked about the ways of making vinegar, wine and jam. He also

presented methods and experiments that are important in fighting agricultural

diseases.

The poem's sources

Ibn Layun has relied on two types of sources, written sources and oral ones.

As for the first type, Ibn Layun has relied to a great extent on sources that have been

written in the field of agriculture and its sciences, such as Ibn Bassal's book al-

157 See EI2: Filaha (Irfan Habib).
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Filaha,^ al-Targhnari's159 books Zahrat al-Bustan and Nuzhat al-Adhhan and Abu

Hanlfa al-DInawari's book al-Nabat.160

In addition to the written sources, Ibn Layun took a great part of his

information directly from professionals and experts in the field of agriculture and

gardening. "It also contains certain valuable information which the author recorded

in the words of local practitioners {mimma shafahahu bih ahl al-tajriba wa-al-

imtihan)"Moreover, unlike many writers who came before him, he relied much

on experiments, and this makes his urjuza a valuable reference on agriculture and

issues related to it.162

This type of poetry appeared on a wide scale in ancient Arabic poetry

because it was easy, to the extent that it was known as Himar al-Shi'r' poetry's

donkey ',163 It was widely used in both the pre-Islamic period and the Islamic

one.164 Some of the most prominent poets who composed this type of poetry are; al-

'Ajajj 165 (died in 97/715) and Abu al-Najm al-'Ijli (died in .130/747).

1=8 See eA: Filaha (Irfan Habib); Amln al-TTbl, Dirasat, p. 186.
159 See ibid. The name al-Targhnar from the name of village now known as Tignar,
(a few kilometres north of Granada).
160 Amln al-TTbl, Dirasat, p. 186.
161 See the urjuza Ms Rabat, the Faculty of Arts Library, folio. 2. See also eA:
Filaha (Irfan Habib); E. Garcia GOmez, "Sobre Agricaltura Arabigoandaluza", Al-
Andalus, x, (1945), p. 127.
162 See Ms, folio. 1-2
163 See Abu al-Najm al-'Ajli, p. 54. See also EA: Filaha (Irfan Habib).
164 'Atlq, al-Adab al- 'Arabjflal-Andalus, pp. 329-38.
165 See al-Saltl, 'Abd al-Haflz, al- 'Ajjaj Hayatuhu wa-rajazuhu, (Maktabat Atlas,
Damascus, n.d).
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At the beginning, rajaz used to cover all poetry subjects, such as praise, love

and elegy, but then changed during the Abbasid period to focus on pedagogical

issues only. There are many examples on this, such as Ibn Malik's (died in

672/1673) Alfiyyah on grammar,166 Ibrahim b. al-Hajj al-Numayrl who wrote rajaz

in deferent subjects,167 Ibn al-Khatlb's urjuza known as al-Ma 'luma in medicine168

and his other poem known as al-Urjuza al-Mu'tamada fl al-Aghdhiya al-

Mufrada.169

In history, the Andalusian poet Yahya b. Hakam al-Ghazal (died in

250/864)170 was well known,171 and so was Ibn al-Ahmar,172 who composed an

urjuza entitled Raqm al-Hulal fiNazm al-Duwal}77 Among these, Ibn Layun is the

most prominent figure, because his rajaz was distinguished for its strong structure,

language and good ideas. Due to its importance, this type of poetry should be the

subject of a separate study, in order to discuss its characteristics and more prominent

poets more fully.

166 See Efi: Ibn Malik (H. Fleisch). See also Hajji Khalifa, Kashfal-Zunun, pp.
151-155.
167 See Ibn al-Khatlb, Ihita, vol. 1, p. 347. Some of his rajaz are in Nafh al- Tib
of al-Maqqari. See Nafh, vol. 6, p. 474.
168 See Efi: Ibn al-Khatlb (J. Bosch-Vila); al-Harrama, Bina' al-QasIda, vol. 2, p.
118.
166 Al-Harrama, Bina' al-QasIda, vol. 2, p. 118.
170 See his full biography in: al-Humaydl, Jadhwat al-Muqtabas, pp. 351-353; al-
Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 1, p. 449; Ibn Dahya, al-Mutrib, p. 133; Ibn Sa'Id, al-Mughrib
flHida al-Maghrib, vol. 2, pp. 324,571.
171 Al-Rafi'i, Tarlkh Adab al-'Arab, vol. 3, p. 272.
172 See al-Harrama, Bina' al-QasIda, vol. 2, p. 118.
173 Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, the Ms with the number. 112.
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Chapter six

Ibn Layun's Literary Anthology Bughyat al-Mu'anis



This chapter will discuss the importance of Bughyat al-Mit 'anis, its various titles as

they appear in different sources, and its relation to Bahjat al-Majalis. This chapter

will also deal with the differences between the Bughyat al-Mu 'anis and Bahjat al-

Majalis. Ibn Layun based his work on Bahja, but used other sources as well, such as

the lUyun al-Akhbar and Ahasin al-Mahasin in compiling the Bughya: the evidence

for these sources, as well as their identity will be discussed. Evidence detailing Ibn

Layun's distinctive accuracy and meticulousness will also be given, along with

showing how these important features gave rise to the widespread use of the work for

teaching. The importance of the introduction of Bughya will also be mentioned. This

thesis includes the first modern edition of the Bughya, and so the final section of this

chapter justifies the production of this edition in terms of the importance of Ibn

Layun's masterpiece.

Introduction

The most important of Ibn Layun's works is the Bughyat al-Mu 'anis. This

literary anthology was based on an earlier work, the Bahjat al-Majalis by Ibn 'Abd al-

Barr, but it differs from this earlier work in a number of significant ways. It is

systematically organised by topic and form, its language is clear and concise, and

each chapter begins with an introduction. The Bahja was intended for the enjoyment

and entertainment of the general reader. Ibn Layun, by contrast, clearly intended his

Bughya to be used as a text book which would give students an overview of Arabic
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literature. This use was symptomatic of the increasing role of literary anthologies as

teaching texts, a role which intensifies from the time of Ibn 'Abd al-Barr. We can see

this tendency in other works, such as the work of al-Suyutl (d. 911/ AH). Ibn Layun

was far more scrupulous than those before him, and many who followed, in the

content of what he wrote and the care he took in presenting it.

There is no doubt that Ibn Layun has benefited a lot from the progress which

Arabic anthologies had achieved by the 8th/ 14th century. The tendency towards

systematization, particularly in tabwlb, has become more wide-spread. The more

scholastic and pedagogical nature of Ibn Layun's work can thus be seen as both the

product of his own scholarship and the general intellectual atmosphere of his age.

A better understanding of the Bughya of Ibn Layun will undoubtedly

contribute to a better understanding of some of the literary activity of the 8th / 14th

century, this epoch, and it will also shed light on one of the lesser known, but

nonetheless important authors of the time. It was the exceptional quality of this work

which caused it to be used as teaching material and meant that it was widely

disseminated throughout Al-Andalus, Morocco, Tunisia and Libya. Ibn Layun's use

of language and his manner of arranging the materials sets the Bughya apart from

other similar anthologies and make it a unique contribution to the literature of this

period, (this will be discussed in greater detail later in the present chapter).
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The edition of the Bughya presented in this thesis will make the great value of

the work available to modern scholars. Because the Bughya contains poetry that does

not appear elsewhere, it will be of considerable service to those concerned with

Andalusian studies in particular, and with Arabic studies in general. Many

researchers and scholars would find Bughya an important and reliable source.

Collectors and editors of poetry would also benefit from it. They would see in it one

of the first examples of a text which does not have much repetition and does not use

the elaborate style usually seen in similar collection. Not only does the editing of the

Bughya makes available the material within it, but also offers access to an important

medium of instruction. Above all the Bughya demonstrates how, by his careful sifting

of sources, Ibn Layun created a text which has held an enduring place in literary

education in the western Arab world.

The importance of the Bahja

Ibn Layun based his literary anthology, the Bughya, on an earlier work, Bahjat

al-Majalis wa-uns al-Majalis. The Bahja is a medium-length anthology, bringing

together poetry and prose including Quranic verses and hadith. It has been published

in three volumes1.

Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Bahjat al-Majalis, ed. M. M. al-Khuli, Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya,
Beirut, 1982.
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2
The work was compiled by Ibn 'Abd-al-Barr in the 11th century, but there is no

mention of the exact time when the work was written or finished, or even how many

years it took to gather together this large work. According to sources including Ibn

3
Hazm, Ibn 'Abd al-Barr wrote most of his works in the town of Daniya. However, at

the end of Bahja, Ibn 'Abd al-Barr states that the work was written away from some

of his sources, and he apologises for any errors or mistakes.

It would appear that Bahja was not written in Daniya. There is no direct

evidence about where Bahja was written; there is not even a dedication in the work

which would cast light on the problem. Ibn 'Abd al-Barr visited and stayed in other

places like Cordoba, Badajoz, Valencia and it is likely that Bahja was written in one

of these.

Ibn 'Abd al-Barr was afaqlh and it is therefore unsurprising that most of his

works other than the Bahja were concerned with legal matters (for example al-Tamhid

and al-Kafiflal-Fiqh 'Ala Madhhab Malik). He may even have written the Bahja to

2
Ibn 'Abd al-Barr was born in Cordoba in 368 ah, but spent most of his life in

Daniya, where he created most of his works. Ibn LayQn wrote at considerable length
about Ibn 'Abd al-Barr in his introduction to Bughya. This biography was based on

sources, some of which no longer exist, and it is the most complete and detailed

biography, which we have. For more details se the edited text.

3
Al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 2, p. 767.
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show that he was capable of extending his literary interests (Ibn Layun, by contrast,

wrote extensively about literature and language).

As can be seen from the full name of the Bahja (Bahjat al-Majalis wa-ims al-

Majalis), Ibn 'Abd al-Barr's anthology was compiled for the general public to both

discuss and enjoy.

The Bahja was an important collection of its day. In fact, Ibn Layun's choice

of Bahja stems from his appreciation for the scholarly effort of his predecessor, Ibn

'Abd al-Bar. He must have felt that Bahja was a valuable source of information for

students and the general public, which included a considerable amount of knowledge

about essential works of literature, and which had potential academic value. It is clear

that Bahja is different from other similar anthologies such as ' Uyun al-Akhbar and al-

'Iqd al-Farld. In Bahja, chapters are short, usually spanning two to four pages, while

in these other works, chapters are longer, upto thirty or more pages. This may have

made it easier for Ibn Layun to isolate the works he wished to adopt for particular

themes.

Ibn 'Abd al-Barr wrote the Bahja for his own and others' enjoyment, never

intending the work to be an academic study, or that it would form part of a teaching

curriculum. The material is not systematically presented nor is it free from errors.

Chapters are neither linked to each other nor introduced or concluded carefully.
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When quoting hadith, Ibn 'Abd al-Barr does not specify whether they are weak or

strong (Da 'if or Sahih) nor does he even always distinguish between true and false

hadith. Moreover, when quoting poetry, Ibn 'Abd-al-Barr sometimes falsely

attributed the authors of those poems he cited and the poems themselves were often

only partially reproduced. Sometimes bits of a poem are scattered throughout other

pieces of writing. Instances of this are mentioned below. For these reasons, Ibn

Layun had to make improvements to the work he had chosen as the basis for his own,

scholastic anthology.

We have no direct evidence bearing on the popularity of the Bahja. However,

we can infer from the number of manuscripts which survive in Morocco, Tunis and

Egypt that it had wide circulation. Given its intended role as a source of

entertainment, it must have succeeded to gain this kind of circulation. It may also

have had particular popularity in Andalusia because of its local origin. In fact, the

local origin of the work may have been a major reason for Ibn-Layun choosing the

Bahja as a basis for his Bughya. He shows a clear preference for the works of

Andalusian authors. Other reasons may have contributed to his choice as well. It may

have been that his students were already familiar with the Bahja as a popular work.

Alternatively, he himself may have seen particular merit in it, and so chose to offer it

in a systematised, annotated and updated form to his students.



The importance of Bughyat al-Mu'anis

There is little doubt that the Bughya al-Mu'anis the most important of Ibn

Layun's works, displaying his talent to the utmost, and it also qualifies as one of the

most valuable works of the 8th/14th. This is testified by the remarks, of his

contemporaries, of his students, and writers of subsequent generations. The fact that

it was so widely disseminated and used for didactic purposes is sufficient evidence for

4
the high esteem it enjoyed. Bughya al-Mu 'anis is of inestimable value by virtue of

the fact that it contains prose and poetry which has not survived elsewhere and this

includes works by both known and unknown poets. Of the former, the following

examples should be mentioned: Mahmud al-Warraq with 23 lines, Mansur al-Faqth

with 17 lines, Abu al-'Atahiya with 3 lines, al-Buhturi with 3 lines and Abu

Tammam with 2 lines. (See tables in appendix d) Ibn Layun's contribution is of great

value to scholars wishing to edit collections of poems by authors whose works are

already known, including Mansur al-Faqlh and Mahmud al-Warraq. The work also

provides a good basis for compiling collections of works by obscure poets where

there are as yet no surviving collections. Examples of such poets are: 'Ammar al-

Kalbl with 15 lines. Nasr b. Ahmad with 9 lines, Ibn Waki' and Husayn b. 'Abd al-

Rahman with 6 lines. The Bughya contains also some poetry by well-known authors

such as Mahmud al-Warraq, Ibn al-Ruml, Mansur al-Faqih, Abu Tammam which

appears in very few sources but the Bahja is not one of them. Table 6 indicates the

4 Ibn al-Qadl, p. 122.
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total number of verses by different poets, both known and unknown, which appear in

5
the Bughya. \

Biographies of Ibn Layun and the testimony of his students attach great

importance to his intellectual life, his library, and his passion for comparing and

correcting earlier works, and it must be supposed that these attributions were not

arbitrary or without adequate foundation. These sources paint a picture of a man who

would indeed carefully consider the drwans and other sources available to him.

During the 8th/ 14lh century, a number of writers, including Ibn Khatima al-

Ansari, relied on Ibn Layun as an authority. Other, later authors such as and al-

Maqqarl (11 th/l7th) did so as well. The evidence for this is found in Maziyyat al-

Mariyya and Azhar al-Riyad (which are very important sources). Al-Maqqari wrote:

4 ;2Jyy AJIIS' 3 ^j| <dl5 L> ylsS' 3

:Jl—t oj a js* OjJ jLuP y\ Lsx-Jj UJJLjf) :Jli 4jl ^ ij£-

JdLj ^ d&l ^ <col .JLP LI

Ibn Khatima al-Ansari wrote:

^_.ql ■>_ p' L ^lv..i1 LyxpwAi aJ UALul La jy]\ .jlp 1 j*-*-* LkO) *L»L>- cJbi

7(4^P j ^ ouip

5
See appendix D.

6
Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292.

7
Ibn al-Qadi, Durrat, vol. 1, p. 124.
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Differences between the Bughya and the Bahja

Ibn Layun felt that the Bahja was defective because of numerous omissions

and oversights. This prompted him to make a selection (intiqaj of the original work

to make it more systematic, refined and accurate. His contribution therefore, lies in

the refinement and systematisation of Ibn 'Abd al-Barr's Bahja.

Differences in style

In contrast to Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, who compiled his work for entertainment, Ibn

Layun clearly intended his Bughya to be used as a text book which would give

students an overview of literature. Although he was not the first scholar to arrange

the materials he collected for teaching purposes, Ibn Layun was far more scrupulous

than those before him in the content of what he wrote and the care he took in

presenting it. Another clear difference between Ibn 'Abd al-Barr and Ibn Layun is

that the latter went directly to a topic and examined it comprehensively before moving

on to the next topic. This careful arrangement of material means that, at times, Ibn

Layun re-arranged Ibn 'Abd al-Barr's writings by collecting related ideas that the

earlier author had scattered throughout his Bahja. Moreover, Ibn Layun continued the

tendency, begun after the time of Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, of presenting his ideas under a set

of increasingly standardised chapter headings. Such care in the structuring of

information is consistent with its use as a textbook (and helps to explain both why it is
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still being using in this way at the Zaytuna Mosque, in Tunis and why as many as

8
twenty five copies of the Bughya have survived over the centuries).

There was an increasing tendency to use literary anthologies as teaching texts

that intensified from the time of Ibn 'Abd al-Barr. Because Ibn 'Abd al-Barr

apparently had no overall aim or plan in writing his Bahja beyond entertainment (as

he himself states in introducing the book), he tended to follow the general practice of

the time by jumbling up his topics in an unsystematic manner, which can prove

confusing for the reader. He was also careless in his attribution of quotations and did

not always present them in a well-structured manner. Ibn Laytin, however, was

invariably accurate and systematic in his use of quotations. Such scholarly care

recalls the words of Ibn Khaldun:

al J-LP <ce« .5j./? all 1 g .ai jl y- C->Lol <_$ -j 4J ^y> ^ iJtA ))

jj—j l-Jjx)\ 1 JL-I JIp jjidlj ^j;:U ^j^ oI—JJl

((4 a .,1? It y 4^111 4j - aL~p L» > jy

Further evidence of differing aims of Ibn 'Abd-al-Barr's Bahjat al- Majalis

can be found in his habit of using very similarly titled chapters, into which he would

sometimes put inappropriate material. This again reflects his relative lack of interest

in effectively collating and organising his material effectively. Examples of this are

given later in the chapter, but it is again consistent with an author whose aim was less

systematic scholarship than producing something for more general enjoyment.

g
For more information see chapter seven, pp. 253-4.
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Ibn Layun was meticulous about authenticity. He is certain about the veracity

of the hadlth he quotes, for example, and will sometimes supplement material taken

from the Bahja with various sources. Conversely, he ignores parts of the Bahja that he

suspects are unsuitable or incorrect. This again shows how Ibn Layun's aim differed

from that of Ibn 'Abd-al-Barr's, and how he was writing primarily to facilitate his

students' learning and to rectify mistakes made by previous authors. This is clearly

seen, for example, in the discussion of the Lamh al-Sihr, al-Inala, al-Nukhba and

Bughya.

Although the Bughya is concerned with literature in general, Ibn Layun is

mainly concerned with poetry (with some of his chapters containing nothing but this).

But whereas Ibn 'Abd al-Barr scattered the poetry he quotes throughout his Bahja,

Ibn Layun arranged the poetry in Bughya into his own system, in keeping with his

desire to organise the knowledge he had collected. Ibn Layun also includes more

Andalusian texts than Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, even though the Bughya is shorter than

Bahja.

Ibn Layun's meticulousness is shown, not just in the way he arranged the

poetry he collected, but also the way he arranged most of the chapters of the Bughya

which follow a clear structure whereby the relevant facets of the Qur'an, then the

hadlth, then literature are respectively considered. Furthermore, in contrast to Ibn

'Abd al-Barr's carefree approach to acknowledging his sources - he doesn't mention

any - Ibn Layun names his in detail in his introduction. Still more evidence of the

relative laxity of Ibn 'Abd al-Barr's scholarship is suggested by the fact that he

nowhere mentions the sources to his Bahja.
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In writing the work Ibn Layun seems to have tried hard to show his ability in

abbreviating and shortening long works by other authors, an ability which he reveals

in a number of works to such a degree that some scholars tended to prefer his

shortened versions to the original longer ones. This preference may be attributed to

the following:

1. His rearrangement and re-coordination of the materials in the abridged work.

2. The avoidance of repetition.

3. The emphasis is on poetical texts in particular as the basic material of the work.

These also he re-arranged carefully in a new and more appropriate order.

4. The omission of obsolete or obscure words, badly constructed phrases or

complicated sentences, replacing them with more intelligible and simpler ones.

5. The correction of any errors regarding the authorship of the quoted texts, whether

poetry or prose.

6. The comments which he made on the texts quoted and the events or situations with

which they are concerned.

The Bughya is written in a style notable for its simplicity, its lack of

repetition, and its avoidance of obscure and obsolete words. Ibn al-Khatib stated that

Ibn Layun's style is notable for its simplicity and avoidance of repetition: (One of

his students commented that Ibn Layun was unsurpassed in the quality of

9
Ibn al-Qadi, Durrat, vol. 1, p. 121. See also al-Maqqan, Nafh, vol. 4, p. 543.
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summarising texts, saying: "[Ibn Layun] summarises [a work], and people consider

Many lines in the Bahja appear upto four times even within the same chapter.

In contrast, Ibn Layun takes care not to include redundant material. Moreover, the

chapter called FT al-Nisa' appears twice in the original as does the chapter al-Ziyara

wa- al- 'Iyada while FT al-Sultan appears as a chapter heading once, and also as the

title of non-chapter section elsewhere. In each of these cases, Ibn Layun consolidates

the material into a single chapter. Due to this simplicity, the Bughya is a work of

value both to the academic student and to the general reader, covering as it does a

wide range of subjects dealt with by Arabic poets from the pre-Islamic period up to

the time of its writing, that is to say, a period of six centuries.

New Material in the Bughya

It is important to note that Ibn Layun contributed a lot of new material when

writing the Bughya. While some new material occurs in most chapters, the bulk of it

was arranged into two chapters that did not appear in the Bahja, and again suggests

that Ibn Layun wanted to compile a resource that could serve as a complete, as well as

comprehensible text for students. The new chapters are: fldhamm al-Khilaf,f!al-

l() Ibn al-Khatib, al-Katlba, p. 87. See also al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. \%l\Awsaf, p.

127; al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543; Efi: Ibn Luyun (F. De La Granja); al-Bustanl,

Da'irat, vol. 2, p. 257.

that he has created the inimitable".^
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Mushatama and Abyat yutamaththal biha. The latter alone constitutes around one

third of the complete manuscript, occupying 51 pages out of a total of 149 pages.

What makes this chapter particularly important is the fact that it consists entirely of

poetry and forms 39 % of the total poetic content of the work. The corrections made

by Ibn Layun are of considerable value to academics and scholars, and especially to

anyone wishing to re- edit Bahja. He renames Ibn 'Abd Barr's FT thalatha to FT al-

Hikam al-Ma'duda and adds to it maxims on the numbers four and five. Furthermore,

he also added poetry and prose to the chapters he relied on from the original sources,

redistributing and re-arranging information as he considered appropriate, thus forming

a text which can be seen as new and viable in its own right.11 If we compare the

Bahja chapters al-Zann and chapter al-Jidal with Ibn Layun's work on the same

passage, it is evident that he has re-arranged the text. Several chapters of the Bahja

contain material which is misplaced. Ibn Layun re-arranges this material so that it

appears in an appropriate chapter. In many cases, Ibn Layun creates new chapters for

material. An example is the material concerning al-Mira' wa-al-Khusiima in the

Bahja, which Ibn Layun puts into a chapter headed al-Jidal in his work. The extent

1 0
of his own contribution will be illustrated in the numerical tables to be shown later.

11
See the edited text.

1
See Appendix D.



The most important and largest chapter of Ibn Layun's work, is the one

entitled 'On Commonly Quoted Verses' It maY be described as

his most valuable contribution. As can be seen from the title of this chapter, it

concentrates mainly on poetic wisdom and proverbs. Ibn Layun, therefore, mainly

quotes the well-known who used wisdom and proverbs. Examples are: Zuhayr b. Abl

Sulma, Tarafa b. al-'Abd, Salih b. 'Abd al-Qaddus and Abu al-'Atahiya. Less-

known poets, such as Ibn Haram, 'Urwa b. Watll, 'Umar b. Abl 'Uyayna, al-Lajlaj

al-Haritt, Sa'Id b. hamld and al-Sayyid al-Himyari, Sahl al-Warraq, are also

included. Ibn Layun made room for Andalusia poets as well, including: Yahya al-

Ghazal, Bakr al-Tahirti and Ibn 'Abd Rabbih. The chapter comprises 51 pages, and

13
contains a large number of poems.

In fact, the poetry contained in this chapter alone provide sufficient material

for an independent study and constitutes almost a quarter of the entire work. It

covers all the ages of Arabic literature from the pre-Islamic period to the time of Ibn

Layun. It is probable, from the length and scope of this chapter, that Ibn Layun may

have originally intended it to be a separate work. The chapter may have been added

to Bughya by Ibn Layun himself to give an overview of Arabic literature; the other

possibility is that a student or students added it. In either case, the chapter gives a

clear indication of Ibn Layun's style and cultural milieu.

13
See table 6.
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The chapter also gives a clear picture of Ibn Layun's literary taste and

tendencies. He has concentrated on such poets as Zuhayr b. Abl Sulma, Abu al-

'Atahiyah, 'All b. al-Jahm, and Ibn 'Abd al-Qaddus. His quotations from them are

14
verses which can be described as proverbs and words of wisdom.

Comparing this chapter to other works such as Bahja, 'Uyun al-Akhbar,

Ahsan ma Sami't, Muhadrat al-Udaba' and al- 'Iqd al-Farld, we find no chapter of

the same length or comprehensiveness and none which cover the whole period from

before the coming of Islam to the time of the other. For example, al-Tha'alibi's <3/-

Thamthil wa-l-muhadara contains a chapter on this topic. It covers, however, less

material than Ibn Layun's, is not ordered systematically and is more repetitious.

Again, in comparison with similar works, this chapters contains many important

Andalusian texts. Whereas other works concentrate on texts from the East including

those collated by Andalusian authors.

In Contrast to the epilogues of many books, the epilogue of Ibn Layun's work

contains some useful and important information about the number of verses and

sayings of the Prophet quoted in it. This was of great help in the process of editing

14
See the edited text, pp. 693-739.
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Bughya. As the reader will see, this information enabled us to place in the footnotes

the verses which it is believed were added to the work by others such as copyists and

transcribers. In addition, the epilogue of the book mentions the date 737/1336 in

which Ibn Layun finished the work.15 It is anticipated that the verification and

editing of this work will enable scholars to re-examine some of the poetic pieces

which have already been published, and to add to them the new ones found in the

Bughya alone.

It is clear that Ibn Layun has succeeded in achieving his aim in writing the

book; he has managed to avoid any repetition of texts, presented the different themes

that he treated in a concise and well-organized form, and followed the same method

throughout the whole work. In reading the book we feel that Ibn Layun never lost

his interest in the work, in spite of its huge size.

It may be considered that Ibn Layun's work will be indispensable to any

scholar or student concerned with classical Arabic literature. This might be due to

the multitude and variety of their sources, though the main reason appears to be that

they were not accustomed to the modern scientific method which demands clear and

full references to sources. The Bughya contains many verses by Mahmud al-

Warraq, Mansur al-Faqlh, Abu al-'Atahiya, Yahya al-Ghazal, Ibn 'Abd Rabbih, Abu

15
This date is found only in the manuscript no. 6946, The Royal Library: "It was

finished in the middle of Sha'ban, the year 737/1336." See folio. 87 b.
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Bakr al-'Arzaml, al-Nashf al-Akbar, Sahl al-Warraq Kushajim, al-Hasan of Basrah,

al-Babagha' and Sa'Id b. Humayd not found in their dhvans or collected poems.
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Corrections made by Ibn Layun

Amongst the problems facing modern scholars of early Arabic texts is the

tendency writers then had of using unattributed, or falsely attributed, quotes

throughout their works. This can be seen, for example in 'Uyun al-Akhbar, al- 'Iqd al-

Farid as well as the Bahja. Ibn Layun was diligent in his attributions of quotes and,

on several occasion, he found authors for previously unattributed poems. Note that

we are not here concerned with the accuracy of Ibn Layun's attribution, but rather the

fact that he supplied them where many others did not. Some examples are as follows:

in the Bahja

(526/2:^1^1 0*4) :J15j

IjLp yJ 2jy£ ^j5 ji-b oJ-L- dJolj

is unattributed; Ibn Layun correctly attributes this to Jarir. Clearly, he had access to

16materials other than the Bahja from which the correct attribution could be obtained .

The attribution is made thus:

'■y-Aj

Ijlp CU5'yj <0^4 y$ jlA) jl dJ-ilj

Another example is the following

(656/2:^1^1 ;b*4) :^T JlSj
d &\ Ay v aju jr

which is unattributed in the Bahja, but Ibn Layun attributes this to Tarafa b. al-

'Abd.17

16 See the edited text. vol. 2, p. 527.
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Another example:

(796/2:^1^1 4^4) :J15
Jj■ ^* * c4jU L< <ca>rL>-j c^a,liSl ay-^ (^-^l ^

is unattributed in the Bahja, but Ibn Layun attributes this to al-Mutanabbl. His claim

is substantiated by the fact that the verse appears in al-Mutanabbl Dlwan

618/2:^13^1 Ayj. J

jLiJjl Jj ■ V?»j 4jli U 4I?rb- J (^1-^1 ay^ ^^
Another example is:

(702/2:^1^1 UiJl Jli
4j j-v2^ ^ iljjujl ^jjj ajjij^- i?.^1 yj lil

* t

Uj 4^3y dJ-c* c$1j l^i -cuiLio (_£Jj1 01J 01

which is unattributed in the Bahja, at least in this repetition, but Ibn Layun attributes

this to Ibn 'Abd al-Quddus.
Another example is:

777/2:^1^1 :y-'i Jlij

-LjtJi 3^31 y ij<j®j J^ij sjiap
which is unattributed in the Bahja, but Ibn Layun attributes this to Mansur al-Faqih.

The sources used in preparing the current edition do not confirm Ibn Layun's

attribution: however he may have had other sources available to him which are no

longer available to us. Ibn al-Qadi recounts (quoted here on p. 221) how Ibn Layun

was embarrassed in mis-attributing a source, and thereafter was meticulous in

checking

17 See the edited text, vol. 2, p. 576. See also Bahja, vol. 2, p. 656.
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attributions. It is unlikely that Ibn Layun would make an attribution without firm

evidence. Here is the attribution:

611 12'. <cJu l^cJLijl jj./-?. Ij

Ujj-U*Jl jJi bub ajl-tp -Uil

Again in Bahja:

279:^^1 J15j
C *

- 1 • -v I f

^_ajl yj 2j>rb- (j yl

is unattributed, whereas Ibn Layun attributes this to al-Himyari, again, there are no

current sources supporting Ibn Layun's claim, but, once again, it is unlikely he would

made an attribution without confirmation.

412!(f~-'ij^i 4_AJ

(■ £ £ £

Lf 5^rL>- (j J-"J> 1"

Again in Bahja:

778/2:^^1 4^4) :_^T Jl5j
4JLJ Jljj v (j LfAJ iijyd j

^ O*4 AgJrl -UP vii-i (_?j IfjJ J*y Aljji4
is unattributed, whereas Ibn Layun attributes this to Ibn al-Rumi

611/1:^1311 Vu

oUj JljJ V (Jj-U^ (j iijyd <j

"U^LJ ^Jl -UP idJJ (_5j jl
«CJUJ f.^JJ ji 151 U5Li ^-JLP
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The fact that Ibn Layun was able to add a further line to the verse beyond what was

available in the Bahja suggests strongly that he had an alternative source, which may

well have also given him the attribution to Ibn al-Ruml.

A final example:

435/2:^1^1 ~^A :T Jlij

^j^ J-"* Cr°

0 ^ ■'-~I3 1 -r 1 1^^^ ^ ^ < 10 j *

1 &.AJ1 <jLpb j0 -/Pi J-t-J 1 1—iy 01
is unattributed in Bahja, whereas Ibn Layun attributes this to al-Dariml:

485/1 AJv j*AUj
li lilj t + g ■}

&JJt oLf-b jiuo-il (_]wtwo c^jUIT 1 01

Note that Ibn Layun was not the only author to make this attribution. An

earlier author, al-Tha'alibl also gives al-Darimi as the author of this verse.

The following are some examples of corrections which Ibn Layun makes

regarding wrongly attributed to al-'Ala' b. Qaraza but Ibn Layun attributes it to al-

Farazdaq:

747/2:^01^1 4^ Jbv. J» Ji £%Jl Jlij
T * u * t

Lj j>- b 4jblJ2>- L5^ ^

602/1:^013110^ iJbjyilJj

bq^01 4j^1^>- ^Ol b® 10
. La-OO I •».5 0^®U0l ^ l^JL^l bj bJOJ

It is possible that this attribution is incorrect. However, even if so, Ibn Layun did not

make it with disregard for sources available at his time, he agrees with Ibn Qutayba.
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Other authors make different attributions, but none seems intrinsically more worthy

than that shared by Ibn Qutayba and Ibn Layun.

A further case is:

Aiilj ULijj Jij 4J cjj«/?>* (J,| t- ■ ' ^

(796/2:^1^1 ijjpl
L« ^Ll? idJ-^^-^1 HI

<CCL?r 11^ < ob^SsJslj ijJrl (_5^

attributed to Dawud in Bahja, despite recognising the fact that others attribute the

verse to Mansur al-Faqlh. In contrast to Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Ibn Layun sides with these

other sources:

618/1:^1311 A**j ia-JLAJI jjf s/i *A^
O idJd-a (Jl -,t>- dJea^t-f-l lil

L^rb- I1 111 ol«^Ssllj A^rl

Again:

379/1:^1^1 :^iU ^ j

LaU_ClS (j-uLJl 4_«_Jip <JLSVJ aJ-^rjlj Aljl

which was wrongly attributed to al-Hasan b. al-Hanl, is correctly attributed by Ibn

18
Layun to al-Shafi'L This is supported at least by Yaqut.

456:(_^jljll
. t \

LaJcii ^j^JJl j ; A ^ ;L c 4J ^1 A>-

Again:

379/1 :ur~Jbil on-4 :£yl-a ^

18 See Mujam al-Udaba'. 17:303.
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<0)1 \lXiy>- cjjjbj jl f -^2
which was attributed to al-Hasan b. al-Hanl, is attributed by Ibn Layun to al-Shafi'I:

<0)1 ijj_9y>- jjjbj jl (jgjc«T <£• ouS" wii
We cannot confirm this attribution from extant sources.

Another example is:

As^A jj Jtij
jL<Jl jL^J'yi j^rji l)1 jL>y>-

jLi <\JLL>- (j <d Jjf (j b b c£A^ 3"
which was attributed to Yunus, is attributed by Ibn Layun to Mu'nis:

368:

jL~jt 0L»<J*yi J^"rjJ jl J^xjjlj jb( d^J^l (_5^-C' ' ®J^l j|
jli <ciLL>- <d JS" 3 b b (3-^1-i ij-1

This may not be an error by Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, the Yunus form may be a copyist's

error.

In a number of cases, poetry is attributed to two or even three poets in the

Bahja. Ibn Layun reduces the options and attributes the poem to two authors or only

one. His judgements, in most cases, are shown to be accurate and this can be seen by

19
comparing his judgements with his sources.

52o/i,_^jl_fil V<J :<v«jS 3 3^ 3^

j

19

For example, see the edited text, pp. 520.
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iS'b Ijjl ' jl c jjjl •>_ "Vj 3j-ajaJ jl j.l_JU>t3l ^-^P jjijaJJ ^

505/2:^1^1 i*o& I Jlii 4j j^-I ^

JUjIj Jjjas jJjl j^iLs l£~I ^ J^~

^ j»«jl f. Lul c4**j-** .^3*3 3^-3 3

c£j3Jl L4 L$j^i J~° t-2—J^-1 '(*-6"a^ 3^ jr"

jliS'b Ijjl » j) C jjJ C Vj dj-aJ^J j) jLcU^cJsjl tjP jjtfl^'.j ^
.. .^p ^ ,j22*j ^ L/2*^ ytJuil I3& jl : jJj

465^uAj ;31jJl ^y^~5

^Jj ^LiSl (j (_]LsS- |j_a c4^>- jfiji 1 C—>lj 4J^I ,^2-xj
v £ i^_~3l j| c4l*l?*y ji^Uf j-3>- jlS' jJ

395/1:^3^1 4^4 l^Lidl Jl t3jjl -5(Jli

£)jj ^cLiil J <J3^ lj_& a^>- JiJ C-JJ 3*yi ^**2ju

£j)na <w~3l jl 41*3^ liiL/3 jXj- jlS" jJ

The attribution given by Ibn Layun to Mahmud al-Warraq is supported by many other

sources including al-Tamthil wa-al-Muhadra and Zahr al-Adab (see the edition, vol.

2, p. 465).

189:^1^1 4^*4 :(_jU3l 3IT lil t3jlx3J £-1A y- Cr*

33-1 ^j ^31 3L?- ^ jiiJlj (j^*Jl ^3j

375:^13!! vu ^

^jwL>rj c—33-1 js-1^ 3Lj>- JLaJlj Ldtil ,_J~3J

The above are only a few examples of Ibn LayOn's skill in this regard.
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In addition to the corrections he made, Ibn Layun also made numerous

modifications both to the poetic and the prose material of his sources. While it could

be questioned whether the original poets and writers would themselves have

welcomed such alterations to their own material, it seems that Ibn Layun was wanting

to improve works from his own perspective as both poet and scholar. He sometimes

changed a single word and sometimes a phrase. Occasionally he would change the

rhyming word i"Qafiya,'> either in a single line or in a group of lines and sometimes

he would change the sequence of lines. Such changes were frequently for the better.

We find examples where he replaces the second half of one line with the second half

of another, either from the same poem or even from another poem. Sometimes he

changed prose to poetry, or vice-versa. A more complete discussion of changes of

this type is given in index D.

It may seem inconsistent to laud Ibn Layun for doing precisely what Ibn 'Abd

al-Barr was criticised for: making changes in the verses quoted. But there is a crucial

difference. Ibn Layun clearly modified his quotations, apparently to better fit them to

his didactic purposes. The changes appearing in the verses collected by Ibn 'Abd al-

Barr, however, seem to be accidental.
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The distinctive use of the Bughya

The Bahja is not recorded as having been used for educational purposes. As

noted above, the compiler intended it for recreational use. In contrast, the Bughya was

intended from the beginning for this role. He states this clearly in his introduction.

Ibn Layun used the Bughya himself for many years in teaching his students. His

students in turn also used it for the same purpose. We know this from a note written

by Ibn Layun himself, giving a student licence to teach using the Bughya.
\

y a AjtS" C<dlj J a}[£ ^ Ail ] 10yS ^1 (Jli

oJ j L t Lg-vy-j a (_Jl*-> *Ul a A ■ ^y» (_£ ^s. a I
li

(j >1 cOly£>J _yj tJjjlJl _L>r-lll (J^25bsJl
t. s e- e.

dJ IS (Jli ^ ^®^ OLoJlp 4_2Lajl

Ja Mjl (1)yS yi wLa^l yj All! (_Jj jyLaJl J^*jl AjljjJl aJj <Cj5"J
I

.[ 4jL»_*_wv»J A*_^J ^»IP

The work became so admired as a pedagogical tool, that it spread to schools

throughout the Maghreb. Many prominent literary figures, among them Ibn Khatima

and Ibn Layun's own student, al-Hadraml, owed much to the Bughya, and indeed Ibn

al-Khatlb acknowledged his indebtedness to the work. He wrote in his book al-Ihata,

20" I relied on his works and benefited from them a lot" . In connection with this,

important sources mention that his works are of greater value than the original works

21
that he used in his writings.

20 Al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 87.
21 See Ibn al-Qadi, p. 122. See also Lamh al-Sihr, Ms, no. 1897, The Royal Library,
Rabat, folio. 1.
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Not only Ibn Layun's students, but other scholars admired the Bughya

described it as much better than Ibn 'Abd al-Barr's Bahja. Ibn al-Qadi stated that the

work of Ibn Layun is much better than the original. This leaves us in no doubt about

the value which teachers and scholars have seen in the Bughya.

The Bughya as summary and selection

In creating the Bughya, Ibn Layun relied most heavily on Bahjat al-Majalis

wa-uns al-Majalis of Ibn 'Abd al-Barr. Al-Maqqari, for example, describes the

22
Bughya as an ikhtisar of the Bahja. However, the author of the Bughya did not

state that his work was a summary of the Bahja. Indeed he specifically used the term

"selection" (intiqa). This was made clear in the introduction which Ibn Layun

wrote to the work. He says: "I have selected pieces which sound well both in

deliberation and memorisation and will appeal (to students) in lecturing, with the

intention of facilitating the memorisation of precious literary pieces, and offering the

23best and most essential works of literature." What is more, at the end of the text he

repeats the word "selection" when he writes:24

This suggests that perhaps his choice of the word intiqa' is intended to distinguish it

from being purely an ikhtisar and supports the view that Bughya is indeed a selection

22 See Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543.
23

See the edited text, p. 298.
24 See the edited text.
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rather a summary of Bahja. The fact that Bughya contains materials which do not

appear in Bahja would also lead us to the same conclusion. There is further evidence

for this when he uses al-Nukhba al- 'Ulya "selection" as a title of one of his works.

As we have mentioned above, one of the titles, Muntakhab al-Nafa'is, uses the word

intikhab. This again leads to the conclusion that Bughya is a selection rather than an

abridgement or a summary (ikhtisar). As a distinguished scholar and master of

precision in the use of language, one can assume that he deliberately used the term "

selection" as opposed to "summary", which is used by other authors. This had the

advantage that it gave him a framework which allowed him the scope he needed to

add material of his own, from others, and to correct his sources. It means that he

25
could re-arrange the sequence of his material as he thought appropriate. The above

can also be clearly seen in the following works of Ibn Layun: Lamh al-Sihr, al-

Nukhba al- 'Ulya, al-Inala al- 'Ilmiyya and Bughyat al-Mu 'arris. It will be

demonstrated later that the Bughya is in fact a selection from various sources and Ibn

Layun not only used the Bahja, but he used other sources including 'Uyun al-Akhbar,

26
al-'Iqd al-Farid and al-Tamthll wa-al-Muhadra as well as a number ofdiwans 1

which will be discussed later on.

1 Ibn al-Qadi, Fath al-Khabir, Ms, no. 2189, The General Library, Rabat, p. 122.
~ '

Bughya contains poetry, for example, Mahmud al-Warraq and Mansur al-Faqlh

which appears nowhere else not even in their collections.
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The question which might arise here is, do the terms ikhtisar and intiqa' refer

to two separate genres? It does appear that this is the case, because Ibn Layun uses

ikhtisar ikhtisar in other works to mean a "summary" or abridgement. This is

demonstrated by the fact that he uses the term ikhtisar when he really does intend to

abridge. He writes in the introduction to Lamh :

Under this division of genres, it is clear that the word intiqa' is used because

other material by other authors is being included. One has to ask where else he could

have found this material except from other sources, especially the material in, for

example, the following chapters: Abyat Yutamaththal Biha, fi Dhamm al-Khilaf.

Again, one has to ask how Ibn Layun could have corrected and accurately attributed a

number of these texts without relying on other sources. Moreover in his introduction

to Bughya, Ibn Layun mentions sources which he has used such as al-Sila of Ibn

Bashkuwal, and al-Madarik of Ibn'Iyad. This use of intiqa' is supported by its use

in other 13th / 14th century works where it clearly means a selection of material from a

variety of sources including the works of Ibn Sa'Td, al-Safadl, Muhammad b. al-

— — - - - 27
Tayyib al-Qadin and Mukhtarat Ibn 'Azim al-Andalusi. Quotation from the

97
Ms Leiden, number. 30, the Introduction; al-Qadin, al-Iklil wa-al-Taj ma'a Ziyada

ila man ilayhayahtaj, Ms, no. 1897, The Royal Library, Rabat, folio. 2. See also Ibn

al-Khatlb, al-Katiba, p. 87; Awsaf, p. 98.

and in the conclusion ofLamh :

.((• • .o-Ls^ Jp- aU wLoJ-1J ji))
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Mukhtarat makes the point:28 c3j^ ^—Jz>\j ^Js- ^j))
1 a Ojiyj Lg-jij*"**1 ^ci-k.^1jl j cLgjL&id ^

(( Liiy\ Ji" (j AJytjJl J»_AjIJT 9jlx^i

Sources of the Bughya other than Bahja and evidence for Ibn

Layun's use of sources

Evidence for his use of sources

Ibn Layun used a variety of important sources as material for the Bughya.

Evidence for this is abundant and can be categorised as follows:

1. Evidence from Ibn Layun himself. In most of the work in which he relied on

earlier sources, he made it clear that he used other sources of information to enable

29
him to correct the originals."

j « 4jy U 4i Cq4jj*Jl <Uuw2J j ))

If- > j£>\b all ® oyiup ^y> 1j t<L3
N

<5)1

'(( <Cs*-j ^

In paraphrase, Ibn Layun mentions that after correcting most of the hadith, he

simplified the heritage of Sufism for the general reader, relying mainly on the Sufi

works by Abu al-Fadl al-MaqdisI and Shihab al-DIn al-Suhrawardl. Ibn Layun's

insistence in mentioning and profiling his sources is indicative of his diligence, thus

28 - -Ibn 'Azim al-Andalusi, ed, A. al-Harrama, p. 10.
29 Ms. no. 3912, The General Library, Rabat, folio. 1.
30

Ms, no. 3912, Rabat, folio. 1.
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providing clear enough evidence of his use of sources. This does not mean that he

tells us the names of all of his books. As described below, he had a large personal

library, whose titles are not recorded, and his students tell us that he referred to many

of the important works of his day or earlier. See further discussion below.

2. Evidence from his students that Ibn Layun made careful use of his sources is

plentiful. We will limit ourselves to mentioning two of these students, Ibn al-Khatlb

and al-Hadraml. The first of these, Ibn al-Khatib, mentioned Ibn Layun his teacher in

two of his works, and in particular he mentioned; Ibn Layun's use of sources. He

stated clearly that Ibn Layun used his large library as a resource which enabled him

31
to compare and to correct materials and finally to produce a work of his ownfi

The second, al-Hadrami, provides us with even more compelling evidence

(because of his long and close relationship with Ibn Layun) in his "Mashyakha"

when he writes of Ibn Layun, stating:

—py^J £.Lo~lp ' • • •^^^ a '■ </•? ll J^Url 4_JLaJl

J C^ ddJj (J c.. -La-JlJ

oibrjj Igb;■;?j ^ U IgjldM
" Our honourable sheikh, faqih, the master and knowledgeable author (writer)

and physician, is one of the most honourable and skilled scholars of al-Andalus in

composition ... Nobody in his town, in his time, possessed or collected more books

than he did (or was of greater importance). He used to vie with others in obtaining

31 Ibn al-Khatlb, al-Katlba, p. 86.
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them, occupying himself with comparing carefully one with the other and

32
meticulously correcting them". Al-Hadrami, spent over 30 years with his teacher

Ibn Layun and benefited greatly from the use of Ibn Layun's library. It is clear that

Ibn Layun was meticulously careful in his use of sources and there can be no doubt

that he was also accurate when he was compiling the Bughya. Another important

point is that we have to rely on the Bughya for those items for which we have no

sources. This shows also the important of the Bughya.

3. We should add to the evidence of the above students the statement made by Ibn

al-Qadl in which he praised Ibn Layun's work, claiming that it was superior to the

33
originals from which it derived.

4. The original sources for some poems quoted by Ibn Layun in the Bughya have not

survived. Ibn Layun attributes some of these poem to well-known poets such as Abu

al-'Atahiya, Mansur al-Faqih and Mahmud al-Warraq. One is inclined to accept Ibn

Layun's attributions because other examples can be checked.

5- Additional confirmation can be found in statements of Ibn Layun which leave us

in no doubt as to his use of earlier sources. The most important can be mentioned

32 Al-Tunbuktl, Nayl, p. 187. See also al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 543; Efi: Ibn

Luyun (F. De La Granja); Joaquina Eguaras Ibanez, Ibn Luyun Tratado De

Agricultura, p. 19; Amin al-TTbi, Dirasat, p. 186. It should be noted that faqlh had a

wider significance than legal expert in Andalus, since the term was also applied to

those skilled in language.
33 Ibn al-Qadl, Path al-Khablr, Ms, no. 2189, The General Library, Rabat;

Ibn al-Qadl, Fath al-Khabir, Ms, no. 354, The Faculty of Letters Library, Rabat.
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here in his correction to the following statement in Bahja:

Jtf]

One might think at first sight that the editor of Bahja has made a mistake while

copying the manuscript. However, examination of an early manuscript of Bahja,

shows it to be identical in this example to in the printed version. If it is a copyist's

error, it must have occurred very early. The editor has not made an error here; but Ibn

Layun's attribution and conclusion is more accurate. In this case, Ibn Layun made the

34
following correction in Bughya :

| jIjJi OH^ •

In other cases it is not clear whether the error is by the author or by a copyist.

In fact, it is clear from looking at his work in detail that Ibn Layun was

meticulous in checking with sources before putting any thing into his selection. This

can also be seen from the following account.

Jjtj ))

Lt~\ ?-lJj J.L-H jP CS.LJL <*-> (jja-li . ^ g P djjl 4jU>w2-Sl 2JJL« oLip
l»L& j ^1 3^ j-d >. -j—l lOXSi 3 ^-*>-13

j h;ll [3j—J j—jl] j—Isrl ^3 .<uL>w2j [jjJ jjl]
[j^jjl] jUpj .(jbwaJl 1 >ijb ^-*>1 0dJJi 3 C< 4*JUailj
dill 4 «flij C~3l 3 3! 3 aC.-CJj jliu

• 35((^^
34 See the edited text, vol. 2, p. 514. See also Ibn Qutayba, 'Uyun al-Akhbar, vol. 3,

p. 147.
35 Ibn al-Qadl, Durrat, vol. 3, p. 292.
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Other examples of Ibn Layun's corrections to Bahja are:

which corrected to become in Bughya:36 [ aJl ]

and:37 i3^~ ^ {j~t> s)y^-b <J>^ ^ ]
was corrected to become in Bughya:
38

^^ ]

and:[ji^>- Ujj la>^ c^S" lil «J\LS—^ ^ Jjl c—d>J ]

was corrected to become:

\j^~ <_s^p ^Ji ^J/4 CUdf 31 0yld/4 dj' ciuSsJ]

and:

<3 ijJjivajl jli c4..,^?pli idJ-aj^W? -)_lp idJJO i Jjl oojl 131 OLjL* Jli]
40[<LPI?rli yi , 4^2P-

was corrected to become in Bughya:

33 OLst^u^zP-L? wLlp I2JUL» < ®(1)1 C-Ojl 131 I(_£jj4)1 <_3b®j]
41[v^li VIJ <0

and:

36 See the edited text, p. 605.
37 vol. 2, p. 433.
38 See the edited text, vol. 2, p. 486.
-2Q

See the edited text, vol. 2, p. 502. This is likely to be an error of the copyist.
40

See vol. 2, p. 651.
41 See the edited text, vol. 2, p. 575.
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UjutI ilSsj Vj ^J>.xl)_ » - 4iJ I J ji 4.,,-? ,/?4 (j
42T •

was corrected to become in Bughya:

ijli c«4jtw_»o ilSsj <CP^»O » (_j tb«jj (j/3Ui-!l I^^aS" ^JI 2AJJ]
43

AS-jPnSJ Ul*j>r!

After comparing the work of Ibn 'Abd al-Barr with that of Ibn Layun it can be

concluded that Ibn Layun's text is the more accurate. The significant point which is

seen here is that Ibn Layun used important source material.

6- Among the important evidence which can be mentioned here is the fact that he

possessed the biggest library in his town in his time and there is no doubt this was of

enormous benefit to him in his work. A number of his students, including Ibn

Khatima al-Ansari, al-Hadrami and Ibn al-Khatlb, mentioned that they had found this

library useful, and it is equally certain that Ibn Layun did too. Furthermore, according

to the sources, the purpose of creating his library was to collect books which he could

44
work on and correct, and use for his work as a teacher. Examining his work, one

can observe numerous such alterations and corrections

42 See vol. 2, p. 551.
43 See the edited text, vol. 2, p. 539.
44 Se al-Tunbukti, Nayl, p. 187, Ibn al-Khatlb; al-Katiba, p. 87; Efi: Ibn Luyun (F.
De La Granja).
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7- Further evidence for Ibn Layun's use of a variety of different sources is to be

found in the fact that not all the material of the Bughya was chosen from a single

source. Much of it clearly came from other sources and included poetry of different

periods of Arabic literature. This will be especially clear ifwe look at the chapter

A byat, which encompasses such a wide span of poetry and where he relies on a wide

variety of sources, ft is important to note that this chapter not found in Bahja, but the

material in it clearly comes from other sources.
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The sources of the book and their importance

After dealing with the contents and importance of Bughyat al-Mu 'anis it is

necessary to consider the essential sources on which he relied in writing the book in

order to discover the literary and cultural significance of this work. For only by

studying these sources can a clear view of the culture of Ibn Layun's age be formed,

and an understanding gained about the use of literary, historical and religious sources

by men of letters, in Andalusia at the time. First of all it should be made clear that in

Bughyat al-Mu 'anis Ibn Layun does not mention his sources. In this he was not

alone, but resembles many other early Arab authors. However, a careful study of

the work would seem to produce the following as his main sources:

1. Religious sources such as the Qur'an and hadlth.

2. Eastern Arabic sources, particularly al-Aghanlby Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahanl, 'Uyun

al-Akhbar and al-Shi V wa-al-Shu 'ard by Ibn Qutaybah, Muhadarat al- 'Udaba', by

al-Raghib al-Isbahanl, al-Kamil by al-Mubarrad, Nihayat al-Arab by al-Nuwayri, al-

Tamthil wa-al-Muhadara and Lubab al-Adab by al-Tha'alibl, al-Sadaqa wa-al-

Sadlq by Abu Hayyan al-Tawhldl, al-Bayan wa-al-Tabym and al-Hayawan by al-

Jahiz.4'1

3. The collected poems (diwans) of such poets as Zuhayr b. Abl Sulma, Tarafa b. al-

'Abd, Imru'u al-Qays, al-Nabigha al-Dubyanl, al-Mutanabbl, Mahmud al-Warraq,

45
See for example the edited text, pp. 716-726.
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46
Mansur al-Faqih and al-Khansa'.

4. Andalusian sources; the most important of these is al-Dhakhira by Ibn Bassam

and al- 'Iqd al-F'arid by Ibn 'Abd Rabbih.

5- The books of narratives, tales, proverbs and literary accounts such as Nihayat al

Arab by al-Nuwayri, al-Tamthil wa-al-Muhadara by al-Tha'alibl, and al-Mustaqsa

- 47
FiAmthal al- 'Arab by al-Zamakhshari and Majma' al-Amthal by al-Maydani.

6- The books of history such as al-Tabari's famous history and al- 'Iqd al-Farld by

Ibn 'Abd Rabbih.

Here one could ask: Why does Bughya rely so heavily on these works? Were

they more common and widely-used by the men of letters of his time? Or were they

more reliable and important? Why does it contain so few Andalusian sources? Does

this mean that the Andalusian works were fewer and less important or was it because

the eastern culture was still more dominant and more attractive?

It is well known that Andalusian writers and poets remained more interested

in the eastern culture and literature, and more attracted by them. Therefore they kept

in contact with the works of eastern writers and poets. This was made clear by al-

Shantarinl in his work al-Dhakhira fl Mahasi AM al-Jazira (The Treasure of The

Beauties of the People of the Iberian Peninsula) which he wrote in eight large

46
See for example the edited text, pp. 693-720.

47
See for example the edited text, pp. 326-357.
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volumes as an attempt against that trend.

It is clear here that a large number of the Andalusian works relied in the first

Place upon eastern sources, though this can not be said about the works of Ibn

Sa'id,48 al-Bunahl,44 al-Sharlf al-Sibtl,50 Ibn al-Khatlb,51, Isma'Il Ibn al-Ahmar,52
53

Al-Shantanni and a few other writers.

It is well-known that a large number of fragments of poetic texts are found

repeated in more then one work, and that most of these works repeat each other or

borrow from one another without any reference to their sources. Moreover,

sometimes complete chapters taken from other books or authors can be found with

only slight modification. This can be seen in the footnotes which have been added to

Bughyat al-Mu 'anis.

See for example al-Mughrib flHula al-Maghrib.
See Tarikh Qudat al-Andalus.
See Raf al-Hujub al-Masturafl Mahasin al-Maqsura.
See al-lhata, A 'mal al-A 'lam and al-Sihr wa-al-Shi'r.
See Nathlr al-Juman and Nathlr Fara'I al-Juman.

See al-Dhakhlra.
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A comparison between Bughyat al-Mu'anis and other works

Comparing Bughyat al-Mu 'anis with al-Tha'alibi's "al-Tamthil wa-al-

Muhadara" it is apparent that al-Tha'alibT presents us with many literary and poetic

texts written by his contemporaries, a quality not found in Bughyat al-Mu 'anis.

Comparing the texts of those chapters reveals differences. Ibn Layun's work

contains material that is not in al- Tha'alibi's, and the latter also contains repetitions

which Ibn Layun avoided. Indeed, al-Tha'alibi often repeated material from one

chapter in another, Something Ibn Layun rarely did. Moreover, Ibn Layun arranged

the poems according to the poet and then chronologically, whereas al-Tha'alibi did

not pay much attention to chronological order.

Indeed, comparing the Bughya to the earlier, very similar 'Uyun al Akbar

(written by Ibn Qutayba), Ahasin al-Mahasin Ms (written by al-Ta'alib!) and al- 'Iqd

al-Farld, Ibn Layun's skills are made obvious in the comparative clarity in

organisation of material, as well as the avoidance of unnecessary repetition. The

Bughya is in fact unusual for its time in its concise style. The work has more than

stylistic importance, however. Firstly, it contains many important poetic texts from

different ages of Arabic literature. Secondly, Ibn Layun followed a consistent
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method throughout the work. Finally, he used simple and clear language free from

54
rhyming (sqj *) and obscure words.

From the 5th and 6th century / 11th and 12th century onwards, authors began to rely
heavily on earlier sources with only slight changes in the method of organising the
material, and the quotations. However, comparing these works with the earlier
sources, it can be seen that some chapters were expanded using other material that
was available at the time of writing. Perhaps, the Andalusian writers, relied, more

than others, on Eastern sources, the reason being that most of these works were

written as teaching texts. This can be seen clearly in the work of Ibn 'Abd Rabbih.
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The Proportion of poetry from al-Andalus

The work also contains verses by Andalusian and Moroccan poets such as

Yahya al-Ghazal (156/773-250/864),55 Ibn 'Abd Rabbih, Abu al-Qasim Ibn Naslr

al-Katib and alTahrltl, some of which do not exist anywhere else. However, there

are fewer Andalusian poets than eastern Arab ones. This leads one to ask why the

share of Andalusian poetry was smaller in spite of the fact that al-Bughya was

written by an Andalusian author. What was the reason behind the neglect of

Andalusian poetry? What was the role of the eastern Arabic culture in this matter?.

It can be said that most of the Andalusian authors relied in their works on

eastern sources such as al-AghanPthe Book of Songs' by al-Isbahanl, al-Shi V wa-

al-Shu 'ara' by Ibn Qutayba 'Poetry and Poets', al-Bayan wa-al-Tabyin by al-Jahiz,

and al-Sadaqah wa-al-Sadiq by Ibn Hayyan al-Tawhldl. The problem was referred

to and discussed by Ibn Bassam in his work al-Dhakhra. He writes:36

(j AJU-I oJ_4S I Jis^j Jjj

^J Pr j toil i*il jV-^jl yl j jXJPr jJ i(3 j-4Jl J-A *yi 1 tjji'^l lT& jJ-^1

55s5
See his biography in: al-Maqqan, Nafh, vol. 1, p. 449; Ibn Sa'id, al-Mughribfl

Hula al-Maghrib,vo\. l,p. 324; Brock. S. 1: 148; al-Humaydl, Jadwat al-Iqtibas,

p. 35.

Ibn Bassam, al-Dhakhira, part.i, vol. 1, p. 2.
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It was probably the most important problem which led him to write his book.

Andalusian literary texts were in the opinion of Ibn Bassam no less important then

the eastern ones.57

This means that the work is very important to any literary historian or critic

interested in the history and development of Arabic poetry, and to any scholar

interested in collecting and editing the poems of ancient Arab poets.

A scholarly edition of Ibn Layun's work would be important for all students

of Arabic poetry. For this purpose, a large number of ancient Arabic sources and

collected works of ancient Arab poets have been consulted, as the footnotes in this

present work will show.

Ibn Bassam, al-Dhakhira, part. l,vol. 1, p. 9.
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The importance of the introduction, its sources and its contents

No less important is his introduction to Bughya, where he discusses in detail

(relying on important sources) Ibn 'Abd al-Barr's life, teachers and students. Ibn

Layun starts the Bughya by writing an important and comprehensive introduction of

nearly twenty five pages. In his introduction he discusses the reasons for writing the

book and he stresses the importance of simplifying the contents in order to render it

suitable for teaching purposes as well as for the general reader. In Bughya he

demonstrates a strong desire to give clear shape to the language, style and content.

He goes on to give full biographical information about Ibn 'Abd al-Barr with

meticulous attention to detail and accuracy, and in doing this he relies on important

sources, not all of which have survived today. For example, Mashyakhat Ibn Najah

al-Maqqari by Ibn 'Abd al-Barr's close student no longer exists. Ibn Layun's work is

especially important because as some of these sources no longer exist, we have to rely

on the information which Ibn Layun provides. The Bughya is an essential sources for

anyone who wishes to write about Ibn 'Abd al-Barr's life or about the period in which

he lived and worked.
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Title of the Bughya
Why the title differs in manuscripts

Examining the different manuscripts and secondary sources which have come

down to us, we note that there are many variations in the titles. However, these

differences are relatively insignificant. The first word -Ibn Layun's- nearly always

58
remains the same, "Bughya," while the remaining words vary from one manuscript

to another. As to why these variations exist, it can be safely supposed that some are

the result of copyists' errors and some may be intentional. These differences in title

are also found in secondary sources including Fihris al-Khizana al- 'Ama, Fihris

Khizanat al-Qarawiyyih, and Fihris Khizanat Titwan.

In Brockelmann the title appears as Bughyat al-Mu'anis min Bahjat al-

59
Majalis, but it seems likely that he had not himself seen the original manuscripts in

Morocco, Tunisia and Libya because in discussing this work he does not mention

their locations or numbers or the different titles of the Mss. Specifically, he does not

mention anywhere the manuscript of Bughya which is written in the time of Ibn

Layun.60 In al-Maqqarl's work the title is Bughyat al-Mu'anis and, as he relates

58
To my knowledge there is only one exception to this in Ibn Layun's works, and it is

to be found in one copy of a manuscript in the library of Sale (near Rabat). Here we

find al-Tuhfa al- 'Ulya as the first word of the title while in all other manuscripts in

Morocco, Tunisia and Libya we find al-Nukhba al-'Ulya. This is most likely to be
confusion resulting from a mistaken reading of the word.
59 Geschichte der Arabischen Litterature, Leiden, 1938, S. 2, p. 380.
60 See p. 137.
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61
himself, he had seen more than twenty of Ibn Layun's works. In the absence of al-

Hadraml's work, which has not survived, it must be supposed that al-Maqqari's title is

more likely to be the correct one, and some of the existing manuscripts of the Bughya

would support this.

From examination of the manuscripts at first hand, we note that the titles consist of

two distinct parts containing two words each, these parts being linked by the

preposition "win" or the conjunction "wo". The first pair of words are always Ibn

Layun's own, while the pair of words following "min" or "wo" are the words taken

from his sources. In this way he emphasises his own contribution while at the same

time acknowledging the work of the original authors. Ibn Layun consistently employs

this system of providing titles for his works.

Variations in the title of Bughya

We must now consider the differing versions of the title of Bughya which

appear in the manuscript copies. There are four variants to take into account. They

are:

1. Bughyat al-Mu 'ani wa- 'Uns al-Mujalis

2. Bughyat al-Mu 'nis wa- 'Uns al-Majlis

3. Bughyat al-Mu 'anis min Bahjat al-Majalis

4. Muntakhab al-Nafa'is wa- 'Uns al-Majlis

61
See al-Maqqarl, Nafh, vol. 5, p. 544.
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The first of these is likely to be the most authentic title since the manuscript in

which it appears can be dated to the period of the author's lifetime. Moreover, this is

the title which is most frequently used in the available manuscripts. This version

consists of two parts linked by 'W'. The first part is the title given by Ibn Layun

himself. The second part, following "wa", is part of the title used in Bahja. Together

62
they form a new title. ~ The second version probably has the least claim to

authenticity. Here the letter "Alif is omitted in the word "al-Mu'amis", perhaps due

to a misreading by the copyist. The third version of the title follows a very similar

pattern to the first, except that the preposition "min" is substituted for "wa". The

63
fourth manuscript is found only in a single manuscript in Rabat.x The first part of

the title is found only on this manuscript. It is not possible to say whether this part

was given by Ibn Layun or one of his students, or one of the copyists. No other

sources support this title.

The need for a this edition of the Bughya

64
The one currently available edition of Bahja was made using some - but not

all - of the surviving manuscripts. The important Moroccan manuscripts for example,

were not consulted by the previous editor (they were, however, consulted by the

62
This construction is used in other of Ibn Layun's works. It seems that he follow a

similar method consistently.
x This manuscript was mot consulted by scholars because it was not in the General

Library of Rabat's catalogue but was in a private collection.
64 Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Bahjat al-Majalis, ed. M. M. al-KhulI, Dar al-Kutub al-Tlmiyya,
Beirut, 1982.
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present author in this study).65 The available edition also suffers from serious defects

such language errors and mistakes in the metre of the poems. Moreover, it seems that

at times the editor did not understand the peculiarities of script (when, for example,

fa' is spelt without a dot over the letter). A more complete discussion of errors of

this type is given in index D.

Another problem with the existing edition of Bahja is the inaccuracy of many

of its references. This includes incorrect page referencing and the mentioning of

poems which can not be found in the sources he mentioned in his footnotes. Even the

index is not free from errors. It is therefore important that scholars should not depend

on the references given in the edition of the Bahja. They should instead consult the

original manuscripts in Morocco. There are other examples of similarly casual

editing including al- 'Umda of Ibn Rashlq al-Qayrawanl and the al-Ihapa of Ibn al-

KhatTb which was edited by M. A. 'Inan. In the former case, a recent PhD by M.

Qarqazan has produced an improved version, while in the latter case, an updated

edition should soon be available from a group of researchers in Fez. This underlines

the necessity to go back to the original sources, rather than relying solely on

currently-used editions, in undertaking scholarship in this area. This is the reason

why the present author, in producing the first edition of Bughya, has concurred with

65
See the edited text.
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al-Harrama66 and decided it was necessary to go back to the original sources of the

Bahja.

Great care over accuracy has been taken in the editing of the Bughya which

forms part two of this thesis. Such care contrasts with the edition of the Bahja. In

this, for example, the editor only sometimes notes references to the quotes he cites

while on other occasions (even when poems come from the same page) he does not.

Sometimes when he does give a reference it is erroneous, or he gives one correct

reference but then gives no reference for poems which appear even on the same page.

This rather suggests that the editor has not always checked the original sources but

has copied his reference from other edited sources.

Sometimes a few lines of a poem are correctly referenced, but the whole poem

does not appear on the page/s given. Another possibility, therefore, is that the editor

has relied on the indices of the sources rather than checking the references

themselves. This edition has another serious problem. The correct version (riwaya)

sometimes appears in the footnotes, while errors are quoted in the main text. A good

editor ought to put corrections in the footnotes while having the correct version in the

text.

66 Al-Harrama, Bina' al-Qasida.
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Conclusion

The Bahja was an important literary anthology of its day, but it was not a

scholarly work. Ibn Layun took this as the basis for a new collection, the Bughya,

making from it a rigorous work of scholarly and educational value which has found a

place in the teaching of Arabic over centuries. The tie between these two works

means that this new, exacting edition of the Bughya is informative not only about this

latter work, but may also be of use to scholars interested in its predecessor, the Bahja,

and in the development of the literary anthology from its earlier entertainment form to

its later role as an educational tool. The vital role of the Bughya in teaching during the

final heyday of Andalusia, means that modern access to it offers an unprecedented

window into the Andalusian culture of that time.

The Bughya gives us a clear picture of the literary taste of Ibn Layun. One

can say, from examination of his work and particularly the main chapter, that he

concentrates on certain poets, such as Mahmud al-Warraq, Mansur al-Faqih Yahya

al-Ghazal and Abu al-'Atahiya. From these poets, he chooses mainly wisdom and

proverbs. It is clear that he particularly likes these poets and that there are some

subjects which do not interest him, such as wine. It is very probable that his life (he

was a teacher, a QadI and a Sufi) influenced his choice of poetry. The poems
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remaining from the recitals at his majlis in Almeria are similar in subject matter to the

67
ones that he concentrated on in his Bughya. It is therefore clear what his literary

tastes were. His position as a teacher limited his choice of texts: perhaps this was

why he did not choose love poetry. This is seen clearly when we look at both his

own poetry and his selection, neither contains a significant amount of love poetry.

His selection of particular literary texts from ancient Arabic poetry and prose tells us

much by implication about Arabic Andalusian literary tastes and trends at the time,

which were eclectic, using poetry from the East especially. Other similar collections

of the time also concentrate on wisdom and proverbs; for example, Mukhtarat Ibn

'Azlm and al-Sihr wa-al-Shi'r.

7
See al-Maqqan, Nafh, vol. 5, pp.
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CHAPTER 7

A CRITICAL EDITION OF BUGHYAT AL-MU'ANIS

OF IBN LAYUN



1. Introduction:

As has been mentioned above, Ibn Layun produced almost a hundred works,1 but up

to now only two of them have been published. They are:

1. Al-Nukhba al-'Ulya (The Higher Anthology), published in Tunis in 1351/1932,

2
in 122 small pages.

2. Ibda' al-Malaha wa-Inha' al-Rajaha flUsul Sina'at al-Filaha (An Exposition of

the Science of Agriculture), urjiiza in 1365 lines published in Granada in 1975, from

a single manuscript found in the library of the University of Granada. The editions

of both works suffer however from numerous errors and need to be re-edited in the

3
light of other manuscripts which exist in Morocco, Tunisia and Libya.

In his works, Ibn Layun usually deals with a wide range of subjects which are

still relevant today but Bughyat al-Mu 'anis (The Aim of the Sociable Companion),

which Ibn Layun finished in 737/1336, is perhaps the most important of them all. It

is a large work, not as yet published, although a number of manuscripts of it exist in

the libraries of Morocco, Tunisia and Libya.

1
See above p. 147.

2
See above p. 151.

3
This has already been discussed in detail in Chapter 4, which deals with Ibn

Layun's work.
4

This date is only found in the manuscript no. 6946, The Royal Library, Rabat: "It
was finished in the middle of Sha'ban, the year 737/1336". It is not clear here
whether this statement was made by Ibn Layun himself or not. See folio. 87 b.
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Its importance is due to the fact that it contains a large number of literary texts

chosen carefully from ancient Arabic poetry and prose, together with proverbs,

sayings of wisdom, narratives and prophetic traditions.

The general theme and contents of the work.

Bughyat al-Mu'anis can be considered as a literary anthology which

contained a large number of texts chosen from ancient Arabic poetry and prose,

sayings of the Prophet, narratives, proverbs and wise utterances from different

cultures including Persian and Greek. As regards poetry, the work contains no less

than 1287 complete verses and many single hemistichs. We also find in it 340

sayings of the Prophet.5 The work is divided into 118 short chapters. The following

table (table. 7.1) gives a clear picture of the themes of these chapters.

5
See the edited Arabic text p. 791.
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Tabic. 7. 1 List of chapter of the Bughyat al-Mu'arus
Title of chapter No. of verses

from poetry1'

No. of

Hadlth

No. of

Qura'nic

verses.

Page Nos.
in the

edited Ms.

1. Adab al-Mujalasa 5 6 -

2/318

2. Fad! al-Kalam 7 _

2/321

3. FI Dhamm al-'Iyy 6 - _

2/324

4. FI al-Lahn 5 - -

2/326

5. FI al-Balagha - -

2/328

6. Fi man Urtija 'alayh - - 1
2/329

7. FI al-Samt 8 10 1
2/331

8. FI Muzdawaj al-Kalam - - -

2/336

9. Fi al-Ajwiba al-Muskita 6 - 3
2/338

10. FI al-Adab 7 1 1
2/345

J t
[ i . FI al-Tarwlh 'ala al-Qulub t

1 -

2/347

1 0
J sU. Fi Tib al-'Aysh 10 0 1

2/348

13. FI Khayr al-Mal - 2 -

2/353

14. FI al-Tijarah | 6 -

2/354

15. FI al-Rizq 7 4
2/356

16. Fi a!-Hirs 10 1 -

2/359

'

This table does not include single ashtar (hemistichs), but only full cihyat (whole
lines).
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17

18.

19.

20

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29

30

31

32

33

Title of chapter No. of verses

from poetry

No. of

Hadlth

No. of

Qura'nic

verses.

FT al-Tama'

Ft Dhamm al-Su'al 17

Ft Intizar al-Faraj 16

FT al-Jidd 13

Fi Ilamd al-Mal wa-Dhammih 11

Fx al-Ghina' wa-al-Faqr

5

3

Fx al-Dayn

FT al-Iqtisad wa-al-Rifq

Fi ai-Safar wa-al-Ightriab 14

Fx al-Tahawwul 'an Mawatin

al-Dhull

11

Fx al-1 awdx' 13

Fx al-Ziyarah

Fx al-1-Iija.b

Fx al-Musafahah

Fx al-Rasul 10

Fx al-Hadiyyah

Fx al-Jar
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Title of chapter No. of verses

from poetry

No. of

Hadlth

No. of

Oura'nic

verses.

Page Nos.
in the
edited Ms.

34. FT al-Dayf 9 3 _

2/420

35. Fi al-Ma'ruf 10 5 -

2/423

36. FI al-Shukr 10 5 1
2/427

37. FI Taiab al-Hajat 11 3 -

2/431

38. FI al-SOltan 13 C
J -

2/435

39. FI al-Kitabah 2 4 1
2/443

40. Fi al-Zulm 12 1 1
2/446

41. FI al-'Afw 7 3 -

2/451

42. Fi al-Ghadab 1 2
2/454

43. FI al-Raja' 7 1 -

2/456

44. FI ai-'Afiyah 4 4 -

2/459

A C
HJ. FI al-Da1 wa-al-Dawa' 6 o

J) -

2/462

46. Fi aFTa'a 2 2) 3
2/464

47. FI al-Ghlbah wa-al-Namlma 10 8 1
2/466

48. FI al-Baghi wa-al-Hasad 24 6 J

2/47.1.

49. FI al-Zann 9 7>
J 1

2/479

50. Fi al-Jidal 3 I -

A!4o3

51. FI al-Mushatama 8
/■>

z. -

2/485
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Title of chapter No. of verses

from poetry

No of

Hadlth

No. of

Qura'nic

verses.

Page Nos.
in the
edited Ms.

52. FT al-Kibr 6 3 1
2/488

53. Fi al-Tawadu' •->
J 5 -

2/491

54. FI al-Mashura 7 6 I
2/494

55. FI Kitman al-Sirr 22 1 -

2/498

56. FI al-Shaja'a 13 I
I -

2/504

57. FI al-Ttldhar 17 1 -

2/509

58. Fi al-Mawa'id 10 - 1
2/513

59. FI al-Madh 25 3 -

2/517

60. FI al-Damm 19 1 -

2/526

61. FI al-'Aql to 2 2
2/532

62. FI Ajwibat al-Hamqa - - -

2/538

63. Fi a!-Mulah 14 - 1
2/540

64. q j IV /11 -7rx K.1 A Cii VXlZiCLlX 10 0
jLI

-

2/546

65. FI al-Sidq wa-al-Amana 6 5 -

2/549

66. Fi al-Haqq 4 3 -

2/552

67. Fi al-Haya' 8 5 i
2/554

68. FI Husn al-Khuluq 5 4 i
2/557

69. FI Makarim al-Akhlaq 3 4 -

2/559
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Title of chapter No. of verses

from poetry

No. of

Hadlih

No. of

Qura'nic

verses.

Page Nos.
in the

edited Ms.

70. FT al-Hilm 22 1
2/562

71. FI al-Jud 15 4 -

2/568

72. FI al-Muru'a 6 9 _

2/572

73. FI Imtihan al-Akhiaq 21 3 -

2/574

74. FT al-Tawadduci 11 7 -

2/579

75. FI al-'Uzla 22 1
2/582

76. FT al-Sadiq 26 - -

2/587

77. FT al-Ikhwan 10 3 -

2/593

78. FI al-'Itab 11 - -

2/596

79. FI al-Tthuqala' 4 - -

2/599

80. FI al-Shamata 9 2 _

2/601

81, FI al-Muwakhat A
H - -

2/604

so FI al-Walid wa al Walad 14 9
2/606

83. Fi al-Aqarib 14 3 -

2/611

84. FI al-Mamallk J 1 -

2/615

8.5. Fi al-Thana' 5 I -

2/617

86. FI Mad! al-lkhwan 10 i -

1 //"OAZ/oZ\)

87. FI al-Hawa 5 1 -

2/623
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Title of chapter No. ofverses

from poetry

No. of

Hadlth

No of

Quranic

verses.

Page Nos.
in the
edited Ms.

88. FI al-Tshq 4 1 -

3/625

89. FI al-Nisa' 17 1 -

3/628

90. FI al-Wajh al-Hasan 22 3 2
3/633

91. Fi ai-TazwIj 31 9 -

3/640

92. IT al-Libas 5 11 -

3/652

93. Fi al-Markub 4 3
3/655

94. FI al-Ta'am 7 6 -

3/657

95. FI al-Nawm 6 - -

3/66 i

96. FI al-Hammam o
J 1 ~

3/663

97. FI al-Baraghith 3 1 -

3/665

98. FI al-Sijn 13 1 -

3/666

99. r?~ v a ..1 „

n ai- Ada 3 - -

3/670

100. q 1 Iff1 o-f 5 - -

3/672

101. FI al-Munajiirnln 14 2. -

3/673

102. FI al-Hikam al-Ma'duda 5 2 -

3/676

103. FI al-R.u'ya _ 2 1
3/682

104. FI Nawadir Khabariyya 3 1 T

3/684

105. FI Hikam Manthura i - -

3/690
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Title of chapter No. of verses

from poetry

No of

Hadlth

No. of

Qura'nic

verses.

Page Nos.
in the

edited Ms.

106. FI Abyat Yutamaththa.1 biha 184 - -

3/693

107. FI Nawadir al-Falasifa - - -

3/740

108. FI al-Riya' 11 5 1
3/742

109. FI al-Shayb 16 I -

3/744

110. FI al-Kibar 28 - 1
3/748

111. FI al-Wasaya 21 7 -

3/754

! 12. FI al-Du'a' 4 3 1
3/760

1 13. FT al-Dunya 17 10 -

3/763

114. FI al-Zuhd 15 7 1
3/769

115. Fi al-Mawa'iz 26 7 -

3/773

116. FI al-' Amal 6 3 -

3/779

»i n
i i / . FI al-Ta'azi 29 5 -

3/781

118. Fi Kalam al-Muhtadarin 9 - -

3/788
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This table shows clearly that Ibn Layun's work with regard to both themes

and contents can be placed within the category of literary anthology, a literary genre

which was well established in Arabic literature from early days. Because of its

inclusiveness and wide range of subjects, it can also be considered a thesaurus of

quotations from ancient Arabic poetry and prose, the Qur'an, the Prophet's sayings,

proverbs and narratives. It is one of the most important works of Ibn Layun, if not

the most important.

The reasons for the neglect of Bughyat al-Mu 'anis by scholars

In spite of the importance of Ibn Layun's work and the existence of numerous

manuscripts of it, it has been neglected by scholars for two reasons. Firstly, there is

the abundance and variety of its subject matter. It contained more than 1287

complete verses, plus many single hemistichs, 340 sayings by the Prophet, numerous

quotations from the Qur'an, a large number of proverbs, words of wisdom,

narratives, tales and rare historical or literary accounts.7 To verify all this material

will naturally require a great deal of work and time, and the availability of a large

number of sources, particularly the collected poems of the poets concerned.

Secondly, the very existence of a large number of manuscripts of Bughyat al-

Mu 'mis makes its verification a difficult task, because each manuscript requires a

7
See the edited text, vol. 3, pp. 793-930.
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close study and a careful comparison with all the others, before any of them can be

selected as a base.

Method of editing the Bughyat al-Mu'anis

Descriptions of the various manuscripts

The large number of the manuscripts of Bughya which are found in Morocco,

Tunisia, Libya and other Arab countries suggests that the work was well-received

and studied by students and scholars in the western part of the Arab world including

Andalusia at the time. There are more than ten manuscripts of Bughyat al-Mu 'anis in

Morocco, three in Tunisia and one in Libya owned privately by the family of Ibn

Man!'. Al-Zirikll also owned another manuscript of the work. So Ibn Layun's work

must have been found to be highly informative and instructive for a long time by

those who were interested in Arab Islamic culture and literary heritage.

Furthermore, because Ibn Layun used to teach his own material, a large number of

copies would have been made by his own students.

The Moroccan Manuscripts

So far as I know there are more than ten manuscripts of Bughyat al-Mu 'anis

in Morocco: A-four in the General Library. One of 157 pages dated 1344 under

number 236k; a second numbered 1037; a third numbered 606j and a fourth under

number 121.
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B- Four in the Royal Library under the numbers: 7305, 4503, 6946 and 2860.

C- One in the Qarawiyyin Library in Fez under the number 1294. It is of a small

square size, written in a clear Moroccan script, without date and the name of the

transcriber, but it was acquired in 1315/1898. The papers of the manuscript are

114/17/19/15.8

D- One which is known as the Titwan manuscript.

E- Three in Tunisia, the Library of al-Zaytuna Mosque under the numbers: 6725,

4677 and 6176.9

F- One in Libya owned by the family of Ban! Man!' as mentioned above.

A detailed critical description of the manuscripts

After studying all these manuscripts with the exception of the one in Libya, I

decided to use only four of them as a base for the verification and editing of Ibn

LayOn's work. They are:

1- The Ms. 236k which is in 157 pages of large size with twenty lines a page and an

average of 14 words in a line, ft was written in an Andalusian form of script, clear,

beautiful and well-inflected. Though it has no date and no name of transcriber, it

seems to have been copied not long after the time of Ibn LayOn as indicated by its

preface. The upper part of the first page bears the seal of the General Library at

g
See the catalogue of the Qurawiyyln Library, vol. 3, pp. 343-344.

9
See Fihris Maktabat al-Ahmadiyya, Tunis, p. 28.
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Rabat. In view of all these qualities I have decided to use it as the first version and

refer to it by the letter A.

It is a complete copy, free from any damage and suffers only from very few

errors and many words were provided with vowel points. Among the few errors is

10
(2 L>- 4—rather than (5—L>- —xJ) as it should have been.

Nevertheless, the version contains some words which the transcriber seems to have

found unclear in the original copy he used and which he therefore wrote down as

they appeared to him and marked them by placing above each of them the sign to

1 1
indicate their obscurity.

After studying this copy and its preface very carefully and examining its type of

writing and papers, I felt almost certain that it is a manuscript copied from Ibn

Layun's own version or a copy made by one of his students. In modern times the

manuscript seems to have suffered from some disorder in binding after page 42 but

this disorder was easy to identify and resolve by comparing the version with version

B. At first I thought that a substantial part of the version was missing, but after

examining the whole manuscript I found the missing part placed somewhere else by

the binder.

See the edited Arabic text.
11

See for example Ms A, folios. 28a, 68a, 91a and 130a
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1. The manuscript 1037D. This version was made by an unknown copyist in Rajab

1202/April 1788. It is kept in the General Library in Rabat within a collection of

12
manuscripts numbered 1037D. It consists of 60 folios. Each page contains an

average of 26 lines with an average of 14 words in a line. It is written clearly in a

Moroccan script of a medium size, but the titles of both the parts and the chapters are

written in a large form.

13
It also contains some additions and comments written on the margins,

and some of the verses quoted by Ibn Layun seem to have been ascribed to

their poets by the transcriber who probably compared the version which he copied

14
with another one. It is a complete version in spite of the areas of damage which it

15
seems to have suffered, and contains very few errors.

The manuscript began on folio lb with: ^ lsLp ^>-j*-Jh ^o
*

„ „ • > „

jwLs^Ji GJl (_£jill dGL&li (JlS .G-d^J ^_G°y dTj

. <U*3jj 4jj£- <U_C. y, <Uli Cf- 1 0G-iP

4—»Gll oSGdlj jOJ_«^pj Gi>- <dJ

^lGb^1

IjGS' jvGvuj 2J-iG~J.I £C-V2JL> <UJ!J_4S dill ,, g./!■>- ^jjdJi ^^P

12
This copy is also mentioned by Brockelmann, see Brockelmann: S. II, p. 380.

See also fihris al-Khizana al- 'Amma, Rabat, p. 6.
13

See for instance folios. 41a, 118b and 117a.
14

See for example folios. 41,81, 117.
See folios. 42-51.
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The manuscript ends on folio 60a with:

4 Jloi oLixca 4ioL>-l ... i JJ <uiol L» y>-\ IwL&j)

(jl XJL^J n il djO'Lo'yi ALs^J lij-L>- (jAJL« C-^OL*-^! AJ_«^-J AJ

Vj a P < Jj ^ At)ljj LAJJJ_V3 C—S"jj ^Jl jLttP^l Oj-2 ^ <43^ 3

17. ,3cdb.j ^j j%'"* 015"^^ ... o\2

The above manuscript will be presented as version B.

2. This manuscript is kept in the Royal Library in Rabat as No. 6946. I have

obtained a microfilm copy of it and referred to it by the letter M. The manuscript

contains (consists of) 87 small folios with 16 lines in each page. The average of

words in each line is 12 words. This manuscript is appears to have been written

around 9/15 century and written in black ink in a medium-sized Maghribi script. The

titles of chapters and names of poets are written in big handwriting. In the top right-

hand corner, there appears the stamp of the Royal Library.

The "M" Manuscript suffers from many lacunae which could have been a

result of an incomplete though otherwise accurate original text from which it was

copied. In total, there are four blank pages, which are 56a, 61b, 62a and 88a, but the

In actual fact, the number of abyats cited by Ibn Layun in his whole work is

1287, rather than 1260. The extra twenty seven may well have been added by later
copyists.

See folio 60a.
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1 &
other missing parts of the text amount to a great deal more. However after

comparing this manuscript with the other ones mentioned above, including the

versions A and B, I found it reasonably accurate and free from many of the errors

which appear in all of them. It seems that it was written with extreme care as can be

seen from the correction in the margin of the Ms.

As a result of this I find myself inclined to think that it was copied from a

very accurate original, although an incomplete version made at or around the time of

Ibn Layun, or at least it was compared with such a version. Therefore, as the reader

will observe from the. footnotes in my edition, I have relied heavily upon it in

verifying the text and correcting some of the errors, which occurred in other versions

19
of it. However because of its incompleteness it has been placed after the Mss A

and B under number 3.

During the process of verifying the text of Bughyat al-Mu'anis I have

checked carefully all the verses quoted in it which amount to 1260 as numbered by

20
Ibn Layun himself. The many half verses or hemistichs have been checked and

every attempt has been made to find their other halves and the poets who composed

18
See for example the edition, pp. 324, 326, 328, 339, 341, 446, 449 and 452.

19
See the edition, pp. 339, 341, 345-346, 364 and 383.

20
See the edition, p. 791.
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them. At the close of his work Ibn Layun has stated: "the total number of the verses

is one thousand two hundred and sixty, not counting the first hemistichs whose

21
second ones were left out".

A general observation concerning the manuscripts used in editing the

text

A general remark about the manuscripts used.

The fact that both versions A and B share many characteristics indicates that

they were both copied from a single manuscript older than both, or else that B was

copied from A. It must also be mentioned here that the four manuscripts which have

been used in verifying Ibn Layun's work contain a number of spelling, grammatical

and prosodical errors. However, any reference to them has been avoided because it

22
is believed that they were made by the copyist of the manuscripts.

21
See the edition, p. 791.

22 fk fk
It is well-known that in the 8 /14 century both Andalusia and Morocco

witnessed a great advancement in the making of papers and editing works. See Ibn
al-Khatlb, Ihapa, vol. 3, p. 27. See also al-Harrama, Bins' al-Qasida, vol. l,p.
25.
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By comparing the four manuscripts one with another some differences were

also found between them, but not so many with regard to the size of the work. This

seems to suggest that the four manuscripts were copied from some older manuscripts

which were close to each other. These differences have been referred to in the

footnotes, and corrected the text as far as possible in the light of the language and

23
style of Ibn Layun.

24
The Method of Editing the Moroccan Mss"

By "checking the quotations used by Ibn Layun in the old sources it has been

possible to correct errors found in the manuscripts and they have been referred to in

25
the footnotes. It is believed that the errors were committed by the copyists and

were not inherent in Ibn Layun's original text. Many of the obscure or obsolete

words used by Ibn Layun have been explained by consulting old Arabic dictionaries

such as al-Lisan and Matn al-Lugha. Furthermore, some necessary but brief

information concerning poets, narrators, authors and other persons mentioned in the

23
See for example the edited text, pp. 305, 306, 318, 320 and 472.

24
I have benefited greatly from the article Tahqiq al-Nusus of'Allal al-GhazL

However I have not found it necessary to follow his policy of separating his
footnotes into those which indicate manuscripts' variations and those which deal
with more general comments and information such as bibliographic, linguistic and
personality details. See Majallat Kulliyat al-Adab, Rabat. See also Harun, 'Abd al-
Salam, Tahqiq al-Nusus wa-Nashruha, Cairo, Matba 'at Dar al-Kutub, 1969.
25

See for example the edited text, pp. 768-769 and 771.
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text has been provided and the sources of this information are referred to in the

96
edited footnotes. In addition, the errors found in the poetry quoted by Ibn Layun

have been corrected by checking them against the collected works of other poets,

highly-reputed ancient anthologies and other literary sources, all ofwhich have been

referred to in the footnotes.

Some critical remarks regarding a number of sources which were consulted

have also been made. The spellings and pronunciations of the names of the persons

and places mentioned in Ibn Layun's work have been determined, and the literary,

historical and geographical sources that were used in this respect are referenced. No

changes in any word, phrase, or quotation have been made in Ibn Layun's work

without first having been checked carefully in the old sources available, and these

sources have been referred to in the footnotes.

Square brackets [ ] have been used when referring to the differences

between the manuscripts used in editing the present text, and the earlier collections

of poems and well-known anthologies. Occasionally some names have been added

in an Attempt to remove ambiguities and they have been placed between

27
parentheses ( ).

26
See for example the edited text, pp. 389-394.

27
See for example the edited text, pp. 345, 365, 390 and 395.
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The technical, linguistic and literary terms used by Ibn Layun have been

explained briefly, after checking them in old dictionaries and other specialized

sources. The meter of every verse quoted by Ibn Layun has been identified and

named.

In order to make this edition of more value to both the academic and general

reader, a number of indexes have been created, which cover Quranic verses, hadiths,

proverbs and sayings of wisdom, poetic verses in accordance to their rhymes, a

pleonasm, names of persons, names of tribes and clans, names of towns, cities and

other places, titles of works mentioned by Ibn Layun, titles of sources and references

used in verifying Ibn Layun's work and the contents of the manuscript.

The time which Ibn Layun spent in writing the Bughya

Nowhere in the work does Ibn Layun mention when he wrote the Bughya or

how long he spent in writing it. But the large size of the work and the amount and

type of materials which it contains suggest that he spent a long time collating

contents and writing the various chapters.

The work contains 1262 complete poetic verses and 520 hemistichs quoted

from ancient poets. The metre of each verse has been identified and then

arranged in tables which show the number of times each particular metre has

been used, something which may indicate the poetic or rhythmical taste of Ibn Layun
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Table 7. 2 List of the metres (buhur) in the Bughyat al-Mu 'ais

Metre Number of lines Percentage

of total

Al-tawll 3 7 5 29.14%

Al-basit 2 1 8 1 7%

Al-kamil 182 14.15%

Al-wafir 161 12 50%

Al-khafIf 87 6.76%

Al-sarl' 77 6%

Al-ramal 62 4.82%

Al-mutaqarib 60 4.7%

Al-munsarih 22 1.7%

Al-rajaz 18 1.40%

Al-mujtathth 10 0.78%

Al-madld 7 0.54%

Al-hazaj 5 0.89%

Al-muqtadab 3 o.23%

Al-mudari' -

Al-mutadarik -
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This shows that al-tawil is the most common meter used in poetic quotations

of Ibn Layun, something which agrees with the prominent place of al-tawil in

28 - -

ancient Arabic poetry. Next comes al-basit, then al-kamil and al-wafir. The least

common metres which appear in quotations are: al-madid and al-Hazaj. On the

other hand, the metres which do not appear in these quotations are: al-Mudari' and

al-Mutadarik.

28 - - - -

Ibrahim Anis, Musiqa al-Shi'r al-'Arabl, Dar al-Qalam li-al-Tiba'a wa-al-Nashr,
Beirut, n.d, p. 13; Safa' KhullusI, Fann al-Taqti ' al-Shi'riwa-al-Qaflya,
Manshurat Maktabat al-Muthanna, Baghdad, 1977, p. 43. See also 'Abd Allah al-

Tayyib, al-Murshid ila Fahm Ash 'ar al- 'Arab, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, 2nd edition, 1970,
vol. 1, p. 362; Hazim al-Qartajannl, Minhaj al-Bulagha', ed. M. al-Hablb Ibn al-
Khuja, Dar al-Kustub al-Sharqiyya, Tunis, 1966, p. 269.
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